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Board of Directors 
 
 
Friday, June 5, 2015 
 





NOTICE OF MEETING 
 
 
EVENT:  Meeting of the University of California 
   Hastings College of the Law Board of Directors 
 
DATE:  Friday, June 5, 2015 
 
PLACE:  UC Hastings College of the Law 
Alumni Reception Center 
200 McAllister Street, 2nd Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
 
STARTING TIME: 9:00 a.m. 
 
AGENDA:  See Attached 
 
 
This notice is available at the following University of California, Hastings College of the Law website 
address:  http://www.uchastings.edu/board 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
For further information please contact Elise Traynum, Secretary of the Board of Directors, 198 McAllister Street, 
San Francisco, CA 94102, (415) 565-4787.  You are encouraged to inform Ms. Traynum of your intent to speak 
during the public comment period 72 hours in advance of the meeting. 
 
The University of California, Hastings College of the Law subscribes to the Americans with Disabilities Act.  Please 











UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW 
 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
OPEN SESSION AGENDA 
June 5, 2015 - 9:00 a.m. 
 
UC Hastings College of the Law 
200 McAllister Street 
Alumni Reception Center, 2nd Floor 
San Francisco, California 94102 
 
1. ROLL CALL      
 
Chair Carin Fujisaki  
Vice Chair Thomas Gede 
Director Donald Bradley  
Director Tina Combs 
Director Maureen Corcoran 
Director Marci Dragun  
Director Claes Lewenhaupt 
Director Mary Noel Pepys 
Director Chip Robertson 
Director Bruce Simon  
Director Sandra Thompson 
 
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD       (Oral) 
 
3. REPORT OF ASUCH PRESIDENT      (Oral) 
 
*4. GENERAL CONSENT CALENDAR 
The following items are presented as the Consent Calendar.  Anyone wishing to remove any item 
from the Consent Calendar for discussion and/or consideration may request that the Chair remove 
the item from the Consent Calendar.  All remaining Consent Calendar items shall be approved 
by the Board of Directors in a single vote without discussion.     
 
* 4.1 Approval of Minutes:  March 6, 2015.     (Written) 
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*5.  FINANCE COMMITTEE CONSENT CALENDAR 
  
The Joint Meeting of the Finance Committee & Subcommittee on Audit was held at UC 
Hastings in the A. Frank Bray Conference Room, San Francisco, California, on Thursday, May 
14, 2015, at 9:00 a.m.  By unanimous vote, the Finance Committee submits the following 
Consent Calendar.  Anyone wishing to pull any item from the Finance Consent Calendar may 
request the Chair to remove the item from the Finance Consent Calendar for discussion.  All 
items on the Finance Consent Calendar shall be approved by the Board of Directors in a single 
vote. 
 
 5.1 Subcommittee on Audit Meeting 
*  5.1.1 Hood & Strong: Audit Plan and Engagement Letter for 2015 (Written) 
  
* 5.2 Multi-year Budget Planning – Deficit Reduction Plan   (Written)
  
 5.3 State Contracts in Excess of $50,000  
       
*  5.3.1 Security Services - San Francisco Police Department   (Written) 
*  5.3.2 Student Lockers - Camargo’s Locker Magic    (Written) 
*  5.3.3 Library Online Services – Westlaw     (Written) 
*  5.3.4 Library Online Services – Lexis/Nexus    (Written) 
*  5.3.5 Library Online Services – Bloomberg    (Written) 
*  5.3.6 Printing Services– Diablo Communications & Printing   (Written) 
 
* 5.4 Auxiliary Enterprises Proposed Budget 2015-16    (Written) 
 
 5.5 State Budget Changes     
*  5.5.1  Kane Hall – Cal OSHA Façade Access Upgrade    (Written) 
 
 5.6 Non-state Contracts in Excess of $50,000  
*  5.6.1 Engineering Services - Ferrari Moe      (Written) 
*  5.6.2 Consulting Services – Financial Aid - Suzanne Bartels  (Written) 
*  5.6.3 Consulting Services - Financial Aid - Jeffrey Hanson  (Written) 
*  5.6.4 Consulting Services – WorkLife Law - Cynthia Calvert  (Written) 
   
* 5.7 University of California Retirement Plan – Loan from 
    Short Term Investment Pool Loan      (Written) 
 
* 5.8 Fund Transfer – STIP to Wells Fargo Bank     (Written)
   
* 5.9 Fees for 2015-16:  Parking Rates, Health Center and UCSHIP Fees  
    and Freeze on General Enrollment and Other Mandatory Fees   (Written) 
 
* 5.10 Bar Preparation Loan Program Modification     (Written)  
 
* 5.11 UC Student Health Insurance Program – Renewal of MOU   (Written) 
 
  




6. REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER 
 
* 6.1 Non-state Contracts in Excess of $50,000     
*  6.1.1  Commercial Lease – Hastings Parking Garage – 
     Ed Lee for Mayor Campaign Office    (Written) 
*  6.1.2 McAllister Tower - Window Washing – Lewis & Taylor  (Written) 
*  6.1.3 333 Golden Gate Avenue – Space Programming – MKThink (Written) 
*  6.1.4 Fee Waiver Agreement with USF Law School for  
      Tax Coursework       (Written) 
* 6.2 Non-state Budget Change – LRCP 3.0 – Budget Allocation 
      for CEQA and Space Programming     (Written)
 * 6.3 Authorization of General Salary Adjustment for Faculty 
      and Non-represented Staff       (Written) 
 
The following reports were discussed at the Joint Meeting of the Subcommittee on Audit and 
Finance Committee on May 14, 2015.  These are listed below as informational items, and 
distributed in the agenda packet. 
 
  6.4 Status Report – Management Letter Findings 2014    (Written) 
  6.5 Status Report – Moss Adams Findings -      
       HR and Payroll Assessment, December 1, 2014    (Written) 
   6.6 Auditor Selection for 2016 – Invitation for Bid & Timeline      (Written) 
   6.7 Presentation on Accounting for Pension Benefits (GASB 68)  (Written) 
 6.8 Investment Report as of March 31, 2015      (Written) 
 6.9 State Budget Report for 2014-15 as of March 31, 2015    (Written) 
 6.10 Auxiliary Enterprises Budget Status Report & 
      Financial Statements as of March 31, 2015     (Written) 
 6.11 Update on Capital Projects 
  6.11.1 Project Kaleidoscope       (Written) 
  6.11.2 Long Range Campus Planning      (Written) 
   6.12 Report on Checks & Electronic Transfers over $50,000   (Written) 
 
7. REPORT OF THE EDUCATIONAL POLICY COMMITTEE  
    
 7.1 Enrollment Management Parameters      (Written) 
 
8. REPORT OF THE ADVANCEMENT & COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE  
 
 8.1 Development Update- Campaign Reports for period  
ending March 31, 2015 -Year-to-Date Campaign Report   (Written) 
     
9. REPORT OF THE CHANCELLOR & DEAN  
 
9.1 Report on Action Taken in Closed Session Regarding    
  Gifts and Appointments (To Be Reported Out After Closed Session) (Oral) 
 
 9.2 Chancellor & Dean’s Annual Report      (To be distributed)   
 
 9.3 Other Informational Items: Academic Programs, Student Services,  
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  External Relations and Personnel        (Oral) 
 
 
10. REPORT OF THE CHAIR 
 
* 10.1 Election of Officers 
*  10.1.1.  Chair         (Oral) 
*  10.1.2.   Vice Chair        (Oral) 
 
* 10.2 Establishment of the Auditor Selection Committee     (Written) 
 
 
11. REPORT OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL  
 
* 11.1 Resolution Authorizing Chancellor & Dean to Sunshine Proposals  
and Commence Collective Bargaining Negotiations    (Written) 
 
 11.2 Report on College’s Policies and Standards for Career Office  
  Regarding Military Recruiting      (Written) 
 
 11.3 Update on Annual Board/Faculty Retreat     (Oral) 
 
 11.4 Confirm Dates for Special Meetings on Audit    (Oral) 
         
12. DIRECTOR COMMENTS AND BOARD ANNOUNCEMENTS 
This is a time reserved for Directors who wish to briefly comment on Board matters, provide a reference 
to staff or other resources for factual information, or direct staff to place items on future agenda.  
 
13. THE BOARD WILL GO INTO CLOSED SESSION AT APPROXIMATELY 11:00 A.M. 
The Board will adjourn to the closed session to consider the items listed on the Closed Session Agenda. 
At the conclusion of the Closed Session, the Board will reconvene the Open Meeting prior to adjourning 
the meeting, to report on any actions taken in Closed Session for which a report is required by law.
  
 
*14. ADJOURNMENT         (Oral) 
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Agenda Item: 1 
Board of Directors 






UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW 
 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
ROLL CALL 
Friday, June 5, 2015 
 
 
Meeting Start Time:  ___________ 
 
  
UC Hastings College of the Law 
Alumni Reception Center 
200 McAllister Street, 2nd Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
 
Directors present in answer to roll call:  
 
Here Absent  
Chair Carin T. Fujisaki 
Vice Chair Thomas Gede   
Director Donald Bradley   
Director Tina Combs 
Director Maureen Corcoran  
Director Marci Dragun 
Director Claes Lewenhaupt 
Director Mary Noel Pepys 
Director Chip Robertson 
Director Bruce Simon 
Director Sandra Thompson 
 
 
Meeting End Time:  _____________ 
 
 
Agenda Item: 2 
Board of Directors 
June 5, 2015 
 
 
OPEN BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
 
Friday, June 5, 2015 
Public Comment Period 
This item is reserved for members of the public to comment on non-agenda and agenda items. 
 
Agenda Item: 3 
Board of Directors 




OPEN BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
  
 
REPORT ITEM  
 
 
REPORT BY:  Michael Stonebreaker, ASUCH President 
      
SUBJECT:   ASUCH Update 
 







Agenda Item: *4 
Board of Directors 





OPEN BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
 
 
ACTION ITEM:   
 
4. GENERAL CONSENT CALENDAR 
 
The following items are presented as the Consent Calendar.  Anyone wishing to remove any item 
from the Consent Calendar for discussion and/or consideration may request that the Chair 
remove the item from the Consent Calendar.  All remaining Consent Calendar items shall be 
approved by the Board of Directors in a single vote without discussion.     
 









UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW 
 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MINUTES 
 
Friday, March 6th, 2015—9:00 a.m.  
UC Hastings College of the Law 
200 McAllister Street 
Alumni Reception Center, 2nd Floor 
San Francisco, CA  94102 
 
1. ROLL CALL 
 
 Directors Present 
Chair Carin Fujisaki 
Vice Chair Thomas Gede 
Director Maureen Corcoran 
Director Marci Dragun  
Director Claes Lewenhaupt 
Director Mary Noel Pepys 
Director Chip Robertson 
Director Bruce Simon  
Director Sandra Thompson 
 
Directors Absent    
Director Donald Bradley  
Director Tina Combs   
 
Staff Present    Chancellor & Dean Frank H. Wu 
     Provost & Academic Dean Elizabeth Hillman 
     General Counsel Elise Traynum 
     Chief Financial Officer David Seward 
 
Others Present    ASUCH President Joy Siu 
     Professor Leo Martinez 
     Chief William G. Palmini 
 Acting Assistant Dean for Institutional Advancement 
Alex A.G. Shapiro 
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2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD 
 
Chair Carin Fujisaki opened the Public Comment Period. Hearing no requests from the public to 
speak, Chair Fujisaki closed the Public Comment Period. 
 
3. REPORT OF ASUCH PRESIDENT 
 
ASUCH President Joy Siu reported on the success of the first alumni B.O.B., co-sponsored with the 
Alumni Center, including the donations it brought in, the most recent blood drive, and the work of 
ASUCH in promoting diversity on campus, especially in representative capacities.  She also noted 
work with Student Services over the Leadership Conference and ceremony.  Spring Fling has been 
scheduled and will take place on a boat.  Finally, planning for the “Day in Sacramento” lobbying 
activity is underway. 
 
ASUCH President Joy Siu also described some student concerns:  (1) that the College intends to 
replace the existing Public Safety Officers with Community Service Aides; (2) that 3L’s are not 
receiving credit for participating on law review, even though other extra-curricular activities, such as 
Moot Court, do offer credit; (3) that the potential extension of the 7-12% class bottom to a 
discretionary amount not to exceed 20% may be harmful to students.  
 
4. GENERAL CONSENT CALENDAR 
 
 *4.1 Approval of Minutes from December 5, 2014. 
 
Chair Carin Fujisaki called for approval of the December 5, 2014, Minutes. The Minutes were 
approved and ordered filed as distributed. 
 
5. FINANCE COMMITTEE CONSENT CALENDAR 
 
Upon motion duly made, seconded, and carried, the Board of Directors of the University of California 
Hastings College of the Law unanimously approved the following Consent Calendar items: 
 
*5.1 State Budget Report for 2014-15—As of December 31, 2014, and mid-year budget 
changes 
*5.2 State Contracts in Excess of $50,000 
 
 Title Vendor Cost  Term 





$100,000 One Year 
5.2.2 High Density Library 
Shelving 
 
Systems & Space, Inc. $334,669 One Time 
5.2.3 Educational Technology 
Center –Technology 
Upgrades 
PCD, Inc. $  99,788 One Year 
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5.2.4 Architectural & 
Engineering Services – 
Kane Hall Representing 
 
MKTHINK $264,800 One Year 
5.2.5 Contract Employment 
  




$  80,342 One Year 
 
5.2.6 Contract Employment Regional Governmental 
Services 
$  52,000 One Year 
5.2.7 Consulting Services Sibson Consulting $  57,000 One Year 
 
*5.3 Auxiliary Enterprises Budget Report for 2014-15—As of December 31, 2014, and 
Mid-Year Budget Changes 
 
 *5.4 Non-State Contracts in Excess of $50,000 
 
 Title Vendor Cost  Term 




Bill Graham Civic 
Auditorium, LLC 
(BGCA) 
$  90,000 One Year 
5.4.2 Parking Garage 
Maintenance (Re-award) 
 
State Roofing Systems, 
Inc. 
$122,800 One Year 
5.4.3 Consulting Services— 
LRCP 2.0 Economic 
Analysis 
 
Century Urban $101,250 Nine 
Months 
5.4.4 Legal Services—LRCP 
2.0 CEQA Compliance 
 
Reuben & Junius $  75,000 One Year 
*5.5     Non-State Budget Changes—2014-15  
 
*5.5.1  McAllister Street Streetscape Project 
*5.5.2 LRCP 2.0 Non-State Project Predevelopment 
 
*5.6     Audit Services and Planning—Timeline for 2015 and Rotation for 2016 [Approved 
jointly by the Finance Committee and the Subcommittee on Audits at a Joint Meeting held on 
February 12, 2015.] 
 
 *5.7 Endowment Management—Spending Rate for 2015-16  
 








6. REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER 
 
 *6.1 State Contracts in Excess of $50,000 
 
 Title Vendor Cost  Term 
*6.1.1 Educational Technology 
Center—General 
Construction 
Rockridge Builders $352,872 One Year 
 
Chief Financial Officer David Seward reported on the completion of the public 
bidding process for the relocation and enhancement of the Educational Technology 
Center, moving it out of the basement annex of 198 McAllister and into the fourth 
floor of 200 McAllister, where the Information Technology Center is currently 
located.  In its place will be installed high-density compact shelving to provide 
retrievable shelving for the library collection.  This effort is connected with the 
repurposing of the sixth floor of the 200 McAllister building.  
 
Upon motion duly made, seconded, and carried, the Board of Directors of the 
University of California Hastings College of the Law approved the above state 
contract in excess of $50,000. 
 
*6.2 Fees for Visiting Scholars 
 
Chief Financial Officer David Seward noted this request was initiated by Professor 
Boswell, who runs the international programs.  He noted that Hastings hosts visiting 
scholars from around the world.  The request is that the per-semester charge be 
increased to $5,000 for the first semester, while keeping it at $3,000 for the second 
semester.  Between ten and twenty scholars are hosted by the College each year. He 
added that it is customary throughout higher education to charge visiting scholars a fee 
which covers the direct costs incurred by the College to have them.     
 
In response to questions from the Directors concerning why there is any fee at all for 
visiting scholars, given the benefits the College receives for having international 
scholars in residence, David Seward responded that it is the visiting professors, rather 
than visiting scholars who add to the exceptional reputation of the College.  Visiting 
scholars are treated differently from visiting scholars. David Seward also noted that 
the fees the College wishes to charge are below the benchmark.  Provost & Academic 
Dean Elizabeth Hillman added that research has been done into the matter; the 
proposed fee is reasonable in light of the prestige to the visiting scholars.  She added 
that the College fees are reasonable also because the visiting scholars are granted full 
access to the College’s resources, programs, and facilities are available for their 
research and scholarly endeavors.     
 
Upon motion duly made, seconded, and carried, the Board of Directors of the 
University of California Hastings College of the Law approved the fee increase for 
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visiting scholars to $5,000 for the first semester, keeping it at $3,000 for the second 
semester. 
  
*6.3 Mid-Year Budget Change 
 
Chief Financial Officer David Seward reported that the outcome of Agenda item 6.3 is 
contingent upon a closed-session discussion, and it was thus deferred until after the closed 
session. 
 
6.4 2014-15 Investment Report as of December 31, 2014 
6.5 Multi-Year Budget Planning—Core Operations and Auxiliary Enterprises 
6.6 Updates on Capital Projects 
6.7 Report on McAllister Tower Water Pipe Break 
6.8 Annual Report on Faculty and Staff Salaries Over $100,000 
6.9 Review of College Checks & Electronic Transfers Over $50,000 
 
Chief Financial Officer David Seward provided a summary of the above budget change 
reports discussed at the Finance Committee meeting, provided as information items to the 
Board.  He noted that repair in the Tower following the water leak is fully underway and will 
be completed in three weeks.  There are no indications of any coverage concerns with regard 
to insurance.  He added that the Capital Projects are proceeding productively. 
 
7. REPORT OF THE CHAIR OF THE EDUCATIONAL POLICY COMMITTEE 
 
Director Bruce Simon, acting Chair of the Educational Policy Committee, and Provost & Academic 
Dean Elizabeth Hillman provided the report on the Educational Policy Committee, beginning with a 
report on the ABA International Antitrust Panel.   
 
7.1 Report on ABA International Antitrust Panel 
 
Director Bruce Simon reported on the joint Hastings-ABA panel presentation which addressed 
the question, “Why International Antitrust as a Career?”  He said that the activity was a 
success, and the panel will serve as a model for similar efforts across the country directed at 
law students and alumni in search of opportunities in anti- trust law.  Director Bruce Simon 
noted the illustrious ensemble of experts who traveled from all over to speak at the event. 
Sixty students attended.  The event was videotaped and will be broadcast through a variety of 
online media outlets.  The ABA fully funded the event.  Provost & Academic Dean Elizabeth 
Hellman commended Director Bruce Simon on bringing the program to the school and 
highlighted the benefits that resulted from it.  Director Bruce Simon added that the goal is to 
repeat the program at a variety of venues.  The ABA has provided the license for the UC 
Hastings name to be used in connection with each.  Director Sandra Thompson added that this 
could also become a model for other practice areas.  Director Bruce Simon agreed and he 
responded that Hastings is an ABA-approved school for MCLE programs, including ABA 
sponsored programs.   
 
7.2 Report on Financial Aid Strategy  
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Provost & Academic Dean Elizabeth Hillman reported on the U.S. News and World Report 
rankings study the College completed.  She said that the study would be discussed at length in 
the designated “study session.”  She noted the supplement approved at the previous Board 
meeting is being implemented.  The financial aid process has been revamped, scholarship 
packages have been enhanced, and the timeline has been compressed to allow financial aid to 
help attract students with exceptional metrics.  She noted it is too soon to know the effects of 
the new strategy.  Director Sandra Thompson inquired into the size of the financial packages.  
Provost & Academic Dean Elizabeth Hillman responded that the top award, a Chancellor 
Scholarship, is $35,000 per year, and the second level of award is $25,000 per year, 
guaranteed for the three years.  Chancellor & Dean Frank H. Wu added that these amounts 
have been further supplemented by private donations that had previously been designated for 
other purposes.  These award sizes are certainly competitive with other schools although they 
are not better, especially in light of the cost of living in San Francisco.  
 
8. REPORT OF THE CHAIR 
 
 *8.1 Retirement Resolution—Chief William G. Palmini  
 
General Counsel Elise Traynum summarized the Resolution (No. 2015-3) regarding the 
retirement of Chief William G. Palmini, beginning with a tribute to his 47 years in law 
enforcement, eight of which were at Hastings College of the Law.  She remarked upon his 
stellar reputation as a leader, a mentor, and an effective liaison with surrounding law 
enforcement agencies.  She proposed that Chief Palmini be awarded his badge in honor of his 
service, which reads:  “UC Hastings College of the Law, Chief #1.”    
 
Chief William G. Palmini received his award and spoke in appreciation of his many years of 
service at UC Hastings.  He thanked various members of the staff for their consistent support 
and assistance.     
 
9. Report of the Chair of the Advancement & Communications Committee 
   
9.1 Advancement Consultants 
 
Chancellor & Dean Frank H. Wu reported that a search for a new Chief Fundraiser will be 
commenced, as soon as the search for a new Human Resources Director has been completed.  
The Chief Fundraiser will replace the Assistant Dean for Institutional Advancement.  He 
suggested that the Advancement & Communications Committee serve as one of the interview 
panels for the candidates; he welcomed other interested Board members to also participate in 
the process.  The timeline of the search is expected to be three to five months.   
Chancellor & Dean Frank H. Wu noted that consultants will be retained to help revise the 
capital campaign to incorporate the new funding-specifically, the $43 million anticipated from 
the State towards the capital campaign in the meantime.  He expects the new Chief Fundraiser 
to take full ownership of the plan and to finalize what will be presented to the Board in draft 
form.    
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Chancellor & Dean Frank H. Wu also noted that a new stewardship position would be created, 
but this would not result in an increase in headcount or overall personnel costs.  Chancellor & 
Dean Frank H. Wu also described a shift that is underway in the model for fund-raising 
events, such that “host” is defined as an individual or entity who has fully underwritten the 
event.   
 
9.2 Capital Campaign Update 
 
Chancellor & Dean Frank H. Wu noted that, while the average gift is up, the overall 
accounting is down in gifts.  Acting Assistant Dean for Institutional Advancement and 
Director of Communications and Public Affairs Alex A.G. Shapiro provided the Capital 
Campaign update report.  Campaign priorities include:  student support, faculty chairs, centers 
and clinics, online education and technology, and capital projects.  The highlights and 
variances were provided for each category.  He additionally noted that two substantial gifts 
that have come in since production of the report:  (1)  an endowed chair for the Eucalyptus 
Foundation for one million dollars, and (2) a MacArthur grant for CGRS in the amount of 
$18,000.  Director Sandra Thompson noted the need for more action in this area since the loss 
of the grant-writer in December.  Chancellor & Dean Frank H. Wu noted that a recruitment is 
underway for a new grant-writer.   
 
9.3 Communications Update 
 
Acting Assistant Dean for Institutional Advancement and Director of Communications and 
Public Affairs Alex A.G. Shapiro provided the communications update.  He highlighted and 
elaborated upon five priorities for prospective students:  cost, rank, programs, outcomes, and 
location.  He added that based on this knowledge, the team has sent out targeted 
communications containing information about each of these categories, responding to the 
needs and priorities of prospective students.   Current students prioritize networking, bar 
preparation, and professional preparation.  With current students, the team has strived to 
engage them and enhance their experience, so that they will leave with an affinity for the 
school and a deep sense of community.  Acting Assistant Dean for Institutional Advancement 
and Director of Communications and Public Affairs Alex A.G. Shapiro noted that a lot has 
been done to track and promote high-profile faculty in the media.  He also spoke about the 
investment-in-opportunity campaign which involves the pursuit of investments for a variety of 
purposes such as better access for prospective students with high metrics.   
 
10. REPORT OF THE CHANCELLOR & DEAN 
 
 Chancellor & Dean Frank H. Wu commented that he had already covered the substance of his 
report in his above comments under 9.1. 
 
11. REPORT OF THE PROVOST & ACADEMIC DEAN 
 
11.1 Report on Enrollment Management Structure 
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Provost & Academic Dean Elizabeth Hillman began by noting a change in the administrative 
structure in response to recent changes in admissions and financial aid strategies.  A new 
position has been created, entitled “Acting Senior Assistant Dean of Enrollment Management, 
which will be filled by June Sakomoto, who was previously Assistant Dean of the Graduate 
Division.  She will be overseeing integration of employees of the Graduate Division into the 
newly combined admissions and financial aid structure.  This new structure will allow for 
greater supervision and coordination of the admissions and financial aid processes, and it will 
increase support for non-JD and JD students alike.   
 
It was noted that non-JDs are not counted for any purpose in the rankings; this raised some 
questions for the Board.  Chief Financial Officer David Seward clarified that, for the most 
part, financial aid packages are program-based, and that each of the programs-JD, MSL, and 
LLM are effectively their own market and requires a unique strategy.  It was noted that while 
recruitment of non-JD students may not directly impact rankings, it is financially wise and is 
one way to respond to the ever-evolving market.      
 
11.2 Report on Bar Passage Preparation 
 
Associate Academic Dean Heather Field provided the report on bar passage preparation, 
beginning with the Ready-Set-Bar program.  She recounted the various features of the 
program, including peer-to-peer information sharing and faculty Bar-subject lectures, all of 
which are recorded and posted, along with course materials, onto the internal web for student 
access.  Online access to the materials is also being tracked for statistical purposes in order to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the program.   
 
Associate Academic Dean Heather Field also noted that Bar prep companies are being 
brought in as well:  Themis conducted a Performance Test program; Kaplan focused on the 
essay portion; and, Barbri focused on the multiple choice component of the California Bar 
Exam.   
 
Associate Academic Dean Heather Field also highlighted the degree of faculty engagement 
and commitment to these efforts, including everything from incorporating bar material into 
their curriculum to individual mentoring of students.  She further noted that faculty have been 
strongly encouraged to use in-class closed-book exams that are tailored to better prepare 
students for the Bar exam.  Associate Academic Dean Heather Field additionally reported that 
there are now five sections (28 students in total) of the Critical Studies II class.  The class is a 
for-credit course to prepare students for the Performance Test.   
 
Associate Academic Dean Heather Field continued her report by elaborating on the intensity 
of hands-on engagement and follow-up with students in the Bar program, and she noted that 
these efforts are also being coordinated with the Bar prep companies.  Students are being held 
accountable for their participation across the board.  Finally, she noted that the recruitment of 
a Bar Passage Support Director is in its final stages. The College wishes to have someone in 
place by July 1, 2015.  
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In response to a question from the Board, Associate Academic Dean Heather Field noted that 
percent participation among 3Ls and LLM.’s varies based on the type of program, but the 
number is generally around 20-25 percent of those classes.  Because this percentage is not 
what was anticipated, inter-departmental efforts are being undertaken to determine the 
underlying reasons and what might be done to improve future participation.  At the same time, 
it was noted by one Board member that, when put in perspective, including the variety of 
demands that are placed upon students in their final year, these participation figures are 
laudable.  Associate Academic Dean Heather Field emphasized that she expects more students 
to participate as the program continues and statistics are collected to address those concerns.   
 
ASUCH President Joy Siu also volunteered that, from what she has observed, student 
participation is not limited to the top 20-25% of the class, and that student reasons for not 
participating are much more complex and not necessarily correlated with either motivation or 
academic success.  She also highlighted student concerns about the efficacy of the program, 
which, for students, is of primary importance.  She explained that, to the degree the program 
is being administered by the same professors students may not have found helpful in class, 
attendance is likely to be low, especially when they have other options available to them, such 
as Barbri’s AMP program.  Such programs offer students a fresh perspective on the material.  
Finally, she commented on the logistical challenges and very real scheduling conflicts that 
often arise for students. 
 
In conclusion, Provost & Academic Dean Elizabeth Hillman commended the Associate 
Academic Dean and faculty in pulling together this program without a Bar Passage Support 
Director and highlighted the extraordinary effort that goes into doing so in conjunction with 
all of their other responsibilities.  
 
11.3 Report on ABA Site Visit Preliminary Report 
 
Provost & Academic Dean Elizabeth Hillman summarized the preliminary report from the 
recent ABA site visit.  She noted their recognition of the degree of coordination and 
cooperation they received across the campus, from leadership to staff, faculty, and students.  
They also found the changes to the Law library to be welcome and a step in the right direction 
to aligning the priorities of the institution with the resources available to it.  She also noted 
that they had specifically highlighted the self-study and strategic planning processes as 
notable strengths of the institution; and, that they had commented on the unique challenges 




12. REPORT OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL 
 
 General Counsel and Secretary to the Board of Directors Elise Traynum requested approval 
from the Board for the 2015-16 Board schedule, including full-board meetings, special 
meetings, and committee meetings.   
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 Upon motion duly made, seconded, and carried, the Board of Directors of the University of 
California Hastings College of the Law approved the 2015-16 Board schedule. 
 
13. DIRECTOR COMMENTS AND BOARD ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 
 None reported. 
 
14. THE BOARD CONVENED THE CLOSED SESSION AT 11:00 A.M. AND 
RECONVENED THE OPEN MEETING AFTER CLOSED SESSION.  THE 
FOLLOWING MATTERS WERE REPORTED OUT AFTER THE CLOSED 
SESSION: 
 
1. Agenda Item 3.1 
Upon motion duly made, seconded, and carried, the Board of Directors of the University 
of California Hastings College of the Law approved the following gifts: (1) a current use 
fund which shall be entitled The Chip W. Robertson ’98 MBA Access Fund established 
with an initial pledge of $25,000, (2) a permanently endowed fund to be named The 
Eucalyptus Foundation Endowed Chair to support a tenured faculty member with an initial 
pledge of $1,000,000, and (3) a current-use fund which shall be entitled The John Lim 
Scholarship Fund established with an initial pledge of $25,000.   
2. Agenda Item 4.1 
Upon motion duly made, seconded, and carried, the Board of Directors of the University 
of California Hastings College of the Law approved a lump sum payment to eligible, non-
represented staff up to $2,000.00 and a VSIP program for non-represented staff.   
3. Agenda Item 6.1 
Upon motion duly made, seconded, and carried, the Board of Directors of the University 
of California Hastings College of the Law approved two weeks’ vacation for College 
Officers.  
4. Agenda Item 5 
Upon motion duly made, seconded, and carried, the Board of Directors of the University 
of California Hastings College of the Law authorized the commencement of 
predevelopment activities for the new academic building at 333 Golden gate Avenue and 








       Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
       ______________________ 
       Elise K. Traynum, Secretary 
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*5. FINANCE COMMITTEE CONSENT CALENDAR 
 
 
The Joint Meeting of the Finance Committee & Subcommittee on Audit was held at UC 
Hastings in the A. Frank Bray Conference Room, San Francisco, California, on Thursday, 
May 14, 2015, at 9:00 a.m.  By unanimous vote, the Finance Committee submits the 
following Consent Calendar.  Anyone wishing to pull any item from the Finance Consent 
Calendar may request the Chair to remove the item from the Finance Consent Calendar for 
discussion.  All items on the Finance Consent Calendar shall be approved by the Board of 




*Agenda Item: 5.1.1 
Board of Directors 
Subcommittee on Audit 





1. REPORT BY: Maureen Corcoran 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Review of Proposed 2015 Audit Plan 




That the Board of Directors approves the Proposed 2015 Audit Plan and Engagement 





The functions of the Subcommittee on Audit are described in the By Laws as follows:   
 
The Subcommittee on Audit shall assist the College with the initial oversight of the 
external audit review process. The overall responsibility to oversee the financial 
integrity of the College’s financial statements is reserved to the Finance Committee, and 
ultimately the Board, as provided in Section 8 of these By-laws.  
 
(a) The Subcommittee on Audit will assist in the oversight of this process by performing 
the following tasks:  
 
(1) Reviewing results of the draft Audit Report, including draft findings, after 
timely receipt from the auditors, and reporting to the Finance Committee as set forth 
below. The Audit Report generally consists of:  
• Financial Statements for the previous fiscal year  
• Required Communications  
• Management Letter (if applicable)  
• Financial Statements and Federal Awards Programs (OMB Circular A-
133)  
 
(2) Reviewing the performance, functions and disclosures of internal controls 
and risk management systems regarding finance and accounting, and the adequacy of 
such systems.  
 
(3) Reviewing the qualifications, independence and performance of the 
independent certified public accountants selected by the Board to complete the audit.  
 
(4) Reviewing the planned scope of the annual independent audit and other 
audit-related services with the independent auditor. 
  
(5) Consulting with the Finance Committee on significant issues raised in 
connection with the audit review process. 
  
(6) Requesting the College’s Chief Financial Officer to address specific 
issues within the mandate of the Subcommittee on Audit.  
(7) Engaging, when necessary, independent counsel and other experts, 
including accounting experts, to carry out the functions of the Subcommittee on 
Audit.  
 
Attached are the Proposed 2015 Audit Plan and Engagement Letter. 
 
 
5. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors approves the Proposed 2015 Audit Plan and 









Audit Service Plan  
 
For the Year Ended  
June 30, 2015 
U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  C A L I F O R N I A  
HASTINGS COLLEGE  
OF THE LAW and  
THE UC HASTINGS 
FOUNDATION 
May 1, 2015 
 
 
THE AUDIT SUBCOMMITTEE 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA  
   HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW 
San Francisco, California 
 
 
Dear Subcommittee Members: 
We are pleased to present to you the following overview of our audit service plan for the year 
ending June 30, 2015. We will be continuing to develop and refine our audit plan as we 
progress with our planning with interim work scheduled to commence in May 2015. 
We appreciate the opportunity to meet with you and look forward to working with the 
College. 


























































Considerations for the 2015 Audit 1 - 2 
Audit Timeline 3 
Audit Approach 4 
Risk Analysis 5 - 6 
Deliverables 7 
Hood & Strong LLP Service Team 8 
Engagement Letter Appendix A 
 
 
2015 AUDIT CONSIDERATIONS 
 
1 
Changes and Developments with the College: 
 Changes in Revenue 
o Enrollment and Tuition 
o McAllister Streetscape Project 
 Pension Liability – Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) 68 and 71 
 Payroll Assessment Performed by the College’s Specialist 
 Federal Grant Reform: Super-Circular 
 Update on prior year recommendations 
 
New Accounting Pronouncements – Applicable to the College  
 
GASB 68  Accounting and Financial Reporting for Pensions – an 
amendment of GASB Statement No. 27 (June 30, 2015) 
GASB 71 Pension Transition for Contributions Made Subsequent to the 
Measurement Date – an amendment of GASB No. 68 (June 30, 
2015) 
GASB 72 Fair Value Measurement and Application (June 30, 2016) 
 
 
2015 AUDIT CONSIDERATIONS 
 
2 
Other Projects of the GASB – Applicable to the College  
 
 Project Exposure Draft 
 
Other Postemployment Benefits June 2015 
Irrevocable Charitable Trusts June 2015 
Blending Requirements for Certain Business-Type Activities. January 2016 
Leases January 2016 








May 14, 2015 Finance Committee and Audit Subcommittee Meeting 
 
May 25 – June 5 Planning and Interim Work – Financial Statement Audit 
 
June 8 – June 12 Planning and Interim Work – Student Financial Aid 
 
September 8 Commence Year End Field Work and Receive Completed 
Draft of Management Discussion and Analysis, Financial 
Statements, and Footnotes from Management 
 
Week of October 19 Approval of Financial Statements by Management and Hood & 
Strong LLP 
 
Week of October 19 (21 or 22) Audit sub-Committee and Finance Meeting to Review 
Deliverables 
 
Week of October 26 (28 or 29) Special Board Meeting Called to Accept the Audited Financial 
Statements 
 
October 29 UC Hastings College of the Law – Sign Management 
Representation Letter and Issue Audited Financial Statements 















Update our Understanding of your Business 
 Identify significant lines of business 
 Key transaction cycles 
 Significant financial statement accounts 
Develop Preliminary Audit Strategy 
 Evaluate key business objectives and assess preliminary risks 
 Document risk assessments at the entity and transaction level 
 Identify controls and areas with risk of material misstatements 
 Determine methodology to test significant account balances and 
key transaction cycles 
Perform Tests of Controls and Evaluate Results 




























Preliminary Risk Assessment 
Determined by significance to the financial statements and inherent risk 
Higher Risk Assessment 
 Tuition and fees 
 Sales and services of auxiliary enterprises, including parking garage 
 Accounts and notes receivable 
 Investments 
 Pension liabilities and deferred outflows/inflows (new) 
 Net position  
Moderate Risk Assessment 
 Cash and cash equivalents 
 Property and equipment 
 Accounts payable and accrued expenses 
 Bond payable 
 Journal entries 
 Assets held by others 
 Contributions and grants 
Lower Risk Assessment 
 Property and equipment 
 Prepaid expenses 
 Deferred revenues 







Fraud Risk - Responsibilities 
 
 Management Audit Subcommittee Independent Auditor 
Financial 
Statements 
Responsible for the financial 
statements - including 
accuracy of underlying 
accounting records, adoption 
of appropriate accounting 







Render an opinion on the 
financial statements - fairly 
stated in accordance with 





Responsible for establishing 




of risk and related 
controls 
Report any material 
weaknesses or significant 
deficiencies noted as part of 
the audit process 
Fraud Responsible for developing 
and maintaining policies and 
controls to deter and detect 
fraud 
Reinforce "tone at the top" 
Evaluate management's 
identification of fraud 
risk and implementation 
of controls 
Establish "tone at the top" 
Evaluates management’s 
programs and controls to 
deter and detect fraud 
 
Provide reasonable 
assurance that financial 
statements are free of 










Hood & Strong LLP expects to have the following documents to 
discuss with you in: 
 
October 2015 
 Financial Statement Audit Report 
 Communication to Those Responsible for Governance 
 Letter of Recommendations to Management 
 Single Audit Reports- including findings (if any) from the Financial Aid 
Programs 
 
Summary of Fees 
 
Financial Statement Audit $ 82,000 
Single Audit and Grant Reform Act 30,000 
 
Total Audit Fee for 2015 $ 112,000 
 




 Financial statements will be prepared by management as specified in the 
timeline 
 There are no significant auditing or accounting issues, including 




HOOD & STRONG LLP SERVICE TEAM 
 
8 
Contact Information for Your Service Team 
 
Hood & Strong LLP 
100 First Street, 14th Floor 
San Francisco, CA  94105  
 
415.781.0793  phone 
 




Role Name E-mail 
Financial Statement Audit 
Engagement Lead 
Jorge Servin jservin@hoodstrong.com 
Single Audit Engagement 
Partner 
Susan Malone smalone@hoodstrong.com 
Concurring Partner Milind Nagnoor mnagnoor@hoodstrong.com  
Manager Gia Park gpark@hoodstrong.com 
IT Specialist Huy Lam hlam@hoodstrong.com 
 
Appendix A 
May 1, 2015 
 
THE AUDIT SUB-COMMITTEE 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
  HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW 
c/o Mr. DAVID SEWARD 
198 McAllister Street, Suite 214 
San Francisco, CA 94102-4978 
 
Dear Sub-Committee Members: 
The Objective and Scope of the Audit of the Financial Statements  
You have requested that we audit the financial statements of UNIVERSITY OF 
CALIFORNIA HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW and THE UC HASTINGS 
FOUNDATION (collectively the College), as of and for the year-ending June 30, 2015 
which collectively comprise the statement of net position and the related statements of 
revenues, expenses and changes in net position, cash flows, and the related notes to the 
financial statements.  The engagement will likely involve reporting on whether 
supplementary information is fairly stated, in all material respects, in relation to the financial 
statements as a whole.  We are pleased to confirm our acceptance and our understanding of 
this audit engagement by means of this letter. 
Our audit will be conducted with the objective of our expressing an opinion on the financial 
statements. 
We will also perform the audit of the College as of June 30, 2015, so as to satisfy the audit 
requirements imposed by the Single Audit Act and the U. S. Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) Circular No. A-133. 
The Responsibilities of the Auditor  
We will conduct our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the 
United States of America (GAAS); “Government Auditing Standards” issued by the 
Comptroller General of the United States; the provisions of the Single Audit Act, OMB 
Circular A-133, and OMB’s Compliance Supplement. Those standards, circulars, 
supplements, or guides require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable 
assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement. An 
audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and 
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s 
judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial 
statements, whether due to fraud or error. An audit also includes evaluating the 
appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting 
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Because of the inherent limitations of an audit, together with the inherent limitations of internal control, 
an unavoidable risk that some material misstatements may not be detected exists, even though the audit is 
properly planned and performed in accordance with GAAS. Also, an audit is not designed to detect errors 
or fraud that are immaterial to the financial statements. Our engagement cannot, therefore, be relied upon 
to disclose errors, fraud, or other illegal acts that may exist.  The determination of abuse is subjective; 
therefore, Government Auditing Standards do not expect us to provide reasonable assurance of detecting 
abuse.   
In making our risk assessments, we consider internal control relevant to the College preparation and fair 
presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal 
control. However, we will communicate to you in writing concerning any significant deficiencies or 
material weaknesses in internal control relevant to the audit of the financial statements that we have 
identified during the audit. 
We will also communicate to the finance committee and audit sub-committee (a) any fraud involving 
senior management and fraud (whether caused by senior management or other employees) that causes a 
material misstatement of the financial statements that becomes known to us during the audit, and (b) any 
instances of noncompliance with laws and regulations that we become aware of during the audit (unless 
they are clearly inconsequential). 
The funds that you have told us are maintained by the University of California Office of the Treasurer and 
other assets, such as endowments held by others, are to be included as part of our audit. 
The Federal financial assistance programs and awards that you have told us that the College participates 
in and that are to be included as part of the single audit are the National Science Foundation grant and U.S 
Department of Education Student financial Aid Programs applicable to a graduate school. 
Our reports on internal control will include any significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in 
controls of which we become aware as a result of obtaining an understanding of internal control and 
performing tests of internal control consistent with requirements of the standards and circulars identified 
above. Our reports on compliance matters will address material errors, fraud, abuse, violations of 
compliance obligations, and other responsibilities imposed by state and federal statutes and regulations or 
assumed by contracts, and any state or federal grant, entitlement, or loan program questioned costs of 
which we become aware, consistent with requirements of the standards and circulars identified above. 
The Responsibilities of Management and Identification of the Applicable Financial Reporting 
Framework  
Our audit will be conducted on the basis that management acknowledge and understand that they have 
responsibility:  
a. For the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance with 
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America;  
MR. DAVID SEWARD 
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b. For the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation 
and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due 
to fraud or error;  
c. For establishing and maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting and for 
informing us of all significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of 
such controls of which it has knowledge;  
d. For (a) making us aware of significant vendor relationships where the vendor is responsible for 
program compliance, (b) following up and taking corrective action on audit findings, including 
the preparation of a summary schedule of prior audit findings, and a corrective action plan, and 
(c) report distribution including submitting the reporting package; and  
e. To provide us with:  
1) Access to all information of which management is aware that is relevant to the 
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements such as records, 
documentation, and other matters;  
2) Additional information that we may request from management for the purpose of the 
audit;  
3) Unrestricted access to persons within the entity from whom we determine it necessary to 
obtain audit evidence;  
4) When applicable, a summary schedule of prior audit findings for inclusion in the single 
audit reporting package; and  
5) If applicable, responses to any findings reported on the schedule of findings and 
questioned costs. 
As part of our audit process, we will request from management, written confirmation concerning 
representations made to us in connection with the audit including among other items:  
a. That management has fulfilled its responsibilities as set out in the terms of this letter; and  
b. That it believes the effects of any uncorrected misstatements aggregated by us during the current 
engagement and pertaining to the latest period presented are immaterial, both individually and in 
the aggregate, to the financial statements taken as a whole. 
Management is responsible for identifying and ensuring that the College complies with the laws and 
regulations applicable to its activities, and for informing us about all known material violations of such 
laws or regulations. In addition, management is responsible for the design and implementation of 
programs and controls to prevent and detect fraud or abuse, and for informing us about all known or 
suspected fraud or abuse affecting the entity involving management, employees who have significant 
roles in internal control, and others where the fraud or abuse could have a material effect on the financial 
statements or compliance. Management is also responsible for informing us of its knowledge of any 
allegations of fraud or abuse or suspected fraud or abuse affecting the entity received in communications 
from employees, former employees, analysts, regulators, or others. 
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Management is responsible for the preparation of the required supplementary information (RSI), 
including management’s discussion and analysis (MD&A), and supplementary information, known as 
(SI) in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. 
Management agrees to include the auditors’ report on RSI and SI in any document that contains the RSI 
or SI and that indicates that the auditor has reported on such RSI or SI. Management also agrees to 
present the SI with the audited financial statements or, if it will not be presented with audited financial 
statements, to make the audited financial statements readily available to the intended users of the SI no 
later than the date of issuance of the SI and the auditors’ report thereon. 
The finance committee and audit sub-committee is responsible for informing us of its views about the 
risks of fraud or abuse within the entity, and its knowledge of any fraud or abuse or suspected fraud or 
abuse affecting the entity. 
The College agrees that it will not associate us with any public or private securities offering without first 
obtaining our consent. Therefore, the College agrees to contact us before it includes our reports or 
otherwise makes reference to us, in any public or private securities offering. 
Our association with an official statement is a matter for which separate arrangements will be necessary. 
The College agrees to provide us with printer's proofs or masters of such offering documents for our 
review and approval before printing and with a copy of the final reproduced material for our approval 
before it is distributed. In the event our auditor/client relationship has been terminated when the College 
seeks such consent, we will be under no obligation to grant such consent or approval. 
Because Hood & Strong LLP will rely on the College and its management and finance and audit sub-
committee to discharge the foregoing responsibilities, The College holds harmless and releases Hood & 
Strong LLP, its partners, and employees from all claims, liabilities, losses, and costs arising in 
circumstances where there has been a knowing misrepresentation by a member of the College’s 
management which has caused, in any respect, Hood & Strong LLP’s breach of contract or negligence. 
This provision shall survive the termination of this arrangement for services. 
The College’s Records and Assistance  
If circumstances arise relating to the condition of the College’s records, the availability of appropriate 
audit evidence, or indications of a significant risk of material misstatement of the financial statements 
because of error, fraudulent financial reporting, or misappropriation of assets, which in our professional 
judgment, prevent us from completing the audit or forming an opinion, we retain the unilateral right to 
take any course of action permitted by professional standards, including declining to express an opinion, 
issue a report, or withdraw from the engagement. 
During the course of our engagement, we may accumulate records containing data that should be reflected 
in the College’s books and records. The College will determine that all such data, if necessary, will be so 
reflected. Accordingly, the College will not expect us to maintain copies of such records in our 
possession. 
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In connection with this engagement, we may communicate with you or others via email transmission.  As 
emails can be intercepted and read, disclosed, or otherwise used or communicated by an unintended third 
party, or may not be delivered to each of the parties to whom they are directed and only to such parties, 
we cannot guarantee or warrant that emails from us will be properly delivered read only by the addressee. 
Therefore, we specifically disclaim and waive any liability or responsibility whatsoever for interception 
or unintentional disclosure of emails transmitted by us in connection with the performance of this 
engagement.  In that regard, you agree that we shall have no liability for any loss or damage to any person 
or entity resulting from the use of email transmissions, including any consequential, incidental, direct, 
indirect, or special damages, such as loss of revenues or anticipated profits, or disclosure or 
communication of confidential or proprietary information.   
The assistance to be supplied the College’s personnel, including the preparation of schedules and analyses 
of accounts, has been discussed and coordinated with Ms. Debbie Tran, Controller. The timely and 
accurate completion of this work is an essential condition to our completion of the audit and issuance of 
our audit report. 
In connection with our audit, you have requested us to perform certain non-audit services necessary for 
the preparation of the financial statements, including the preparation of the information tax return for the 
UC Hastings Foundation. The independence standards of the “Government Auditing Standards” issued 
by the Comptroller General of the United States GAS require that the auditor maintain independence so 
that opinions, findings, conclusions, judgments, and recommendations will be impartial and viewed as 
impartial by reasonable and informed third parties. Before we agree to provide a non-audit service to the 
College, we determine whether providing such a service would create a significant threat to our 
independence for GAS audit purposes, either by itself or in aggregate with other non-audit services 
provided. A critical component of our determination is consideration of management’s ability to 
effectively oversee the non-audit service to be performed. The College has agreed that Ms. Debbie Tran, 
Controller possesses suitable skill, knowledge, or experience and that the individual understands the 
preparation of the informational tax return to be performed sufficiently to oversee them. Accordingly, the 
management of the College agrees to the following:  
1. The College has designated Ms. Debbie Tran, Controller a senior member of management, who 
possesses suitable skill, knowledge, and experience to oversee the services.  
2. Debbie Tran, Controller will assume all management responsibilities for subject matter and scope 
of the informational tax returns.  
3. The College will evaluate the adequacy and results of the services performed.  
4. The College accepts responsibility for the results and ultimate use of the services.  
GAS further requires we establish an understanding with the management of the College of the objectives 
of the non-audit service, the services to be performed, the entity's acceptance of its responsibilities, the 
auditors’ responsibilities, and any limitations of the non-audit service. We believe this letter documents 
that understanding. 
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Other Relevant Information  
From time to time and depending upon the circumstances, we may use third-party service providers to 
assist us in providing professional services to you. In such circumstances, it may be necessary for us to 
disclose confidential client information to them. We enter into confidentiality agreements with all third-
party service providers and we are satisfied that they have appropriate procedures in place to prevent the 
unauthorized release of your confidential information to others. We will notify the College in advance 
when such third party arrangements are made. In addition, we may utilize financial information you have 
provided to us in connection with this engagement for purposes of creating benchmarking data to be used 
by Hood & Strong LLP professionals and other clients. This benchmarking data is aggregated with data 
from a minimum of five other entities so that users of the data are unable to associate the data with any 
single entity in the database. 
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, a copy of our most recent peer review report is 
enclosed, for your information.  
Fees, Costs, and Access to Workpapers  
Our fee estimate and completion of our work is based upon the following criteria:  
a. Anticipated cooperation from College personnel.  
b. Timely responses to our inquiries.  
c. Timely completion and delivery of client assistance requests.  
d. Timely communication of all significant accounting and financial reporting matters.  
e. The assumption that unexpected circumstances will not be encountered during the engagement. 
Our fees, which are expected to be $112,000, for the audit and accounting services described above are 
based upon the time required by the individuals assigned to the engagement, plus direct expenses.  We 
estimate the fee for implementation of the new pension standards to be between $6,000 and $8,000. 
Interim billings will be submitted as work progresses and as expenses are incurred.  Billings are due no 
later than 30 days from the invoice date.  In the event an invoice is not paid within 30 days, Hood & 
Strong LLP reserves the right to suspend services as well as withdraw from providing services.  In the 
event payment is not received, the College will be responsible for reimbursing the firm for all costs 
incurred in collecting any delinquent account, including attorney fees.  The fee estimate will be subject to 
adjustments based on unanticipated changes in the scope or our work and/or the incomplete or untimely 
receipt by us of the information on the client participation list.  All other provisions of this letter will 
survive any fee adjustment.  A monthly service charge of 1.5% is assessed on invoices outstanding over 
30 days. 
If we elect to terminate our services for nonpayment, or for any other reason provided for in this letter, 
our engagement will be deemed to have been completed upon written notification of termination, even if 
we have not completed our report.  You will be obligated to compensate us for all time expended, and to 
reimburse us for all of our out-of-pocket costs, through the date of termination.  
It is possible that a nonlicensee principal may provide certain services in connection with this 
engagement.   
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Our professional standards require that we perform certain additional procedures, on current and previous 
years’ engagements, whenever a partner or professional employee leaves the firm and is subsequently 
employed by or associated with a client in a key position. Accordingly, the College agrees it will 
compensate Hood & Strong LLP for any additional costs incurred as a result of the College employment 
of a partner or professional employee of Hood & Strong LLP. 
In the event we are requested or authorized by the College or are required by government regulation, 
subpoena, or other legal process to produce our documents or our personnel as witnesses with respect to 
our engagement for the College, the College will, so long as we are not a party to the proceeding in which 
the information is sought, reimburse us for our professional time and expenses, as well as the fees and 
expenses of our counsel, incurred in responding to such requests. 
The documentation for this engagement is the property of the College. However, you acknowledge and 
grant your assent that representatives of the cognizant or oversight agency or their designee, other 
government audit staffs, and the U.S. Government Accountability Office shall have access to the audit 
documentation upon their request and that we shall maintain the audit documentation for a period of at 
least three years after the date of the report, or for a longer period if we are requested to do so by the 
cognizant or oversight agency. Access to requested documentation will be provided under the supervision 
of Hood & Strong LLP audit personnel and at a location designated by our Firm. 
During the course of the audit, we may propose adjustments to the trial balance which are reviewed and 
approved by management.  The adjustments are the responsibility of management. 
We will assist in drafting the College’s financial statements and propose adjustments to the trial balance 
which are reviewed and approved by management.  The draft and the adjustments are the responsibility of 
management. 
The two overarching principles of the independence standards of the “Government Auditing Standards” 
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States provide that management is responsible for the 
substantive outcomes of the work and, therefore, has a responsibility and is able to make any informed 
judgment on the results of the services described above.  Accordingly, the College agrees to the 
following: 
1. Ms. Debbie Tran, Controller, will be accountable and responsible for overseeing the trial balance 
adjustments. 
2. The College will establish and monitor the performance of the trial balance adjustments to ensure 
that they meet management’s objectives. 
3. The College will make any decisions that involve management functions related to the trial 
balance adjustments and accepts full responsibility for such decisions. 
4. The College will evaluate the adequacy of services performed and any findings that result. 
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Claim Resolution  
The College and Hood & Strong LLP agree that no claim arising out of services rendered pursuant to this 
agreement shall be filed more than two years after the date of the audit report issued by Hood & Strong 
LLP or the date of this arrangement letter if no report has been issued. The College waives any claim for 
punitive damages. Hood & Strong LLP’s liability for all claims, damages, and costs of the College arising 
from this engagement is limited to the amount of fees paid by the College to Hood & Strong LLP for the 
services rendered under this arrangement letter. 
If any term or provision of this Agreement is determined to be invalid or unenforceable, such term or 
provision will be deemed stricken, and all other terms and provisions will remain in full force and effect. 
If a dispute arises out of or relates to this contract or engagement letter, or the obligations of the parties 
therein, and if the dispute cannot be settled through negotiation, the parties agree first to try in good faith 
to settle the dispute by mediation administered by the American Arbitration Association under its Dispute 
Resolution Rules for Professional Accounting and Related Services Disputes before resorting to 
arbitration, litigation, or some other dispute resolution procedure.   
Reporting  
We will issue a written report upon completion of our audit of the College’s financial statements. Our 
report will be addressed to the finance committee and audit sub-committee of the College. We cannot 
provide assurance that an unmodified opinion will be expressed. Circumstances may arise in which it is 
necessary for us to modify our opinion, add an emphasis-of-matter or other-matter paragraph, or withdraw 
from the engagement. 
In addition to our report on the College’s financials statements, we will also issue the following reports or 
types of reports: 
 A report on the fairness of the presentation of the College’s schedule of expenditures of 
Federal awards for the year ending June 30, 2015. 
 Reports on internal control over financial reporting and on compliance and other matters 
based on an audit of the financial statements performed in accordance with Government 
Auditing Standards.  
 Reports on compliance with requirements that could have a direct and material effect on each 
major program and internal control over compliance in accordance with OMB Circular A-
133.  
 A schedule of findings and questioned costs 
This letter constitutes the complete and exclusive statement of agreement between Hood & Strong LLP 
and the College, superseding all proposals, oral or written, and all other communication, with respect to 
the terms of the engagement between the parties. 
MR. DAVID SEWARD 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
   HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW 
May 1, 2015 
Page 9 
Appendix A 
Please sign and return the attached copy of this letter to indicate your acknowledgment of, and agreement 
with, the arrangements for our audit of the financial statements including our respective responsibilities. 























MR. DAVID SEWARD 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
   HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW 





Additional Information for Those Charged with Governance 
Communication 
Effective two-way communication between our Firm and the Board of Directors, Finance Committee, and 
Audit Sub-Committee Audit is important to understanding matters related to the audit and in developing a 
constructive working relationship. 
Your insights may assist us in understanding the College and its environment, in identifying appropriate 
sources of audit evidence, and in providing information about specific transactions or events. We will 
discuss with you your oversight of the effectiveness of internal control and any areas where you request 
additional procedures to be undertaken. We expect that you will timely communicate with us any matters 
you consider relevant to the audit. Such matters might include strategic decisions that may significantly 
affect the nature, timing, and extent of audit procedures, your suspicion or detection of fraud, or any 
concerns you may have about the integrity or competence of senior management. 
We will timely communicate to you any fraud involving senior management and other fraud that causes a 
material misstatement of the financial statements, instances of noncompliance with laws and regulations 
that come to our attention (unless they are clearly inconsequential), and disagreements with management 
and other serious difficulties encountered in performing the audit. We will also communicate to you and 
to management any significant deficiencies or material weaknesses in internal control that become known 
to us during the course of the audit. Other matters arising from the audit that are, in our professional 
judgment, significant and relevant to you in your oversight of the financial reporting process will be 
communicated to you in writing after the audit. 
Independence 
Our independence policies and procedures are designed to provide reasonable assurance that our firm and 
its personnel comply with applicable professional independence standards.  Our policies address financial 
interests, business and family relationships, and non-audit services that may be thought to bear on 
independence.  For example, without our permission no partner or professional employee of Hood & 
Strong LLP is permitted to own any direct financial interest or a material indirect financial interest in a 
client or any affiliates of a client.  Also, if an immediate family member or close relative of a partner or 
professional employee is employed by a client in a key position, the incident must be reported and 
resolved in accordance with Firm policy.  In addition, our policies restrict certain non-audit services that 
may be provided by Hood & Strong LLP and require audit clients to accept certain responsibilities in 
connection with the provision of permitted non-attest services. 
MR. DAVID SEWARD 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
   HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW 
May 1, 2015 
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The Audit Planning Process 
Our audit approach places a strong emphasis on obtaining an understanding of how your business 
functions. This enables us to identify key audit components and tailor our procedures to the unique 
aspects of your business. The development of a specific audit plan will begin by meeting with you and 
with management to obtain an understanding of your business objectives, strategies, risks, and 
performance. 
As part of obtaining an understanding of your business and its environment, we will obtain an 
understanding of internal control. We will use this understanding to identify risks of material 
misstatement, which will provide us with a basis for designing and implementing responses to the 
assessed risks of material misstatement. We will also obtain an understanding of the users of the financial 
statements in order to establish an overall materiality level for audit purposes. We will conduct formal 
discussions among engagement team members to consider how and where your financial statements 
might be susceptible to material misstatement due to fraud or error. 
The Concept of Materiality in Planning and Executing the Audit 
We apply the concept of materiality both in planning and performing the audit, evaluating the effect of 
identified misstatements on the audit, and the effect of uncorrected misstatements, if any, on the financial 
statements, and in forming the opinion in our report. Our determination of materiality is a matter of 
professional judgment and is affected by our perception of the financial information needs of users of the 
financial statements. We establish performance materiality at an amount less than materiality for the 
financial statements as a whole to allow for the risk of misstatements that may not be detected by the 
audit. We use performance materiality for purposes of assessing the risks of material misstatement and 
determining the nature, timing and extent of further audit procedures. Our assessment of materiality 
throughout the audit will be based on both quantitative and qualitative considerations. Because of the 
interaction of quantitative and qualitative considerations, misstatements of a relatively small amount 
could have a material effect on the current financial statements as well as financial statements of future 
periods. We will accumulate misstatements identified during the audit, other than those that are clearly 
trivial. At the end of the audit, we will inform you of all individual unrecorded misstatements aggregated 
by us in connection with our evaluation of our audit test results. 
Our Approach to Internal Control Relevant to the Audit 
Our audit of the financial statements will include obtaining an understanding of internal control sufficient 
to plan the audit and to determine the nature, timing and extent of audit procedures to be performed. An 
audit is not designed to provide assurance on internal control or to identify significant deficiencies or 
material weaknesses. Our review and understanding of the College’s internal control is not undertaken for 
the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of internal control. 
MR. DAVID SEWARD 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
   HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW 
May 1, 2015 
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Timing of the Audit 
We have scheduled preliminary audit field work to commence the week of May 25 with final field work 
commencing the week of September 8. Management's adherence to its closing schedule and timely 
completion of information used by us in performance of the audit is essential to timely completion of the 
audit. 
Key Personnel Contact Information 
Jorge Servin  (415) 781-0793 jservin@hoodstrong.com  
Susan Malone  (415) 781-0793 smalone@hoodstrong.com 
Closing 
We will be pleased to respond to any questions you have about the foregoing. We appreciate the 
opportunity to be of service to the College.  
This communication is intended solely for the information and use of the Board of Directors, Finance 
Committee, Audit Sub-Committee, the management, and others within the College and is not intended to 
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1. REPORT BY: Maureen Corcoran 
 





That the Board of Directors approves the Deficit Reduction Plan, identifying strategies 
intended to be deployed within the 2015-16 and 2016-17 fiscal years.  The list of 





At the March 2015 meeting of the Board of Directors, a multi-year budget planning 
overview was presented and discussed that would encompass activities representing core 
operations (i.e., the “state budget” funded by state appropriation and student fee revenue) 
and auxiliary enterprises (i.e., student housing, parking operations, etc.) to address the 
College’s structural deficit in core operations. 
 
This analysis focuses on these two broad fund categories as they have significant and 
reliable revenue/expense streams.  Advancement activities, while enhancing the 
educational program, do not generate discretionary, general-use income or free up core 
operations funding that would otherwise be repurposed for deficit reduction objectives.  
 
The plan embarks from the Budget Balance figures derived through the Five-Year Budget 
Plan.  Factoring in collective bargaining agreements recently concluded, the budget 
forecast of 2015-16 projects a “state budget” operating deficit of -$2.550 million, 
excluding additional deficit spending reflecting the decision to increase financial aid 
awards.  Best case assumptions for auxiliary enterprises result in net income $1.542 
million. 
 
This analysis does not fund the financial aid augmentations as the cash to support this 
initiative ($4.2 million for one cohort) will need to be covered by reserves but will, from 
a financial statement perspective, be shown as a revenue reduction (i.e., an increase in the 





Basic planning assumptions include: 
 Adoption of the Governor’s Budget for 2015-16. 
 An entering with 320 paying students for the full-year. 
 Normal levels attrition and student transfers. 
 Stable student fee levels. 
 
It is not certain that the full value of the reductions can be achieved.  But a substantive 








 Faculty Retirements – Salary savings of $448,000 achieved through faculty 
retirements and attrition, and related benefits at $152,000, are projected to contribute 
$600,000 towards the budget reduction plan. With the 2015-16 faculty salary base at 
roughly $12.6 million a $448,000 reduction represents a 3.5% cut. Preliminary 
estimates of savings from retirements and attrition in 2014-15, offset by three new 
faculty hires and other changes in 2015-16, project salary and benefit savings of $1.6 
million so a reduction of $600,000 allows $1 million for additional faculty 
replacement needs over-and-above the three replacement hires (roughly $750,000 
salaries, $250,000 benefits). 
STATE AUXILIARY TOTAL FISCAL YEAR
BUDGET BALANCE ($2,550,000) $1,542,000 ($1,008,000)
Expense Adjustments
Faculty Retirements - Salary ($448K) and Benefits ($152K) 600,000 -                   600,000 2015-16
Reduce staffing costs through reinstitution of a VSIP 175,000 -                   175,000 2015-16
Reduction of direct operating subsidy for Research Centers 643,000 -                   643,000 2015-16 & 2016-17
Safety & Security cost savings 136,000 -                   136,000 2015-16
Moot Court Competitions - reduced number of teams 25,000 -                   25,000 2015-16
Other departmental budget reductions 92,000 50,000 142,000 2015-16
Increase indirect cost recovery on Auxiliary Enterprises -                     (764,000) (764,000) 2015-16
Total Expense Adjustments 1,671,000 (714,000) 957,000
Revenue Adjustments
Increase enrollment in LLM and MSL Programs 90,000 -                   90,000 2015-16
Increase indirect cost recovery on Auxiliary Enterprises 764,000 -                   764,000 2015-16
Market meeting room and conference rentals 25,000 -                   25,000 2015-16
Increase residential rents at McAllister Tower by 7.5% -                     297,000 297,000 2015-16
Increase parking rates at UC Hastings Garage -                     91,000 91,000 2015-16
Implement Health Policy & Law Program with UCSF -                     -                   -                     2016-17
Implement a JD Flex Time Program -                     -                   -                     2016-17
Rent 4th floor  office space at McAllister Tower -                     250,000 250,000 2017-18
Total Revenue Increases 879,000 638,000 1,517,000




 Voluntary Separation Incentive Program (VSIP) – Reduction of staffing costs through 
reinstitution of a Voluntary Separation Incentive Program (VSIP) is projected to net 
$175,000 in ongoing savings. The program provides participating employees with a 
one-time monetary incentive in exchange for electing to voluntarily resign or retire. 
As distributed April 2015 to non-represented non-academic full-time career staff, the 
proposed incentive is 25% of an employee’s annual salary with a minimum of 
$26,250 and a maximum of $42,000. Additionally the equivalent of six months 
COBRA benefit continuation costs, less administrative fees, is offered to participating 
staff. Savings are achieved by staffing reorganization, position elimination and/or 
refilling positions at lower salary levels. If the VSIP is implemented, separations 
would likely be effective by July 1, 2015. 
 
 Reduced subsidy for Research Centers – Each of the College’s six Research Centers 
currently receives a direct operating subsidy that includes at least $80,000 for staff 
support. Combined with associated benefits costs, elimination of the subsidy at total 
$107,200 per Research Center reduces state expense by $643,200.  
 
 Safety and Security cost savings – Reorganization of the Public Safety department is 
projected to save $136,000 annually by instituting a two-tier staffing plan and 
eliminating the SFPD 10-B night time patrol coverage. 
 
 Moot Court Competition reductions – Currently the state funds $197,000 in 
competition registration and travel costs for the Moot Court program. Reducing the 
number of state-funded teams and/or competitions is projected to save $25,000 and 
would not preclude private fundraising to backfill the loss in state funding.  
 
 Other departmental budget reductions – It is estimated that budget reductions of 
$92,000 from state expenditures and $50,000 from auxiliary enterprises could be 
captured over the next two fiscal years. 
 
 Increase indirect cost recovery on Auxiliary Enterprises – To more accurately account 
for administrative overhead, or indirect cost recovery, from Auxiliary Enterprises an 
increase in the rate is proposed that will generate $716,000 in state support. In years 
prior, the overhead rate charged to McAllister Tower, Parking Garage, Student Health 
Services and Business Center ranged from 2.5%-5% calculated on direct operating 
expenditures. The 2015-16 budget for auxiliary enterprises proposes a 12% overhead 
rate calculated on total operating revenues. While this is a cash neutral change to the 
College it shifts costs from state to non-state funding sources to more closely capture 
the cost of indirect support services provided to self-supporting auxiliary enterprises. 
 
Please note that expense reduction targets are fungible, i.e., to the extent that reductions 
to research centers or other cost reduction measures prove difficult to actualize, savings 
not achieved by virtue of full attainment of reductions to the centers or other cost cutting 
measures can be traded-off dollar for dollar by capturing greater levels of faculty salary 
savings or other measures as fall back options.  Of course, faculty consultation would be 







 Increase enrollment in LLM and MSL Programs – Increasing enrollment in non-JD 
programs by 3.0 FTE would generate at least $90,000 in new revenues after a 
projected 20% allocation for financial aid. The 2014-15 enrollment targets are 30.5 
FTE for the LLM program and 8 FTE for the MSL program. The current multi-year 
planning model factors a 10% annual enrollment growth for LLM -- 3.0 additional 
FTE in 2015-16 --and no change in MSL enrollment. The 2015-16 enrollment fee 
before reduction by financial aid is $47,500 for LLM students and $41,200 for MSL 
students. 
 
 Increase indirect cost recovery on Auxiliary Enterprises – As described above, 
increasing the administrative overhead rate charged to auxiliary enterprises from 5% 
to 12% increases expenditures to those programs and provides additional revenues to 
state core operations. 
 
 Market meeting rooms and conference rentals – Increased rental income of $25,000 is 
estimated to be achieved by marketing meeting rooms and conference rentals to 
outside clients more aggressively. In 2013-14 revenues of $62,000 were achieved and 
todate $42,000 has been generated in 2014-15. 
 
 Increase residential rents at McAllister Tower by 7.5% – The Board of Directors, at 
their March 2015 meeting, approved a 7.5% increase in Tower residential rents 
effective August 1, 2015. This is projected to provide increased auxiliary enterprise 
revenues of $297,000 in 2015-16. 
 
 Increase parking rates at UC Hastings Garage – At the June 2015 meeting, the Board 
of Directors is being presented with a proposal to increase parking rates. This, along 
with a decrease in fleet parking agreements that is projected to increase transient 
parking revenues, is estimated to generate $91,000 in 2015-16 over 2014-15 projected 
revenue levels. 
 
 Implement Health Policy & Law Program with UCSF – Although not developed 
enough to estimate net additional revenues, implementation of a new Health Policy 
and Law Program with UC San Francisco could help reduce the budget deficit. 
 
 Implement a JD Flex Time Program – Additional revenues are not yet known from 
implementation of a new JD Flex Time Program. 
 
 Rent 4th floor office space at McAllister Tower – The most long-term of these 
proposed solutions, the 4
th
 floor office space at McAllister Tower -- to be vacant after 
Research Centers relocate to the renovated sixth floor of Kane Hall -- could be rented 




Clearly, this plan is a short-term fix until the College’s competitiveness in the 
marketplace improves or other revenue streams and cost reductions can be developed and 
successfully deployed.   
 
Funding of future ongoing cost growth is not addressed by this plan.  The primary drivers 
of these future, and to some extent uncertain, costs are: 
 
 Employee compensation 
 Financial aid discounting 
 Regulatory and compliance costs  
 
 
5. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors approves the Deficit Reduction Plan that identifies 
strategies intended to be deployed within the 2015-16 and 2016-17 fiscal years. 
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ACTION ITEM  
 
1. REPORT BY: Maureen Corcoran 
 












Title: Security Services  
Vendor Name: San Francisco Police Department 
Cost:   $70,000 




Contract authorization is requested to renew the agreement with the San Francisco Police 
Department under its Special Law Enforcement Services Program for dedicated police coverage 
by one officer on streets adjacent to College property.  For 2014-15, services under this 
agreement would provide coverage from 5:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday 
during the academic year on a schedule set to coincide with the hours of operation of the law 
library.  The hours may be extended during final exams or for special events.  The $70,000 
represents an estimated, not-to-exceed amount as collective bargaining agreements have not been 




Item:      5.3.2                      
 
Title:   Locker Purchase and Installation 
Vendor Name:           Camargo’s Locker Magic 
Cost:                           $53,000 




Contract approval is sought for a contract that was amended and now exceeds $50,000.  In Fall 
2014, the College undertook a competitive process for the provision and installation of new 
lockers for the basement of the 198 McAllister building.  The lowest quote was $49,875.  As the 
project came to completion, the College requested some additional work, and agreed on a $3,100 




Item:   5.3.3  
 
Title:   Library Educational Database Subscription 
Vendor Name: Westlaw 
Cost:   $64,680 




Requested is contract authority for Westlaw for the College’s ongoing subscription to the 
Westlaw database.  The college has provided this database to students for years.  The library 




Item:   5.3.4 
 
Title:   Library Educational Database Subscription  
Vendor Name: LexisNexis 
Cost:   $52,520 annually 
Term of Contract: Three Years 
 
Requested is contract authority for LexisNexis for the College’s ongoing subscription to the 
LexisNexis database.  The college has provided this for years.  LexisNexis is providing a three-
year price break this time around.  In turn, the college will move to exclusive use of online 




Item:   5.3.5 
 
Title:   Library Educational Database Subscription 
Vendor Name: Bloomberg/BNA 
Cost:   $77,000 




Requested is contract authority for Bloomberg/BNA for the college’s ongoing subscription to the 
Bloomberg subscription content.  The College has provided this database to students for years.  







Item:   5.3.6 
 
Title:   Printing – Hastings Magazine 
Vendor Name: Diablo Communications & Printing (DCP) 
Cost:   $100,000 
Term of Contract: One Year 
 
Description: 
Contract authority is requested to enter into an agreement for the design and production of the 
Spring 2015 Hastings Magazine with DCP.  DCP has produced several of the prior issues of the 
magazine and is working with staff in the Communications & Public Affairs Department to 






4. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors authorizes award of the 2014-15 state contracts listed 
below: 
 
5.3.1     Security Services – San Francisco Police Department    $70,000    
5.3.2     Lockers - Camargo’s Locker Magic      $53,000 
5.3.3  Library Educational Database Subscription - Westlaw    $64,680  
5.3.4 Library Educational Database Subscription - LexisNexis    $52,520   
5.3.5  Library Educational Database Subscription - Bloomberg/BNA      $77,000 
5.3.6  Printing – Hastings Magazine - DCP         $100,000 
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1. REPORT BY: Maureen Corcoran 
 




That the Board of Directors approves the attached 2015-16 proposed budgets for 






Consistent with previous years, the proposed 2015-16 budgets are being presented to the 
Board of Directors at its June meeting for all auxiliary enterprises. 
 
Administrative Overhead  
 
Effective 2015-16, the administrative overhead rate and basis for calculation is proposed 
to change for all auxiliary enterprises. To more accurately account for indirect expenses, 
the overhead rate in 2015-16 is budgeted at 12% and calculated on total operating 
revenues. In years prior, the overhead rate ranged from 2.5%-5% and was calculated on 
total direct operating expenditures. While this is a cash neutral change (it does not result 
in more overall unrestricted funds available to the College), it shifts costs from state to 
non-state funding sources to more closely capture the cost that indirect support services 
provided to self-supporting auxiliary enterprises. Budgeted in 2015-16 at a total of 







McAllister Tower 573,439        140,698        432,741        
Parking Garage 288,600        37,080          251,520        
Health Services 78,616          30,716          47,900          
Business Services 39,677          7,489            32,188          
Total Overhead 980,332$      215,983$      764,349$       
Salaries and Wages 
 
Consistent with all regular career positions of the College, a general salary increase of 
1.5% effective July 1, 2015, is budgeted for auxiliary enterprise staff. Additionally, as 
negotiated in the contract finalized early in 2015, AFSCME employees are budgeted to 






 Apartment and Commercial Rent – Revenue for 2015-16 is projected to increase by 
seven percent (7%) from 2014-15 budgeted levels.  As approved by the Board of 
Directors at their March 2015 meeting, residential rent increases of 7.5% effective 
August 1, 2015, are included and the total projected revenues are $4,261,825. Office 




 Other Contract Services – While the 2014-15 budget included one-time allocations 
for architectural consulting, the 2015-16 budget includes continued funding for the 
following: 
o $85,000 for continuation of the flooring and room rehabilitation project, 
upgrading units with laminated wood and vinyl flooring (abatement and 
installation). 
o $20,000 for temporary help (through an employment agency) to provide 
periodic front office support to the Student Housing Services Manager. 
 Supplies – The 2015-16 budget includes $45,000 for flooring supplies to continue 







 Parking Operations – The 2015-16 projected revenue at $2,100,000 is based on 
current year trends and rate increases proposed in a separate agenda item this 
meeting. In addition to the rate change, it is anticipated that revenues from fleet 
parking will be reduced and replaced with transient parking revenue. 
 Retail Leases – The budget reflects full-year revenue from established retail leases 
with Golden Era, Subway, and Philz Coffee for total projected revenues of $233,000.  
The space formerly occupied by the YMCA is still vacant; the beginning budget 
assumes occupancy by January 2016 at $72,000 total in 2015-16. 
Expenditures 
 
 Maintenance and Special Repairs – The 2015-16 budget includes allocations for the 
ongoing maintenance of equipment and systems including the generator, elevators, 
and ticketing systems. This is reduced from 2014-15 which included resealing the 
roof as part of the maintenance program. 
  




 Fees – The fee of $633 per student to fund the self-supporting Student Health Service 
Center is proposed for approval in a separate agenda item this meeting; the fee has 
previously remained unchanged since 2012-13.  The Graduate Student Health 
Insurance Plan campus administrative fee is increasing $10 per enrolled plan member, 
from $70 in 2014-15 to $80 in 2015-16.  The fee revenue projections estimate 970 
FTE students paying the Health Center Fee and 514 paying the GSHIP 
Administration Fee. The 2014-15 revised budget is overstated; actual revenues are 




 Salaries and Wages – In addition to the general salary adjustments afforded all 
College employees, as described above, the Student Health Services 2015-16 budget 
reflects reclassification of two employees from contract status to payroll wages. 
 Consultants and Contract Services – The reduced budget in 2015-16 reflects 




5. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors approves the attached 2015-16 budgets for 
Auxiliary Enterprises -- McAllister Tower, Parking Garage, Student Health Services, and 
Business Center. 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW









Center  Total 
Revenues 4,778,657      2,405,000      655,130         330,640         8,169,427      
Expenditures 3,037,063      952,116         692,528         337,775         5,019,482      
Net Operations 1,741,594      1,452,884      (37,398)          (7,135)            3,149,945      
Nonoperating Revenues/(Expenses)
Investment Income 12,000           5,500             11,000           1,370             29,870           
Funded from Bond Proceeds -                 955                -                 -                 955                
Debt Service -                 (1,587,568)     -                 -                 (1,587,568)     
Sub-total 12,000           (1,581,113)     11,000           1,370             (1,556,743)     
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS 1,753,594$   (128,229)$     (26,398)$       (5,765)$         1,593,202$   
 Policy change on Administrative Overhead implemented effective 7/1/15. Total overhead assessments represent 12% of 
operating revenues and equal $980,332. 
File:    C:\Users\colec\Documents\DATA\2015-16\16BOD Auxiliaries Beginning Budget






Proposed Revised Proposed to Year-end
Budget Budget 2014-15 Revised Actual
2015-16 2014-15 Budget 2013-14
REVENUES
 Apartment & Commercial Rent 4,755,657     * 4,458,071     7% 4,207,560     
 Other 23,000        29,900        -23% 23,469        
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 4,778,657$   4,487,971$   6% 4,231,029$   
EXPENDITURES
 Salaries and Wages 84,783          * 76,757          10% 81,378          
 Student Wages--Regular & Work-study 13,000          19,500          -33% 15,672          
 Staff Benefits 28,826          26,097          10% 25,163          
 Regular Contract Services 1,080,000     1,085,000     0% 1,141,900     
 Other Contract Services 105,000        * 162,665        -35% 201,030        
 Utilities 693,850        656,750        6% 641,978        
 Maintenance & Special Repairs 145,740        234,685        -38% 236,491        
 Insurance 115,000        103,690        11% 102,905        
 Supplies 100,000        * 105,000        -5% 124,328        
 Printing & Reproduction 1,875            1,875            0% 1,882            
 Telephone 2,400            750               220% 948               
 Miscellaneous 93,150          98,500          -5% 96,899          
 Equipment & Building Improvements -                  242,696      -100% 73,381        
 Overhead Pro Rata 573,439      * 140,698      308% 130,384      
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 3,037,063$   2,954,663$   3% 2,874,339$   
NET OPERATIONS 1,741,594$   1,533,308$   14% 1,356,690$   
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
 Investment Income 12,000          11,000          9% 32,456          
 Realized Gain/Loss from Sale of Investments' -                    -                    -- 27,354          
 Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                    -                    -- 490,407        
 Transfer to Other Funds -                  (382,210)     -100% (682,424)     
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES 12,000$        (371,210)$     -103% (132,207)$     
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS 1,753,594$  1,162,098$  51% 1,224,483$  
* See attached narrative. C:\Users\colec\Documents\DATA\2015-16\16BOD Auxiliaries Beginning Budget\Tower
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
Hastings Parking Garage and Retail 
2015-16 Proposed Budget
4/28/2015
  Percentage  
Change 2015-16
Proposed Revised Proposed to Year-end
Budget Budget 2014-15 Revised Actual
2015-16 2014-15 Budget 2013-14
REVENUES
 Parking Operations 2,100,000      * 2,009,000      5% 1,834,310      
 Retail Leases 303,000         * 242,362         25% 291,232         
 Other (including Storage) 2,000             2,000             0% 1,750             
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 2,405,000$    2,253,362$    7% 2,127,292$    
EXPENDITURES
 Salaries and Wages 349,556         * 340,375         3% 329,028         
 Staff Benefits 82,959           79,837           4% 69,098           
 Regular Contract Services 7,000             7,000             0% 7,000             
 Other Contract Services 13,140            21,121           -38% 17,381           
 Utilities 68,900           62,700           10% 54,026           
 Maintenance & Special Repairs 43,156           * 132,500         -67% 23,741           
 Insurance 52,605           52,605           0% 52,184           
 Supplies 5,000             5,000             0% (11,603)          
 Printing, Telephone and Mail 3,350             3,350             0% 2,442             
 Advertising/Promotion 300                300                0% -                    
 Miscellaneous & Credit Card Fees 37,550           36,802           2% 33,593           
 Overhead Pro Rata 288,600         * 20,061           1339% 28,844           
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 952,116$       421,276$       126% 276,706$       
NET OPERATIONS 1,452,884$    1,832,086$    -21% 1,850,586$    
 Investment Income 5,500$           6,374$           -14% 7,518$           
 Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments -                    -                    -- 25                  
 Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                    -                    -- 450                
 Funded from Bond Proceeds 955                6,643             -86% 428,244         
 Debt Service (Principal & Interest) (1,587,568)     (1,579,968)     0% (2,014,900)     
 Transfers from/to Other Funds -                    -                    -- (46,939)          
 Cash Short/Over -                    -                    -- 2,638             
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES) (1,581,113)$   (1,566,951)$   1% (1,622,964)$   
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS (128,229)$      265,135$       -148% 227,622$       
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
16BOD Auxiliaries Beginning Budget/Garage
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW






 Proposed Revised Proposed to Year-end
 Budget Budget 2014-15 Revised Actual
2015-16 2014-15 Budget 2013-14
REVENUES  
Fees 655,130$  * 699,101$   -6% 707,373$   
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 655,130$  699,101$   -6% 707,373$   
EXPENDITURES
Salaries and Wages 434,926 * 382,148 14% 389,961
Staff Benefits 77,450 77,081 0% 69,591
Consultants and Contracted Services 53,360 * 106,114 -50% 92,052
Insurance 34,356 34,356 0% 34,356
Supplies 6,200 6,178 0% 10,852
Printing, Telephone and Mail 2,100 2,900 -28% 3,364
Travel 3,550 3,550 0% 2,692         
Miscellaneous 1,770 1,750 1% 620
Events 200 250 -20% 235            
Equipment -                -                 -- 3,073         
Overhead Pro Rata 78,616    * 30,716     156% 30,329     
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 692,528$  645,043$   7% 637,125$   
NET OPERATIONS (37,398)$   54,058$     -169% 70,248$     
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Investment Income 11,000      11,500       -4% 13,664       
Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments -                -                 -- 7                
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                -                 -- 124            
Other Revenue -                -             -- -             
Transfers from/to Other Funds -                -             -- -             
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES) 11,000$    11,500$     -4% 13,795$     
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS (26,398)$   65,558$     -140% 84,043$     
*See attached narrative. C:\Users\colec\Documents\DATA\2015-16\16BOD Auxiliaries Beginning Budget\Health






Proposed Revised Proposed to Year-end
 Budget Budget 2014-15 Revised Actual
2015-16 2014-15 Budget 2013-14
REVENUES
Copy Services 330,640$  330,640$  0% 246,067$    
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 330,640$  330,640$  0% 246,067$    
EXPENDITURES
Contracted Services 296,848 296,848 0% 298,352
Software -                -                -- 36,084
Supplies 250 250 0% 1,546          
Printing, Telephone & Mail 500           1,000        -50% 236             
Events & Promotions 250 250 0% 172             
Miscellaneous 250 1,250 -80% 1,067          
Overhead Pro Rata 39,677    * 7,489 430% 8,436        
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 337,775$  307,087$  10% 345,893$    
NET OPERATIONS (7,135)$     23,553$    -130% (99,826)$     
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Investment Income 1,370        1,370        0% 2,142          
Transfers from Other Funds -            -            -- 430,891      
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES) 1,370$      1,370$      0% 433,033$    
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS (5,765)$    24,923$   -123% 333,207$   
*See attached narrative. C:\Users\colec\Documents\DATA\2015-16\16BOD Auxiliaries Beginning Budget\Business
*Agenda Item: 5.5 
Board of Directors 
Finance Committee 
June 5, 2015 
ACTION ITEM 
 
1.     REPORT BY:  Maureen Corcoran 
 
2.     SUBJECT:  State Budget Change for 2014-15 
 
 
3.     RECOMMENDATION:          
 
That the Board of Directors approves the following state budget change for 2014-15 and 
authorizes funding be allocated from the State Plant Fund reserve for this purpose: 
 
 
4.     BACKGROUND: 
 
The following 2014-15 state budget change is requested:  
 
5.5.1  Kane Hall – Cal OSHA Façade Access Upgrade   $275,000 
 
Requested is an allocation of $275,000 to fund the design and installation of a code-
compliant window washing anchorage system for the Kane Hall building.  
 
The College is not in compliance with statutes governing safe workplace requirements as 
they pertain to window washing and the anchorage systems that are used to gain access to 
building facades, specifically the California Code of Regulations, Title 8, General 
Industry Safety Orders. These Orders contain specific code requirements regulating how 
California building owners and operators comply with regulations that allow façade 
access operations to be legally performed on buildings above 48 feet in height.   
 
The College’s non-compliance has been brought to its attention by Cal-OSHA.  A waiver 
from this requirement had been sought on a one-time basis but this request was not 
approved.  The windows are dirty and in need of cleaning; a permanent solution is 
necessary to support ongoing maintenance needs. 
 
Please note that Cal-OSHA has identified non-compliance at Snodgrass Hall as well.  
There are no plans to upgrade anchorage systems at Snodgrass Hall at this time.  A legal 
façade access to the building limits window washing activities to areas accessible from 
building interiors or the ground floor. 
 
 
5.     PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors approves the state budget change for 2014-15 and 
authorizes funding be allocated from the State Plant Fund reserve for the Façade Access 
Upgrade. 
*Agenda Item: 5.6 
Board of Directors 
Finance Committee 
June 5, 2015 
 
ACTION ITEM  
 
1. REPORT BY: Maureen Corcoran 
 





That the Board of Directors authorizes award of the following 2014-15 and 2015-16 non-state 






Title: Engineering Services  
Vendor Name: Ferrari Moe 
Cost:   $66,000 (Cumulative to-date) 




The window replacement project at the McAllister Tower has been ongoing for the past few 
fiscal years.  Contracts plus amendments with the consultant related to the window project are 
now at $66,000.  A pilot project based on negotiations with the Office of Historic Preservation is 
underway with testing of twelve recently installed new aluminum windows in progress and the 




Item:      5.6.2                      
 
Title:   Consulting Services – Financial Aid  
Vendor Name:           Suzanne Bartels 
Cost:                           $60,000 




Contract authority is requested to enter into an agreement with Suzanne Bartels, a financial aid 
consultant.  The consultant provides ongoing support as required in the Office of Financial Aid 
related to various financial aid programs throughout the year, as well as with processing 







Item:   5.6.3  
 
Title:   Consulting Services – Financial Aid 
Vendor Name: Jeffrey Hanson Education Services 
Cost:   $50,000 




Contract authorization is requested to enter into an agreement with Jeffrey Hanson Education 
Services.  Jeffrey Hanson Education Services provides a financial advising seminar to both 
entering and graduating students related to minimizing borrowing and dealing with loan 
repayment.  They also provide individual advising sessions during the year, as well as providing 




Item:   5.6.4 
 
Title:   Consulting Services - WorkLife Law 
Vendor Name: Cynthia Calvert 
Cost:   $50,000 




Requested is authority to enter into a contract with the Cynthia Calvert, consultant for the 
WorkLife Law Department.  Consultant’s title shall be Senior Advisor for Family 
Responsibilities Discrimination. Consultant shall perform the services described below, 
including, but not limited to: 
• Manage the WorkLife Law Hotline. 
• Respond to inquiries from the Attorney Network.  
• Plan and execute at least two Attorney Network teleconferences. 
• Oversee update of the FRD database. 
• Prepare the supplement to the FRD Treatise 
• Other responsibilities as may be agreed upon. 
 
 
4. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors authorizes award of the 2014-15 and 2015-16 non-state 
contracts listed below: 
 
5.6.1 Engineering service - Tower Windows- Ferrari-Moe, LLP   $66,000 (Cumulative) 
5.6.2   Consulting Services – Financial Aid - Suzanne Bartels     $60,000 
5.6.3  Consulting Services - Jeffrey Hanson Education Services   $50,000 
5.6.4 Consulting Services - WorkLife Law - Cynthia Calvert     $50,000   
*Agenda Item: 5.7 
Board of Directors 
Finance Committee 
June 5, 2015 
  May 14, 2015 
ACTION ITEM 
 
1.      REPORT BY:  Maureen Corcoran 
 
2.      SUBJECT:  University of California Retirement Plan – Loan from  
      Short Term Investment Pool Loan     
  
 
3.      RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
That the Board of Directors ratifies the actions of the UC Board of Regents and approves 
UC Hastings’ participation in the University of California Retirement Plan’s Loan from 
the Short Term Investment Pool Loan. 
 
4.      BACKGROUND: 
 
In 2010, the Regents of the University of California authorized an internal borrowing of 
$2.1 billion to fully fund the retirement system’s Annual Required Contribution for that 
fiscal year.  Through subsequent actions, further internal borrowings have been authorized, 
most recently an amount not to exceed $700 million for 2013-14.  Background information 
is attached. 
 
With the implementation of GASB 68, which regulates Accounting for Pension Benefits, 
UC Hastings is now obligated to record its proportional share of this borrowing as long 
term debt on the College’s audited financial statements.  As of June 30, 2014, this equates 
to a noncurrent (i.e., long term) liability of $5,980,235 amortized over thirty years.  
 
For 2015-16, Employer Contributions for the base retirement program is set at 14% of 
covered payroll.  The system-wide assessment needed to repay the STIP loan adds an 
additional .72% to the employer’s cost burden for a total employer’s share of 14.72%.  
Employee Contributions are at 8%. 
 
As the College’s apportionment of the STIP loan, $5.9 million, under current accounting 
standards, is now a long-term financial obligation recorded on UC Hastings Financial 
Statements.  It is recommended that the inclusion of this indebtedness be formalized with 
the Board of Directors ratification of the action taken by the Regents. 
 
 
5.      PROPOSED RESOLUTIONS: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors ratifies the actions of the UC Board of Regents and 
approves UC Hastings’ participation in the University of California Retirement Plan’s 
Loan from the Short Term Investment Pool Loan. 
 
Be it further resolved that the Board of Directors authorizes a noncurrent liability of 




Office of the President 
 




For Meeting of July 16, 2014 
 
AUTHORIZATION TO FUND UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RETIREMENT PLAN 
MODIFIED ANNUAL REQUIRED CONTRIBUTION WITH CONTRIBUTION FROM 




This item requests authorization for the President to make a contribution to the University of 
California Retirement Plan (UCRP) in the current fiscal year (FY 2014-15) via an asset transfer 
from the Short Term Investment Pool (STIP). This contribution will fund the unfunded portion 
of the modified Annual Required Contribution for FY 2013-14, or the difference between 
modified ARC and total University (employer and employee) contributions to UCRP. (Modified 
ARC is the Normal Cost, or the cost for future UCRP benefits allocated to each year of service 
for active members, plus interest on the unfunded liability.) The contribution authorization will 
be in an amount not to exceed $700,000,000. The action amends a prior action of December 
2012; a summary of the previous actions is shown in the Appendix. The text of the prior action 
authorizing FY2010-11 and FY2011-12 contributions is omitted in the Recommendation below, 




The President recommends that the Committee on Finance recommend that the Regents amend 
the Amendment of Authorization to Make Additional Contributions toward University of 
California Retirement Plan’s Annual Required Contribution from One or More Multiple 
Sources, as shown below. 
 
Additions shown by underscoring; deletions shown by strikethrough 
 
The President be delegated authority and discretion to make contributions to the University of 
California Retirement Plan (UCRP) to supplement scheduled employer and employee 
contributions beginning FY 2010-11. The amount and timing of the contributions will be guided 
by the goal of putting the Plan on a path toward fully funded status, with consideration of the 
projected budgetary impact to the University. The President may utilize borrowing from the 
Short Term Investment Pool (STIP), restructuring of University debt, and other internal or 
external sources to make these contributions to UCRP, fund the gap between scheduled pension 
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contribution from the University and employees, and the required funding amount described 




F.  Transfer funds from STIP to UCRP in FY 2014-15 in an amount equal to the difference 
between the approved total employer and employee contribution to UCRP and modified 
ARC for FY 2013-14. This transfer shall satisfy the requirements below and will not 
exceed a total of $700,000,000: 
 
(1) The creation of an internal note receivable (“STIP Note”) for the amount above, 
owned by STIP participants.  
 
(2) The ability to set the repayment terms on the STIP Note, not to exceed a 
maximum of a 30-year amortization period.  
 
(3) Adoption of a waiver to the STIP investment guideline’s maximum of five and a 
half years on investments to accommodate the terms of this STIP Note.   
 
(4) Assessment of all University fund sources making UCRP payments to include an 
additional amount for principal and interest payments on the STIP Note, divided 
proportionally based on covered compensation. 
 
(5) For funding sources, such as federal contracts and grants, where interest payments 
for the STIP Note are not billable as direct program costs, campuses will be 
required to pay these charges using non-federal sources. These fund sources may 
also be excluded from the STIP loan repayment if they pre-pay their portion of the 




According to the University of California Retirement Plan Actuarial Valuation Report presented 
to the Regents in November 2013, as of July 1, 2013, the campus and medical center segment of 
the UC Retirement Plan (UCRP) is 76 percent funded, with total actuarial value of assets of 
$43.6 billion and total actuarial accrued liabilities of $57.4 billion. When the University and 
employees began to make contributions to UCRP in FY 2010-11 after a 20-year hiatus, UCRP 
was 87 percent funded. Despite annual increases in employer and employee contributions to 
UCRP, total contributions are still below the funding policy contribution approved by the 
Regents (also referred to as annual required contribution, or ARC, which is the Normal Cost plus 
amortization of the unfunded actuarial accrued liability over a 30-year period), which, along with 
the market losses in 2008, has resulted in consecutive declines in the Plan’s funded status. In FY 
2013-14 the estimated funding policy contribution was $2.5 billion, or 29 percent of covered 
payroll. Total UCRP contributions were approximately 18.2 percent of covered payroll 
(12 percent employer contribution and 6.5 percent employee contribution for most employees), 
estimated to be $1.6 billion. On July 1, 2014 employer contributions increased to 14 percent and 
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employee contributions to eight percent. If contribution rates remain steady at these levels, 
UCRP is projected to be 91 percent funded by July 1, 2042.  
 
On December 13, 2010 the Regents delegated authority to the President to fully fund the Annual 
Required Contribution for UCRP in two phases – to fund modified ARC from FY 2010-11 
through FY 2018-19 and to fund ARC thereafter. The December 2010 recommendation was 
amended on March 17, 2011 and December 13, 2012 via interim action to give authority to the 
President to fund modified ARC in FY 2010-11 and FY 2011-12 through a combination of an 
asset transfer from STIP, external financing, and debt restructuring, the total amount of which 
was to not exceed $2,100,000,000. In line with this recommendation, UCRP was funded with 
asset transfers to fund modified ARC in FY 2010-11 and FY 2011-12. In April 2011, 
$1,100,766,000 was transferred from STIP to UCRP, and in July 2011, $936,515,000 was 
externally financed and transferred to UCRP. The STIP borrowing and the external borrowing 
are being paid back through campus assessments on covered payroll. 
 
Consistent with the December 13, 2010 Regents action and subsequent actions taken by the 
University to fund modified ARC, this  item requests authorization to make a contribution to 
fund modified ARC for FY 2013-14 in the current fiscal year (FY 2014-15). In FY 2013-14 total 
University employer and employee contributions to UCRP were approximately $1.6 billion. 
Modified ARC was approximately $2.3 billion. Funding the difference between modified ARC 
and University contributions, or approximately $700 million, in the current fiscal year would 
improve the Plan’s funded status. An additional $700 million contribution to UCRP is projected 
to result in a 95 percent funded status by July 1, 2042. In addition, the item recommends 
modification to the December, 13, 2010 Regents action such that the President be delegated 
authority to make contributions to the UCRP to supplement scheduled employer and employee 
contributions. The amount and timing of the contributions will be guided by the goal of putting 
the Plan on a path toward fully funded status, with consideration of the projected budgetary 




STIP Borrowing and Campus Assessment 
This recommendation would utilize the University’s STIP balance by borrowing up to the 
difference between modified ARC and University contributions to UCRP in FY 2013-14. The 
borrowing from STIP is to be in an amount not to exceed $700 million. Similar to the FY 2010-
11 STIP borrowing, the FY 2014-15 contribution from STIP will create a STIP Note that will be 
repaid over the same 30-year period as the previous borrowings. Campuses and medical centers 
will be assessed for the repayments as a percentage of covered payroll. The repayment of the 
loan will be distributed proportionally among the fund sources that pay into UCRP. The interest 
and principal will pay back STIP Note holders and be part of monthly STIP income. For funding 
sources such as federal contracts and grants, where interest payments for the STIP Note are not 
billable as direct program costs, campuses will be required to pay these charges using non-
federal sources. Principal payments, however, are an allowable cost of federal contracts and 
grants. These fund sources may also be excluded from the STIP loan repayment if they pre-pay 
their portion of the modified ARC assessment in FY 2014-15. 
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The interest rate for the STIP Note will be reset every July 1 for the following 12 months, based 
on the historical STIP rate. While repayment of the STIP Note will have to be built into the 
operating budgets of campuses and medical centers, the relatively low rate only slightly increases 
the assessment rate above the current assessment rate for the previous borrowings in FY 2010-11 
and FY 2011-12. The assessment for the outstanding STIP Note and external borrowing is 
0.5 percent of covered payroll in FY 2014-15, and is projected to increase to 0.55 percent to one 
percent over the next ten years. An additional $700 million in STIP borrowing would increase 
the assessment from current levels to 0.72 percent for FY 2014-15, and to 0.8 percent to 
1.35 percent over the next ten years.   
 
UCRP Projections 
Beginning July 1, 2014, employer contributions to UCRP rose to 14 percent and employee 
contributions to 8 percent of covered compensation for most employees. If contributions remain 
at these levels, the campus and medical center segment of UCRP is projected to be 91 percent 
funded by July 1, 2042. If the University makes a contribution equal to modified ARC for FY 
2013-14 in FY 2014-15, then the campus and medical center segment is projected to be 95 
percent funded by July 1, 2042.   
 
 
Campus and medical center segment 
Assumes 7.5 percent UCRP annual returns and 0.7 percent annual active member population growth  
 
STIP 
As of May 31, 2014, the University’s available STIP balance is $6.1 billion. This strong liquidity 
position is one of the University’s major financial strengths and the University remains 
committed to maintaining adequate liquidity to meet daily operational needs. An analysis done in 
2012 found that since FY 2004-05, 99 percent of the time the STIP daily cash balance fluctuates 
no more than five percent of the total STIP balance. Quarterly fluctuations are larger, with 
average STIP balance reductions of $1 to $1.5 billion. In addition to daily and quarterly 
fluctuations, cash reserves are also needed for commercial paper/variable rate bond liquidity 
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support and Medical Center working capital reserves. Taking this into account, a STIP transfer of 
up to $700 million would not presently have a negative effect on the University’s daily 
operational liquidity needs. The Total Return Investment Pool (TRIP) is an additional source of 
liquidity, if needed. The University continues to monitor risks, trade-offs, and possible changes 




The University faculty, represented by the Academic Senate, has expressed strong support for 
funding UCRP with internal or external borrowings. On June 4, 2014, the Chair of the Assembly 
of the Academic Senate wrote a memo to the EVP – Business Operations and Interim CFO to 
recommend a borrowing proposal to fund UCRP. The proposal was authored by the University 
Committee on Faculty Welfare (UCFW) and its Task Force on Investment and Retirement 
(TFIR). TFIR’s proposal is to borrow $1,700,000,000 in order to fully fund ARC for FY 2013-14 
and FY 2014-15. The University Committee on Planning and Budget also wrote a letter lending 
their support to TFIR’s proposal.  
 
The June memo also acknowledges and supports the aim of the request set forth in this item. 
University staff will continue to work with faculty on ideas and strategies to address UCRP’s 
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Previous Actions:  September 2008: The Regents approved a funding policy for the campus 
and medical center segment of UCRP. 
  
 February 2009: The Regents approved restarting University and member 
contributions effective on or about April 15, 2010, subject to collective 
bargaining as applicable.  
  
 September 2010: An Overview of University of California Post-
Employment Benefits, including UCRP and the Retiree Health Program, 
was presented to the Regents. The Regents approved employer and member 
UCRP contribution rates for Plan Years beginning July 1, 2011, and July 1, 
2012, subject to collective bargaining as applicable. The Regents approved a 
revised amortization schedule (30 years instead of 15) for UCRP unfunded 
liabilities. 
 
 December 2010: The Board approved changes to University-sponsored 
post-employment benefits including a UCRP new hire tier effective July 1, 
2013.  The Board also delegated to the President the authority to fully fund 
the UCRP annual required contribution (ARC) as quickly as practical.  
 
 March 2011: The Regents authorized the President to make contributions to 
UCRP in FY 2010-11 and FY 2011-12 in amounts equal to the difference 
between modified ARC and total University contributions via a combination 
of an asset transfer from STIP, external borrowing, and/or debt 
restructuring, not to exceed a total of $2,100,000,000. 
 
 December 2012: The Regents authorized the President to make 
contributions to UCRP in FY 2010-11 and FY 2011-12, authorized in March 
2011, under a financing structure which would provide as low an interest 
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1.      REPORT BY:  Maureen Corcoran 
 
2.      SUBJECT:  Fund Transfer – STIP to Wells Fargo Bank 
 
 
3.      RECOMMENDATION: 
 
That the Board of Directors approves the transfer of amounts not to exceed $7 million 
from the Short Term Investment Pool (STIP) to the Wells Fargo Bank no later than 
June 30, 2015.  
 
4.      BACKGROUND: 
 
This fund transfer is being made to move cash balances residing in the Short Term 
Investment Pool to the Wells Fargo Bank commercial account to fund payroll and 
operating expenses.  The receipt of proceeds of student fee revenue for the 2015-16 
academic year in August 2015 will replenish cash balances. 
 
 
5.      PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors approves the transfer of amounts not to exceed 
$7 million from the Short Term Investment Pool (STIP) to the Wells Fargo Bank no 
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1. REPORT BY: Maureen Corcoran 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Fees for 2015-16: Parking Rates, Health Center and  
    UC SHIP Fees and Freeze on General Enrollment and 





That the Board of Directors approves the following fees for 2015-16:  
 
A. JD General Enrollment Fee of $43,486 (No change) 
B. Nonresident Tuition of $6,000 (No change) 
C. MSL tuition of $41,200 (No change) 
D. LLM tuition of $47,500 (No change) 
E. Summer Legal Institute at $1,200/unit for Summer 2016 (No change) 
F. Health Center Fees of $633 
G. UC SHIP premium of $4,437  
H. UC Hastings Parking Garage Rates Schedule (June 8, 2015). 
 
Any recommended fee structure would be subject to change at any time as a result of 





The By-laws of the College provide that the Finance Committee considers and makes 
recommendations to the Board concerning the assessment of registration fees, educational fees, 
compulsory student activity fees, housing and parking charges and all other fees of the College. 
Proposed fee increases are discussed below.   
 
5.9.1 Parking Rates 
       
The rate structure is intended to provide discounted parking to UC Hastings students and 
incidental public parking at comparable rates to those charged by other garages in the 
immediate area. The attached Rate Schedule displays the full array of parking and related fees.  
As a matter of policy, monthly rates assessed to those assigned parking in the basement of 
Snodgrass Hall are set at the same monthly rate charged to parkers at the UC Hastings Garage.  
It is proposed that the rate structure be adopted with an effective date of June 8, 2015. 
The pricing structure has been modified from hourly increments to half-hour increments. Early 






5.9.2 Health Center Fee 
 
For 2015-16, a fee of $633.00 (an increase of 2.5%) is needed to fund the operation of the 
Student Health Center.  Revenue from the fee is used to cover the cost of payroll and 
contracted staff, medical supplies, additional hours of coverage, internal overhead, and 
professional liability insurance.   The overhead rate is being increased from 5% to 12% as an 
element of the multi-year Deficit Reduction Plan.  This fee would be effective July 1, 2015. 
 
Staff from the Office of Risk Services at the Office of the President are scheduled to visit the 
campus.  They will be review the operations of the Student Health Center to assess the process 
for credentialing service providers and examine the level of effort necessary if Hastings were 
to seek accreditation and the costs involved to do so.  In the event the review indicates that 
remedial actions are necessary that involve cost, the Board of Directors would be so advised 
and authority may be sought to further increase fees beginning with the spring 2016 semester. 
 
5.9.3 Graduate Student Health Insurance Plan (GSHIP)  
In 2010-11, Hasting began its participation in the Graduate Student Health Insurance Program 
(GSHIP) managed by the University of California.  Hastings’ participation provided health 
coverage at competitive rates by achieving economies of scale by virtue of the system-wide 
character of the program.  The program was later restricted to increase the risk pool by 
including undergraduates as was subsequently renamed the UC Student Health Insurance 
Program (UC SHIP).  
Currently, 53% of the student body elects to participate in UC SHIP.  They are automatically 
enrolled in UC SHIP unless they demonstrate proof of alternative coverage through a waiver 
process (granted to health care plans that were comparable to a Silver Plan under the 
Affordable Care Act). 
For 2015-16, an annual premium of $4,437 is proposed for students electing to participate is 
outlined below: 
• UC SHIP Premium – A premium of $4,238 has been established for 2015-16 to fund 
coverage for health, dental and vision care.  This represents an increase of 6.9% over 
the comparable figure last year. 
 Medical $4,017 
 Dental       188 
 Vision         33 
• Campus Program Fee - An $80 fee to support administrative costs related to the 
program, an increase of $10 or 14.3% over the prior year. 







5. PROPOSED RESOLUTIONS: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors approves maintaining the fees unchanged from 2014-15 
and continuing this fee structure for 2015-16: 
 
A. JD General Enrollment Fee of $43,486 (No change) 
B. Nonresident Tuition of $6,000 (No change) 
C. MSL tuition of $41,200 (No change) 
D. LLM tuition of $47,500 (No change) 
E. Summer Legal Institute at $1,200/unit for Summer 2016 (No change) 
 
Be it further resolved, that the Board of Directors approves increasing the fees listed below for 
2015-16: 
 
F. Health Center Fee of $633 
G. UC SHIP premium of $4,437  
 
And be it further resolved, that the Board of Directors approves the attached Parking Rate Schedule 
dated June 8, 2015 with an effective date of same.  
 
HOURLY PARKING RATES - AS OF JUNE 8, 2015 
Hours Rate 
0-1 hour $3.00 
1-1.5 hours $6.00 
1.5-2 hours $9.00 
2-2.5 hours $12.00 
2.5-3 hours $15.00 
3-3.5 hours $18.00 
3.5-4 hours $21.00 
4-4.5 hours $24.00 
4.5- MAXIMUM $27.00 
Motorcycle - Flat Rate (In by 9:00am out by 6:00pm) $10.00 
UC Hastings Students (No In & Out Privileges)   $9.00 




UC Hastings Students $210.00 
Motorcycle $75.00 
Monthly Access Card (Non-refundable) $25.00 
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1.      REPORT BY:  Maureen Corcoran 
 
2.      SUBJECT:  Bar Preparation Loan Program – Modification   
 
 
3.      RECOMMENDATION: 
 
That the Board of Directors approves the transfer of funds totaling $80,000 from Hastings Law Loan 
Program to the Bar Preparation Loan Program effective June 5, 2015. 
 
4.      BACKGROUND: 
 
In June 2012, the Board of Directors approved a restructuring of the UC Hastings California Bar 
Preparation Loan Program.  The California Bar Preparation Loan Program was initially established by the 
Board of Directors in 2006.  As first conceived, Hastings’ program was limited as it was funded exclusively 
from private donations, primarily from the Board of Directors and faculty. In June 2012 the Board 
authorized the transfer of $74,725 in unrestricted funds from the Hastings College of the Law Loan Fund to 
augment private donations in the Bar Preparation Loan Program with a plan that these funds would be 
disbursed by 2013-14. That funding is nearly exhausted and demand for bar prep loans this year is 
estimated at $100,000. 
 
Bar Preparation loans are noncredit-based, private student loans which help finance bar exam costs, such as 
bar review course fees, bar exam deposits and fees, as well as living expenses. This program is intended to 
provide a $6,000 loan for those students whose credit history, or the more recent phenomenon of individual 
borrowers hitting maximum debt ceilings established by private lenders, precludes access to bar study loans 
issued by the private sector. And, as this is a non-federally guaranteed loan it cannot be included in a 
federal student loan consolidation.  Borrowers are obligated to repay the $6,000 over a five-year period 
interest free at $1,200 per year.   
 
The Hastings Law Loan Program has a current net asset balance of over $827,000 comprised of $350,000 in 
notes receivable and more than $477,000 in cash. The annual payout from the endowment (market value 
$657,000) generates in excess of $19,000 in new funding for the Hastings Law Loan Program, including 
Summer Public Interest Employment Loans as authorized by the Board in June 2012. Loan repayments 
provide the major source for new loans from these revolving funds. 
 
Proposed is the transfer of $80,000 in unrestricted funds from the Hastings College of the Law Loan Fund 
(Account #20-38114) to augment the California Bar Preparation Loan Program (Account #20-38118).  The 
funds would be planned for deployment in the current 2014-15 fiscal year with any unspent funding to be 
awarded in 2015-16. 
 
 
5.      PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors approves the transfer of  $80,000 in unrestricted funds from the 
Hastings Law Loan Program to the Bar Preparation Loan Program effective June 5, 2015. 
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1.      REPORT BY:  Maureen Corcoran 
 
2.      SUBJECT:  UC Student Health Insurance Program – MOU Renewal 
 
 
3.      RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
That the Board of Directors authorizes the renewal of the Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) related to UC Hastings' participation in the UC Student Health Insurance Plan (UC 
SHIP) and delegates contract authority to Chancellor & Dean Frank H. Wu. 
 
4.      BACKGROUND: 
 
UC SHIP is a strong benefits package for UC graduate and undergraduate students, including 
medical, behavioral health, pharmacy, dental, and vision care benefits. University of 
California students at Davis, Hastings College of the Law, Irvine, (Graduate Students), Los 
Angeles, Merced, San Diego, San Francisco and Santa Cruz are automatically enrolled in UC 
SHIP for fall of 2015. 
 
This is a voluntary program.  Students are required to have adequate health insurance.  
Registered domestic and international students and students registered in-absentia are 
automatically enrolled in UC SHIP.  Students who already have a health plan may apply to 
waive enrollment in UC SHIP if their plan meets the equivalent of a Bronze Plan in the 
Covered California program. 
 
• The plan makes medical, dental and vision care coverage available for all students. 
   
• If UC SHIP were available in the marketplace, it would be categorized as a Gold or 
Platinum plan (the highest levels of coverage available).    
• Health care providers specialize in student care.    
• Off-campus services are accessible through Anthem Blue Cross’ full network of 
providers.  
 
The existing MOU commenced in 2010 and was in effect for a period of one year.  Upon 
expiration of the one-year term, the MOU was established to automatically renew for 
additional one-year periods, until terminated under one of the termination provisions or up to 
a maximum of five years (August 1, 2015).   Authorization is requested to enter into a new 
MOU on the same term and using the same general conditions. 
 
   
In response to early financial difficulties, the Office of the President has undertaken a 
restructuring of the program to stabilize its finances.  On a monthly basis, UC Hastings staff 
meet with the managers of the statewide program to review both UC Hastings and system-
wide financial performance.  In a further effort to mitigate any financial risk associated with 
the program, UC Hastings instituted a stabilization surcharge fee applied to users of the 
program; this risk-reserve fund has a current balance of $60,000.  
 
UCOP Deputy Counsel is working on a draft of the MOU.  It will be provided to Hastings 
General Counsel Elise Traynum for review for legal proficiency at a later date. 
 
 
5.      PROPOSED RESOLUTIONS: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors authorizes the renewal of the Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU)  related to UC Hastings' participation in the UC Student Health 
Insurance Plan (UC SHIP). 
 
Be it further resolved, that the Board of Directors delegates contract authority to Chancellor 
& Dean Frank H. Wu. 
 
 




6. REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER 
 
  The reports of the CFO include the following action items:  
 
* 6.1 Non-state Contracts in Excess of $50,000     
*  6.1.1  Commercial Lease – Hastings Parking Garage – 
     Ed Lee for Mayor Campaign Office    (Written) 
*  6.1.2 McAllister Tower - Window Washing – Lewis & Taylor  (Written) 
*  6.1.3 333 Golden Gate Avenue – Space Programming – MKThink (Written) 
*  6.1.4 Fee Waiver Agreement with USF Law School for  
      Tax Coursework       (Written) 
* 6.2 Non-state Budget Change – LRCP 3.0 – Budget Allocation 
      for CEQA and Space Programming     (Written)
 * 6.3 Authorization of General Salary Adjustment for Faculty 
      and Non-represented Staff       (Written) 
 
The following reports were discussed at the Joint Meeting of the Subcommittee on Audit and 
Finance Committee on May 14, 2015.  These are listed below as informational items, and 
distributed in the agenda packet. 
 
  6.4 Status Report – Management Letter Findings 2014    (Written) 
  6.5 Status Report – Moss Adams Findings -      
       HR and Payroll Assessment, December 1, 2014    (Written) 
   6.6 Auditor Selection for 2016 – Invitation for Bid & Timeline      (Written) 
   6.7 Presentation on Accounting for Pension Benefits (GASB 68)  (Written) 
 6.8 Investment Report as of March 31, 2015      (Written) 
 6.9 State Budget Report for 2014-15 as of March 31, 2015    (Written) 
 6.10 Auxiliary Enterprises Budget Status Report & 
      Financial Statements as of March 31, 2015     (Written) 
 6.11 Update on Capital Projects 
  6.11.1 Project Kaleidoscope       (Written) 
  6.11.2 Long Range Campus Planning      (Written) 
   6.12 Report on Checks & Electronic Transfers over $50,000   (Written) 
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ACTION ITEM  
 
1. REPORT BY: David Seward 
 











Title: Hastings Garage – Commercial Space Lease  
Vendor Name: Ed Lee for Mayor Campaign Office 
Revenue:  $56,875 (gross) 




Contract authority is requested to enter into an agreement with the Ed Lee for Mayor Campaign 
for the space formerly occupied by the YMCA of San Francisco.  The term of the agreement 
would be from June through December 2015.  The rentable square footage of the space is 
approximately 2,500 square and monthly rent equates to $8,125 ($39 per RSF).  This rent level 
exceeds Golden Era Restaurant and Philz Coffee and is below Subway Sandwiches.  As this is a 
standard commercial lease agreement at market rental rates, the short term use of the space for a 
political campaign office passes legal review conducted by the General Counsel.  A tenant 




Item:      6.1.2                      
 
Title:   McAllister Tower – Window Washing  
Vendor Name:           Lewis & Taylor 
Cost:                           $53,000 




A competitive process was used to obtain quotations for high-rise window washing services at 
the 100 McAllister Tower.  Three firms met with UC Hastings staff, walked the job site and 
 
 
provided quotations for cleaning the Tower windows.  The lowest quote is from Lewis & Taylor, 
LLP.  The amount listed in the table is the “per cleaning” price.  The company providing the 
lowest quote, Lewis & Taylor, agreed to hold their price firm for four cleanings.  That is two 
years’ worth of cleanings.  ($13,240 x 4 = $52,960).  
 
The building is outfitted with a code-compliant façade access system that has been approved by 
Cal OSHA.  Authority is requested to enter into a contract with Lewis & Taylor and commence 







Title: Academic Building - 333 Golden Gate Avenue 
Vendor Name:  MKThink 
Revenue:  $167,480 




Contract authority is requested to enter into an agreement with the architectural firm MKThink to 
develop the space program for the replacement academic building at 333 Golden Gate Avenue 
based on the approved Long Range Campus. This building will provide modern academic spaces 
and supporting infrastructure consistent with 21st century approaches to learning. 
 
UC Hastings has secured state funding of $37.8 million for the construction of this new facility, 
and has procured the Department of General Services (DGS) to serve as project manager. DGS 
has recommended a delivery methodology involving: 
 Selection of a Master Architect and Construction Manager to create a detailed 
specification and oversee the design and construction of the facility. 
 Design competition and selection of a Design/Build Contractor team responsible for 
delivering the project per the specification. 
 
In order to initiate this process DGS has requested a comprehensive Space Program that 
articulates all of UC Hastings’ requirements for the building. These requirements include, but are 
not limited to: 
1. Space/room types 
2. Square foot allocations by room/room type 
3. Adjacencies (physical relationships of spaces/rooms) 
4. Functional specifications (Specific attributes of rooms necessary for effective 
functioning) 
5. Furnishings, Fixtures, Equipment (including technology, AV, etc.) 
6. Prototypical room configurations 




The resulting deliverable from this scope of work will be used by DGS to provide the selected 
Master Architect with UC Hastings’ requirements for the project. In order to ensure a smooth 
project delivery, DGS has requested that the programming process establish buy-in and 
commitment from the institution around the requirements. Without this buy-in and commitment, 
the project will encounter expensive delays and change orders caused by design changes during 
the design/build phase. 
_____________________ 
 
Item:      6.1.4                      
 
Title:   Fee Waiver Agreement for USF Law School for Tax Coursework 
Vendor Name:           University of San Francisco 
Cost:                           Not Applicable 




It is recommended that the Board of Directors authorizes an agreement with the law school of the 
University of San Francisco for fee waivers to allow UC Hastings students to enroll in tax-
related coursework with reciprocal rights to USF students on a space available basis. 
 
This program will begin as a pilot in the Fall 2015 semester, with limited cross-enrollment 
available to USF students in specified UC Hastings courses and to UC Hastings students in 
specified tax courses.  The pilot was initiated because lower law school enrollments across legal 
education have reduced class sizes for specialized courses below optimal levels. For instance, we 
have cancelled courses with fewer than ten students, and have many seminars and some other 
specialized courses taught to fewer than 13 students when perhaps 20 students would be ideal for 
discussions, exercises, and evaluation. 
 
UC Hastings’ interest was driven by the demands of our specialized tax curriculum, which has 
served UC Hastings students who are “tax concentrators” extremely well as they seek 
employment. It has proven difficult to maintain the full array of UC Hastings tax courses every 
year because of lower enrollment and fewer tax specialists among the UC Hastings faculty. 
Enrolling in USF tax courses will give both UC Hastings students flexibility and reduce faculty 
costs.  
 
This agreement will operate similarly to existing consortium agreements between other Bay Area 
law schools, which permit no-fee cross-enrollment. UC Hastings has an existing consortium 
agreement only with UC Berkeley. This would expand our reach and allow UC Hastings JD 
students to take advantage of the advanced tax curriculum that USF’s faculty tax specialists 
(including a former UC Hastings tax professor) now offer whenever space is available. USF 
students may seek admission to UC Hastings courses if space is available and if we agree to open 





Very few students currently cross-enroll under existing agreements, whether at UC Hastings or at 
other Bay Area schools. The familiarity and convenience of taking courses at a student’s home 
school is a powerful incentive against cross-enrollment. This agreement will allow us to explore 
whether we can expand students’ options through academic advising and encouragement while 
reducing costs through selective marketing and space-available enrollment. 
 
 
4. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors authorizes award of the 2015-16 nonstate contracts listed 
below: 
 
6.1.1 Hastings Garage - Commercial Space Lease - Ed Lee for Mayor    $56,875  
6.1.2   McAllister Tower – Window Washing – Lord & Taylor      $53,000 
6.1.3 333 Golden Gate Avenue – Space Programming – MKThink  $167,480 
      6.1.4 University of San Francisco - Fee Waiver Agreement          N/A 
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1. REPORT BY: David Seward 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Nonstate Budget Change - 2015-16 









The annual budget for the College is considered by the Board of Directors at its September 
meeting.  To allow for the timely commencement of work related to 333 Golden Gate 
Avenue and the collaboration with UCSF on student housing development, requested is 
authority to amend the 2015-16 budget for the following item: 
 
 
6.2.1 Long Range Campus Plan 3.0     $400,000 
 
Proposed is an allocation of $400,000 in nonstate funds, specifically the Hastings-Digardi 
Hall fund, which is requested to fund predevelopment costs for the Long Range Campus 
Plan 3.0, specifically space programming for 333 Golden Gate and consulting costs related 
to the College’s development of environmental reviews required by CEQA (California 
Environmental Quality Act).  With this allocation, a fund balance of $5,532,300 is estimated 
in the Hastings-Digardi-Hall fund based on market valuations as of April 30, 2015. 
 
The Budget Bill under consideration by the Governor contains an appropriation of $37.8 
million in lease revenue bond financing for a replacement academic building at 333 Golden 
Gate.  Discussions with the Department of Finance and the Department of General Services 
have the State of California funding all costs except those associated with CEQA review (a 
process which also will necessitate a review of “all foreseeable projects” flowing from the 
333 Golden Gate structure; i.e., the future renovation of the 198 McAllister Annex, the 
development of new student housing at the site of 198 McAllister and the potential 
rehabilitation and structural upgrade of 100 McAllister and the space programming effort 
for 333 Golden Gate).     
 
5. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors approves an allocation of $400,000 in nonstate funds, 
specifically the Hastings-Digardi Hall to fund predevelopment costs for the Long Range 
Campus Plan 3.0, specifically space programming for 333 Golden Gate and consulting costs 
related to the College’s development of environmental reviews required by CEQA.   
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1. REPORT BY: David Seward 
 
2. SUBJECT:  General Salary Adjustment – Effective July 1, 2015  




That the Board of Directors authorizes a General Salary Adjustment of 1.5% for all non-




The Board of Directors approved labor agreements with AFSCME, AFT and PSOA 
bargaining units in 2015.  The agreements provided for a general salary increase of 1.5% 
effective July 1, 2015.  The agreement with AFSCME also provides an additional 2.5% in 
January 1, 2016.  The AFT agreement includes a “me too” clause and so are also entitled to 
the 2.5% general salary increase effective January 1, 2016. 
 
Faculty and non-represented staff are also programmed to receive a 1.5% General Salary 
Adjustment which will be included in the 2015-16 budget to be presented to the Board of 
Directors at its September 2015 meeting. 
 
5. PROPOSED RESOLUTION: 
 
Resolved, that the Board of Directors authorizes a General Salary Adjustment of 1.5% for 
all non-represented and faculty employees effective July 1, 2015.   
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1.      REPORT BY:  David Seward 
 
2.      SUBJECT:  Status Report – Management Letter Findings 2014 
      
3.      REPORT: 
 
In their 2013-14 year-end financial statement audit, Hood & Strong issued a Management 
Letter to the Board of Directors outlining one control deficiency and three general 
recommendations (e.g., observations, not control deficiencies) related to the College’s 
system of internal control.   
 
This is a report on the status of the actions management has taken to address these 
matters. 
1. Auditor Finding - Control Deficiency: Payroll 
Prior to the year-end fieldwork, management informed us that a faculty member was not 
properly classified according to their approved employment status (full-time versus part-
time).  As a result, the employee was overpaid during the fiscal year ended June 30, 2014.  
Auditor Recommendations 
We recommend that the College implement the following procedures to enhance the 
controls over payroll:  
 The staff in HR and Payroll undergo training on the payroll system.  Given the 
turnover of staff in these areas, it is important that they understand the impact 
of pay types, benefit and retirement codes and other aspects of the system 
which impact employee compensation. 
 To enhance the budget development process, a detailed summary of full-time, 
regular (career) employees and their salary levels should be provided as part of 
budget for each department head for their review and approval.  
 As employee changes are made, an internal document (Notice of Action Form) 
approving the changes to each employee should be routed from the department 
manager to human resources. The College should reaffirm that changes will 
not be processed without the approval of the department manager. In addition, 
the approved personnel change in pay rate or employment status should be 
promptly communicated to the payroll department. 
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 An exception report or email confirmation should be provided to each 
department manager providing notification that a rate or employment status 
has been made.  
 Fiscal Services should periodically review changes made to selected 
employees including pay rates.  The review should include an assessment of 
changes made and determine if the appropriate approvals have been obtained 
from the department manager.  
 We recommend the College to conduct surprise payroll department audits to 
ensure accurate employee listings, payroll amounts as well as the accuracy of 
withholdings and deductions. Information within the payroll system should be 
confirmed periodically by comparison to personnel files. This will provide 
evidence that the payroll system is processing payroll accurately and 
completely. 
Management Response 
Management agrees with these recommendations.  The hiring of a new HR Executive 
Director will provide an opportunity for systems to be reviewed and enhanced as 
described above.  Further, IT now has the knowledge and skills to develop reports from 
data extracted from the payroll system.  Staff will work with UCOP to receive payroll 
data in a way that facilitates this reporting and work to prepare reports as described. 
Status of Remediation Effort as of April 2015 
There are two separate efforts underway at this time to address this comment but none of 
the Hood & Strong recommendations have been implemented at this time.  These efforts 
are as follows: 
1. In response to this and other errors made in paying employees, the Subcommittee 
on Audit engaged the firm of Moss Adams to conduct an assessment of the 
College’s HR and Payroll processes. Moss Adams issued their report in December 
2014 and it contained many of the same recommendations as Hood & Strong.  
Following the issuance of the Moss Adams report, Chancellor and Dean Wu 
asked CFO David Seward to head an effort to follow up on the Moss Adams 
Report and where prudent, develop an action plan to implement their 
recommendations and those of Hood & Strong.  Those involved in this effort 
include Elise Traynum, Beth Hillman, Debbie Tran, Temporary HR Director 
Barbara Powell, and Carol Cole.  David appointed consultant, Ms. Sheryl Koga, to 
manage this effort.  With the recruitment of the HR Executive Director underway, 
it was agreed that further efforts should be delayed until a permanent Director was 
hired.  In April 2015, Michael Lum was hired as the College’s new HR Executive 
Director.  Ms. Koga will resume the follow-up effort in May 2015. 
2. Dean Wu has engaged consultant Larry Goldstein of Campus Strategies to assess 
alternative organizational structures to support the payroll function and to  
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examine the process by which employees are brought onto the payroll.  Mr. Goldstein 
began his engagement in April 2015 and follow-up meetings are being scheduled. 
The auditors also made other recommendations.  These are listed below. 
A. General Ledger Reconciliations 
Auditor Observation  
During our audit, we noted that the College’s practice over general ledger reconciliations 
currently requires reconciliation to be performed 60 days after the month or quarter end 
and reviewed 30 days after completion of the reconciliation. As a result, an error might go 
undetected for three months until the review is performed.     
Auditor Recommendations 
Accounting tasks such as monthly or quarterly reconciliations play a key role in proving 
the accuracy of accounting data and information included in interim financial statements. 
Therefore, in order to provide more accurate and timely accounting information, we 
recommend that the College establishes more timely preparation and review of 
reconciliations, in particular, the reconciliation for cash accounts. 
Management Response 
Management agrees with this recommendation and will explore options to allow for the 
more timely completion of general ledger reconciliations. 
Status of Remediation Efforts as of April 2015 
Staff has been working toward adjusting the schedule of when account reconciliations are 
completed.  Specifically, efforts are being made to determine if the College’s bank 
accounts can be completed earlier than past practice.  Staff has found that it is possible to 
complete reconciliations earlier for certain months and is continuing to work on this 
effort. 
B. Construction Contracts 
Auditor Observation 
Prior to the year-end fieldwork, management informed us that the College received a 
refund from a previous construction contract from an overpayment made in a prior fiscal 
year.  
Auditor Recommendations 
As the College enters into construction contracts, we recommend that additional analysis 
is performed on actual costs, billing amount, and payments, including a comparison of 
against the budget. Should any overages or variances are identified, those should be 
investigated prior to making additional payments.   
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Management Response 
Management agrees with this recommendation.  The existing accounting software is 
limited in monitoring budgets activity with projects that cross fiscal years.  Management 
will explore options which provide this functionality. 
Status of Remediation Efforts as of April 2015 
CFO Seward and CIO Hornsby are researching accounting software which will support 
this recommendation.   
C. Password Rotation 
Auditor Observation 
During our review of the IT function, we noted that the College has not enabled 
automatic password rotation.  
Auditor Recommendations 
We understand the College is aware of the issue and is currently working on 
implementation.  Disabling the password rotation/expiration cycle puts the organization 
at risk of unauthorized use or malicious access to sensitive systems and data.  While it 
may not be convenient from an ease of use view, we recommend enabling this feature and 
rotating passwords at least every 90-days at the network account level.  This is a standard 
recommendation in the IT industry and supports Microsoft best practices.     
Management Response 
Management agrees that a periodic password rotation is a best practice.  The College will 
review its current practices on password rotation for all users, focusing on key system 
users of Colleague and Salesforce Apps.  
Status of Remediation Efforts as of April 2015 
CIO Hornsby is proceeding to implement an improved process that may not include 
password resets, but move to a two-factor authentication (e.g. Duo or other product) as a 
stronger, more user friendly option.   
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1.      REPORT BY:  David Seward  
 
2.      SUBJECT:  Status Report – Moss Adams Findings HR and Payroll  
       Assessment     
 
3.      BACKGROUND: 
 
 
At the Joint Meeting of the Subcommittee on Audit and Finance Committee on May 14, 
2015, an oral report was presented on the status of efforts to remediate the findings of the 
Moss Adams assessment of the HR and Payroll functions as identified in their December 
1, 2014 report. 
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1.      REPORT BY:  David Seward 
 
2.      SUBJECT:  Auditor Selection for 2016 – Invitation for Bid & Timeline 
      
 
3.      BACKGROUND: 
 
At the March 2015 meeting of the Board of Directors, the board adopted the Finance 
Committee’s recommendation that a Request for Proposal (RFP) be issued and a 
selection process undertaken to secure auditor services on a multi-year basis commencing 
with the preparation of the 2016 financial statements. 
 
The information is being prepared well in advance of the release date of the RFP.  This is 
being done to allow the Subcommittee on Audit time to assess this approach and in 
recognition of the limited number of meetings typically calendared for the Subcommittee 
as its next meeting is in the third week of October 2015. 
   
Initial Candidate Pool & Timeline 
 
The following firms have been identified as being recipients of the RFP.  This list is 
intended to serve as the starting point while outreach will be conducted by the Auditor 
Selection Committee to determine whether the list should be expanded. 
 
 Armanino - http://www.armaninollp.com/industries/nonprofit 
 Grant Thornton - http://www.grantthornton.com/industries/NFP/higher-
education.aspx 
 Hood & Strong - http://www.hoodstrong.com/expertise/highereducation.php 
 Moss Adams - http://www.mossadams.com/industries/higher-education/overview 
 Baker Tilley - http://www.bakertilly.com/industries/higher-education/ 
 BDO - https://www.bdo.com/industries/nonprofit-education/higher-education 
 
Outlined below is the recommended tentative timeline for the auditor selection process: 
 
Date Milestone  
October 21 or 22, 
2015 
Subcommittee on Audit meeting scheduled to review 2015 audit 
along with final sign-off of RFP for 2016 audit services. 
October 26, 2015 RFP issued. 
January 11, 2016 RFP due date. 
January 12 – 
January 22 
Auditor Selection Committee screens RFP responses and develops a 
short list. 
January 25, 2016 
(week of) 
Selected firms make service presentation to the Auditor Selection 
Committee. 
 
February 8, 2016 
Auditor Selection Committee makes a recommendation and 
forwards it to the Subcommittee on Audit and Finance Committee 
for approval. 
February 18, 2016 
 
Finance and Subcommittee on Audit reviews recommendation and 
forwards it to the Board of Directors for their approval. 




Draft Request for Proposal 
Attached is the initial draft of the RFP document. 
 
Next Steps 
The Subcommittee on Audit needs to: 
 Finalize scheduling for Audit Subcommittee review of the preliminary 2015 
audited financial statements; audit schedule currently calls for a meeting on 
October 21 or 22. 
 Adopt the tentative timeline for the auditor selection process. 
 Recommend that the Board of Directors establish the Auditor Selection 
Committee.  
UC Hastings College of the Law
Draft Schedule for Financial Statements and A-133 Audits 
Fiscal Year ending June 30, 2015
Proposed Date Task Description of Task
May 14, 2015 Audit Sub-Committee and Finance 
Committee Meeting
Review Engagement Letter and required communications
Mock-up of FY 2015 Financial Statements to illustrate impact of  GASB 67/68
May 26 - June 12, 2015 Interim Fieldwork 3 weeks on Financial Statements with 3rd week focus on A-133 (single audit)
September 1 - October 2, 2015 Financial Statements and A-133 Year-End 
Fieldwork
September 8, 2015 MD&A
Week of October 12, 2015 Draft Statements Issued Draft Statements issued by Hood and Strong
Week of October 16, 2015 Draft Statements Reviewed Draft Statements reviewed by UCH
October 16, 2015 Legal Rep Letters General Counsel confirmation and other legal representation letters due to Hood and Strong
October 19, 2015 Final Draft Statements Issued Final Draft Statements issued by Hood and Strong
October 20, 2015 Final Draft Statements Approved Final Draft Statements approved by UCH
October 21, 2015 Board Mailing Deadline Final Statements are mailed to the Board, Audit Sub-Committee and Finance 
Committee
October 21 or October 22, 2015 Audit Sub-Committee and Finance 
Committee Meeting
Audit Sub-Committee and Finance Committee Meeting to approve Financial 
Statements and A-133 (Single Audit) reports
October 28 or October 29, 2015 Special Board Meeting Special Board Meeting to approve Financial Statements and A-133 (Single Audit) 
reports
October 29, 2015 Final Representation Letter Final Representation Letter signed by UC Hastings
October 29, 2015 Final Financial Statements and A-133 Audit 
Report 
Final Financial Statements and A-133 Audit Report issued by Hood and Strong
October 30, 2015 Final Financial Statements to CA State 
Controller's Office
Final Financial Statements sent to CA State Controller's Office
Note:  Fall 2015 classes start on Aug. 24th
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1.      REPORT BY:  David Seward  
 
2.      SUBJECT:  Presentation - Accounting for Pension Benefits (GASB 68)  
 
3.      BACKGROUND: 
 
 
At the Joint Meeting of the Subcommittee on Audit and Finance Committee on May 14, 
2015, a PowerPoint presentation was made regarding the implementation of the 
Governmental Accounting Standards Board pronouncement concerning accounting for 
pension benefits and its impact on UC Hastings’ financial statements.  A copy is attached.  
UC Hastings College of the Law 
Finance Committee Meeting 
GASB 68 Impact on UCH Financial Statements 
May 14, 2015 
1 
What You Need to Know About GASB 68 
The Governmental Account Standard Board (GASB) approved new rules that will require 
employers to include in their financial statements their proportionate share of their retirement 
system’s net pension liabilities and annual expenses.  GASB Statement 68, Account and Financial 
Reporting for Pensions, replaces GASB Statement 27 and is effective beginning with the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 2015. 
 
1. New standards impact accounting, not funding 
Historically, GASB viewed an unfunded pension obligation as future liability rather than an 
existing one.  A shift to an accounting-based approach from a funding-based approach will now 
require employers to report their share of the unfunded liability of the entire pension plan on 
their balance sheets.  The pension system’s unfunded liability is not new, but the requirement for 






What You Need to Know About GASB 68 (cont’d) 
2. No change in UCRP funding policies or contribution rates 
 
In 2009 and 2010, the Regents approved restarting employer and employee contributions to 
UCRP, a new pension tier for new employees (the 2013 Tier) and other measures to maintain 
financially sustainable pension benefits for employees.  The goal is to achieve a 95% funded 
status by 2042.  Due to strong investment returns and increased contributions from UC and 
employees, UCRP’s funded status increased to 80 percent from 76 percent as of July 1, 2014. 
 
For 2015-16, employer contributions are set at 14% of covered payroll. The assessment to repay 
the STIP loan adds an additional .72%.  Employee contributions are 8%. 
 
The Regents currently have no plans to increase employee contributions beyond the 8 percent.  





What You Need to Know About GASB 68 (cont’d) 
4 
3. Adjusted pension reporting should affect very few employers’ 
financial ratings 
 
A recent Moody’s Investment Service release regarding public pension data stated, “we have 
always incorporated pensions into our credit analysis where we have been aware of significant 
unfunded liabilities.”  Therefore, it is expected that the implementation of Statement 68 should 
not have an immediate impact on municipal credit ratings 
 
 






GAAP Financial Statement data 
(i.e. actual contributions, 
payouts, returns on investment) 
Actuarial data and assumptions  
(i.e. expected salary increases, cost of living 




Unfunded portion of Pension Liability 
Financial Statements Impact 
6 
CHANGE IN NET PENSION LIABILITY EXPENSE DEFD I / O 
1.  Employees work and earn more benefits X 
2.  Interest on the total pension liability X 
3.  Changes in total pension liability due to: 
a)  Actual economic and demographic changed differing from assumed Amortized over service 
period 
b)  Changing assumptions about economic and demographic factors Amortized over service 
period 
c)  Changes in the terms of pension benefits X 
4.  Changes in amount of pension plan assets due to: 
a)  Projected investment earnings X 
b)  Actual investment earnings experience different than assumed Amortized over 5 years 
c)  All other (receiving contributions, paying benefits, etc.) X 
Deferred Outflows 
7 
Case A:  Example of Deferred Outflows
Assumptions
1.  Employees are living longer than expected
2.  Actual results of all other assumptions equals expected results




Total Pension Assets 100.00 100.00 0.00 no change Equal expected
Less:  Total Pension Liability 150.00 170.00 20.00 Increases
Net Pension Liability (50.00) (70.00) 20.00
Increases.  The increase is recognized over the 
remaining length of service of the the employess 
population and recorded to Deferred Outflows
Net Pension Liability of $-50 is recorded as:
Pension Liability: -70 (CR) Statement of Net Position:  Liability section
Deferred Outflows:  20 (DR) Statement of Net Position:  Asset section
These balances offset to: -50 (CR) expected amount
Deferred Inflows 
8 
Case B:  Example of Deferred Inflows
Assumptions
1.  Investment return exceeds the expected return
2.  Actual results of all other assumptions equals expected results




Total Pension Assets 100.00 120.00 20.00 Exceed the expected value
Less:  Total Pension Liability 150.00 150.00 0.00 no change Equals expected
Net Pension Liability (50.00) (30.00) (20.00)
Decreases.  The decrease is recognized over 5 
years and recorded to Deferred Inflows
Net Pension Liability of $-50 is recorded as:
Pension Liability: -30 (CR) Statement of Net Position:  Liability section
Deferred Inflows: -20 (CR) Statement of Net Position:  Liability section
Both are on the liability section totaling: -50 (CR) expected amount
Sources of data for UCH GASB 68 disclosure 
9 
UCH GASB 68 balances and related transactions are recorded based on the following 
reports received from Peggy Arrivas, UCOP Systemwide Controller: 
 
1. University of California Retirement System (UCRS) Actuarial Valuation reports as of June 30, 2014 and June 30, 
2013 prepared by Segal Consulting, a Member of The Segal Group, Inc. 
 
The actuarial calculations were completed under the supervision of John Manroe, ASA, MAAAA, Enrolled Actuary.  Segal 
Consulting is also a member of the American Academy of Actuaries and meet the Qualification Standards of the American 
Academy of Actuaries to render actuarial opinion.  All assumptions contained in the reports were approved by the Regents and 
per Segal Consulting’s opinion are reasonably related to the experience of and expectations for the Plan.  
  
2. 2014 and 2013 Supplemental Pension Assessment (STIP loan allocation) worksheets 
 
Additional deposits in UCRP have been made using UC resources to make up the gap between the approved contribution rate 
and the required contributions based on The Regents’ funding policy.  These deposits, carried as internal loans by UC, are being 
repaid by the College, plus accrued interest, over a thirty-year period through a supplemental pension assessment.  The 
College’s share of these internal loans has been determined based upon their proportionate share of covered compensation 
for the fiscal year.  Supplemental pension assessments are reported as pension expense by the College.  Additional deposits in 
UCRP by the UC, and changes in the College’s share of the internal loans, are reported as other changes in net assets 
Data from these reports is included in both UCRP and UC financial statements 
approved by the Regents and audited by separate KPMG audit teams.  UCH relies 
100% on these audited financial statements without further verification of data. 
GASB 68 Impact on UCH Statement of Net Position 
10 




Current Assets 17,211,689$                     17,211,689$                     -$                                        
Noncurrent Assets 184,335,919                     184,335,919                     -                                          
Total Assets 201,547,608                     201,547,608                     -                                          
Deferred Outflows of Resources 8,127,000                         8,127,000                         
Total assets and deferred outflows of resources 201,547,608$                   209,674,608$                   8,127,000$                       
Liabilities
Current Liabilities 8,455,826                         8,455,826                         -                                          
Noncurrent Liabilities: -                                          
Net Pension liability 18,664,000                       18,664,000                       
Pension payable to University 5,980,235                         5,980,235                         
Total Noncurrent Liabilities 30,591,819                       55,236,054                       24,644,235                       
Total Liabilities 39,047,645                       63,691,880                       24,644,235                       
-                                          
Deferred Inflows of Resources 18,342,000                       18,342,000                       
Net Position
Net investment in capital assets 70,224,101                       70,224,101                       -                                          
Resticted - Nonexpandable 20,865,469                       20,865,469                       -                                          
Resticted - Expandable 27,514,801                       27,514,801                       -                                          
Unrestricted
Unrestricted - pension (28,879,000)                      (28,879,000)                      
Unrestricted - supplemental pension (STIP loan) (5,980,235)                        (5,980,235)                        
Total Unrestricted 43,895,592                       9,036,357                         (34,859,235)                      
Total Net Position 162,499,963                     127,640,728                     (34,859,235)                      
Total Liabilities and Net Position 201,547,608                     191,332,608                     (10,215,000)                      
Total liabilities, deferred inflows of resources and net position 201,547,608$                   209,674,608$                   8,127,000$                       
GASB 68 Impact on UCH Statement of Revenue and Expenses 
11 
Before GASB 68 After GASB 68 GASB 68 Impact
College College College
2014 2014 2014
Total Operating Revenues 42,965,854$                     42,965,854$                     -$                                        
Operating Expenses:
Benefits Non-Pension 4,964,599                         4,964,599                         -                                          
Pension Benefits 3,077,755                         3,154,755                         77,000                               
Total Operating Expenses 56,812,789                       56,889,789                       77,000                               
Operating Income (Loss) (13,846,935)                      (13,923,935)                      (77,000)                              
Total NonOperating Revenues / (Exp) 21,607,406                       21,607,406                       -                                          
Income/(Loss) before other Changes 7,760,471                         7,683,471                         (77,000)                              
Other changes in Net Position - before Pensions
Capital grants and gifts 92,389                               92,389                               -                                          
Endowed gifts, capital campaign 447,125                             447,125                             -                                          
Gifts and other changed to endowment 939,187                             939,187                             -                                          
Changes in allocation for pension payable to UC (374,203)                           (374,203)                           
Total Changes in Net Position - after Pensions 1,478,701                         1,104,498                         (374,203)                           
Increase / (Decrease) in Net Position 9,239,172                         8,787,969                         (451,203)                           
Net Position, beginning of year 153,260,791                     153,260,791                     -                                          
Cummulative effect of accounting and reporting changes (34,408,032)                      (34,408,032)                      
Net Postion, beg of year - RESTATED 153,260,791                     118,852,759                     (34,408,032)                      
Net Position, end of year 162,499,963$                   127,640,728$                   (34,859,235)$                    
University of California Hastings College of the Law 
 





Note 10 -  Retirement Benefits (UPDATED NOTE): 
Substantially all full-time employees of the College participate in the University of California 
Retirement System (“UCRS”) that is administered by the University.  The UCRS consists of the 
University of California Retirement Plan (”UCRP”), a cost-sharing defined benefit pension plan, 
and the University of California Retirement Savings Program (“UCRSP”) that includes four 
defined contribution pension plans with several investment portfolios generally funded with 
employee non-elective and elective contributions.  The Regents has the authority to establish 
and amend the benefit plans.  Additional information on the retirement plans can be obtained 
from the 2013-2014 annual reports for the University of California Retirement System. 
UCRP provides lifetime retirement income, disability protection, death benefits, and 
post-retirement and pre-retirement survivor benefits to eligible employees of the University, and 
its affiliates.  Membership is required in UCRP for all employees appointed to work at least 50 
percent time for one year or more of for an indefinite period or for a definite period of a year or 
more.  An employee may also become eligible by completing 1,000 hours within a 12-month 
period.  Generally, five years of service are required for entitlement to plan benefits.  The 
amount of pension benefit is determined under the basic formula of covered compensation times 
age factor times years of service credit.  The maximum monthly benefit cannot exceed 100 
percent of the employee’s highest average plan compensation over a 36-month period, subject to 
certain limits imposed under the Internal Revenue Code.  Annual cost-of-living adjustments 
(COLAs) are made to monthly benefits accordingly to a specified formula based on the 
Consumer Price Index.  Ad hoc COLAs may be granted subject to funding availability. 
Contributions.  Contributions to the UCRP may be made by the College and the employees.  
The rates for contributions as a percentage of payroll are determined annually pursuant to The 
Regents’ funding policy and based upon recommendations of the consulting actuary.  Employee 
contributions by represented employees are subject to collective bargaining agreements.  
Effective July 1, 2013, employee member and employer contributions were 6.5 percent and 12.0 
percent, respectively.  The member contribution rate for employees in the new benefit tier 
applicable to employees hired on or after July 1, 2013 is 7.0 percent, and the employer rate is 
uniform across all members.  Effective July 1, 2014, employee member and employer 
contributions were 8.0 percent and 14.0 percent, respectively.  Employee contributions to UCRP 
are accounted for separately and currently accrue interest at 6.0 percent annually.  Upon 
termination, members may elect a refund of their contributions plus accumulated interest; vested 
terminated members who are eligible to retire may also elect monthly retirement income or 
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   College  $       2,866,000  
 
$   2,620,424  
Employee           1,510,000        1,146,000  
Total contributions  $       4,376,000     $   3,766,424  
 
Net Pension Liability.  College’s proportionate share of the net pension liability for UCRP as of 






Proportion of the net pension liability 0.3% 
 
0.3% 
Proportionate share of net pension liability  $     18,664,000  
 
 $     29,450,000  
 
College’s net pension liability was measured as of June 30, 2014 and was based upon rolling 
forward the results of the actuarial valuations as of July 1, 2013.  Actuarial valuations 
represented a long-term perspective and involve estimates of the value of reported benefits and 
assumptions about the probability of occurrence of events far into the future.  The College’s net 
pension liability was calculated using the following methods and assumptions: 
 
Inflation 3.5%   
Salary increases 4% - 6.8% varying by service, including inflation 
Investment rate of return 7.5% (net of pension plan investment expense, including inflation) 
Cost-of-living adjustments 2.0%   
 
For active members, inactive members and healthy retirees, the RP-2000 Combined Healthy 
Mortality Table, projected with Scale AA to 2025, with ages set back two years is used.  For 
disabled members, rates are based on the RP-2000 Disabled Retiree Mortality Table, projected 
with Scale AA to 2025, with ages set back two years for males. 
Actuarial assumptions are subject to periodic revisions as actual results are compared with past 
expectations and new estimates are made about the future.  The actuarial assumptions used in 
the July 1, 2013 valuation were based upon the results of an experience study conducted for the 
period July 1, 2006 through June 30, 2010. 
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The long-term expected investment rate of return assumptions of UCRP was determined based 
on a building-block method in which best-estimate ranges of expected future real rates of return 
(expected returns, net of inflation) are developed for each major asset class.  These ranges are 
combined to produce the long-term expected rate of return by weighting the expected future real 
rates of return by the target asset allocation adopted by The Regents and by adding expected 
inflation.  The target allocation and projected arithmetic real rates of return, after deducting 
inflation, but before investment expenses, used in the derivation of the long-term expected 






real rate of return 
U.S. Equity 23.0% 6.8% 
Developed International Equity 24.0% 6.9% 
Emerging Market Equity 5.0% 9.3% 
Core Fixed Income 12.0% 1.5% 
High Yield Bonds 2.5% 3.7% 
Emerging Market Debt 2.5% 4.0% 
TIPS 8.0% 1.3% 
Real Estate 7.0% 5.4% 
Private Equity 6.0% 10.4% 
Absolute Return/Hedge Funds/Real Assets 10.0% 4.1% 
Total 100.0% 
 
   
Discount Rate.  The discount rate used to estimate the net pension liability as of June 30, 2014 
was 7.5 percent.  To calculate the discount rate, cash flows into and out of UCRP were projected 
in order to determine whether UCRP has sufficient cash in future periods for projected benefit 
payment for current members.  For this purpose, College contributions that are intended to fund 
the service costs of future plan members and their beneficiaries, as well as projected 
contributions of future plan members, are not included.  UCRP was projected to have assets 
sufficient to make projected benefit payments for current members for all future years as of June 
30, 2014. 
Sensitivity of the Net Position Liability to the Discount Rate Assumption.  The following 
presents the current-period net pension liability of the College calculated using the 
current-period discount rate assumption of 7.5 percent, as well as what the net pension liability 











Discount 1% Increase 
(6.5%) (7.5%) (8.5%) 
 
(6.5%) (7.5%) (8.5%) 
   
 
   
 $   35,848,000   $   18,644,000   $    4,236,000  
 
 $   46,681,000   $   29,450,000   $   15,036,000  
University of California Hastings College of the Law 
 





Deferred Outflows of Resources and Deferred Inflows of Resources.  Deferred outflows of 
resources and deferred inflows of resources for pensions were related to the following sources as 
of June 30, 2014 and 2013: 
    
 2014  2013 
Deferred Outflows of Resources    
     Changes in proportion and differences between 
location's contributions and proportionate share of 
contributions 
 $                  12,000  
 
 $                       12,000  
     Changes of assumptions or other inputs                 5,482,000  
 
                      7,708,000  
Net difference between projected and actual earnings on 
pension plan investments 
                2,633,000  
 
                      4,153,000  
     Difference between expected and actual experience                               -  
 
                                   -  
Total Deferred Outflows of Resources  $              8,127,000     $                 11,873,000  
    
Deferred Inflows of resources 
   
     Changes in proportion and differences between 
location's contributions and proportionate share of 
contributions 
 $              1,759,000  
 
 $                      833,000  
     Changes of assumptions or other inputs                 4,958,000  
 
                      6,600,000  
Net difference between projected and actual earnings on 
pension plan investments 
               10,546,000  
 
                      3,290,000  
     Difference between expected and actual experience                 1,079,000  
 
                        502,000  
Total Deferred Inflows of Resources  $            18,342,000     $                 11,225,000  
    
Net deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related to pensions will be 




 Year Ended June 30: 
  2014 
  2015  $        (1,701,000) 
 2016  $        (1,700,000) 
 2017  $        (3,072,000) 
 2018  $        (3,552,000) 
 2019  $           (190,000) 
 Thereafter  $                          -  
 
   
The UCRSP plans (DC Plan, Supplemental DC Plan, 403(b) Plan and 457(b) Plan) provide 
savings incentives and additional retirement security for all eligible employees.  The DC Plan 
accepts both pre-tax and after-tax employee contributions.  The Supplemental DC Plan accepts 
employer contributions on behalf of certain qualifying employees.  The 403(b) and 457(b) Plans 
accept pre-tax employee contributions and the College may also make contributions on behalf of 
certain members of management.  Benefits from the Plans are based on participants’ mandatory 
and voluntary contributions, plus earnings, ad are immediately vested. 
REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
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The schedule of the College’s proportionate share of UCRP’s net pension liability is presented 
below: 














Proportionate share of 
the 
net pension liability as a 
percentage of its 
covered- 
employee payroll 
Plan fiduciary net 
position as a 
percentage of the 
total 
pension liability 
      
2014 0.3%  $  18,664,000   $  24,039,000  77.6% 86.3% 
2013 0.3%       29,450,000       24,025,000  122.6% 78.3% 
2012 0.3%       39,415,000       23,411,000  168.4% 71.3% 
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1.      REPORT BY:  David Seward 
 
2.      SUBJECT:  Investment Report as of March 31, 2015 
 
3.      REPORT: 
 
UC Hastings follows the investment philosophy of the University of California and invests 
excess cash and long-term investments – endowments and operating reserves - in the General 
Endowment Pool ("GEP") managed by the Office of the Treasurer.  
 
 Total Return  
As of March 31, 2015, total returns for the GEP was 5.34%.  Multi-year average annual return 
and policy benchmarks are summarized below: 
AVERAGE ANNUAL 
RETURNS - GEP  FYTD CYTD    
 3 Months 6/30/15 3/31/15 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years 
TOTAL FUND  2.91 5.34 2.91 10.84 9.60 7.33 
GEP Policy Benchmark 2.04 2.52 2.04 8.82 7.43 6.87 
The Short Term Investment Pool (STIP) had a .11% return for the period and a Fiscal Year To-
date return of 1.1%.   
 
EMV 1 Month 3 Month 6 Month FYTD CYTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year
TOTAL FUND
GEP TOTAL - UNIT RETURN 8,597,579,625 0.37 2.91 4.67 5.34 2.91 9.61 10.84 9.60 7.33
GEP TOTAL PLAN POLICY BENCHMARK -0.44 2.04 2.69 2.52 2.04 6.47 8.82 7.43 6.78
GEP Unit Rtn UC Foundations 8,597,579,625 0.37 2.91 4.67 4.05 2.91 9.60 10.83 9.60 7.33
GEP TOTAL PLAN POLICY BENCHMARK -0.44 2.04 2.69 2.52 2.04 6.47 8.82 7.43 6.78
GEP TOTAL US PUBLIC EQUITIES 1,150,270,855 -0.65 2.68 7.05 7.52 2.68 12.28 16.68 14.84 8.16
U.S. EQUITY B-MARK R3000 TF -0.92 1.83 7.19 7.16 1.83 12.34 16.53 14.66 8.28
GEP TOTAL NON-US PUBLIC EQUITIES + EQ 1,370,285,582 -0.65 4.13 1.32 -2.83 4.13 2.11 6.86 5.45 6.12
NON-US EQUITIES POLICY BENCHMARK -1.62 3.49 -0.51 -5.75 3.49 -1.01 6.40 4.82 5.46
GEP DEVELOPED NON US PUBLIC EQUITY 847,320,182 -0.76 5.11 2.28 -3.02 5.11 0.71 9.38 6.74 5.78
BLENDED EAFE TF + CANADA INDEX -1.59 3.87 0.04 -5.72 3.87 -1.43 8.27 5.62 4.92
GEP EMERGING MARKET EQUITY 522,965,400 -0.49 2.55 -0.08 -2.19 2.55 4.95 1.88 3.29 8.81
EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY POLICY BENCHMARK -1.42 2.24 -2.37 -5.78 2.24 0.44 0.31 1.75 8.48
GEP TOTAL CORE FIXED INCOME 333,321,079 0.41 1.63 3.03 3.25 1.63 5.50 3.78 4.56 4.96
GEP FIXED INCOME POLICY BENCHMARK 0.46 1.61 3.43 3.60 1.61 5.72 3.10 4.41 5.04
GEP TOTAL FIXED INCOME W/ TIPS & DOLLAR 869,774,702 -0.12 1.75 1.90 0.85 1.75 3.96 3.97 5.71 5.83
GEP HIGH YIELD 176,207,885 -0.41 2.56 2.16 0.25 2.56 2.61 8.12 9.06
 BofAML HY Cash Pay (Daily) -0.55 2.53 1.45 -0.49 2.53 1.98 7.42 8.38
GEP EMERGING MARKET DEBT 205,777,029 -0.46 1.38 0.46 -0.86 1.38 3.59 3.11 5.71
FI TOTAL EMERGING MKTS BENCHMARK (DAILY) 0.22 2.01 1.45 0.85 2.01 5.65 4.87 6.51
Chief Investment Officer of the Regents
RATES OF RETURN - Unit Value
Periods Ending March 31, 2015




EMV 1 Month 3 Month 6 Month FYTD CYTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year
GEP TIPS 154,468,708 -0.36 1.53 1.39 -0.61 1.53 3.12 0.68 4.47 4.84
UCR BC US TIPS (DAILY) -0.47 1.42 1.40 -0.67 1.42 3.11 0.63 4.29 4.55
GEP TOTAL PRIVATE EQUITY 828,277,116 1.23 1.31 4.50 10.77 1.31 17.70 18.56 16.42 10.80
GEP PRIVATE EQUITY POLICY BENCHMARK 1.23 1.31 4.50 10.77 1.31 17.70 18.56 16.42 10.53
GEP AR - CAC - LAGGED 69,335,979 0.64 3.08 4.98 5.60 3.08 9.54 8.44 8.48
GEP AR - DIV - UNIT RETURN 1,933,309,503 2.00 2.51 4.36 6.63 2.51 9.03 8.85 7.42 6.17
WEIGHTED HFRX (PREV. 30-DAY TBILL+4.5%) 0.54 2.19 1.76 2.22 2.19 3.35 4.02 1.06 4.53
GEP ABSOLUTE RETURN REAL ASSETS 205,513,125 -6.65 -6.80 -6.75 -0.14 -6.80 8.20 4.35 7.89
GEP REAL ASSETS LAGGED BENCHMARK -6.65 -6.80 -6.75 -0.14 -6.80 8.20 4.35 7.89
GEP OPP EQUITY LINE ITEM 1,090,576,377 0.60 6.36 10.62 9.48 6.36 14.33
MSCI AC WORLD (NET) -1.55 2.31 2.73 0.36 2.31 5.42
GEP TOTAL REAL ESTATE 688,025,617 1.52 3.97 8.33 10.83 3.97 14.52 12.87 12.09 2.96
GEP PRIVATE REAL ESTATE 688,025,617 1.49 3.83 8.01 10.82 3.83 14.29 12.89 12.34 2.86
GEP LIQUIDITY 392,210,769 0.12 0.37 0.84 1.11 0.37 1.56 1.56 2.13 17.60
UC US TWO YEAR TREASURY NOTE INCOME RETURN 0.04 0.14 0.25 0.38 0.14 0.47 0.32 0.40 1.76
STIP
STIP - UNIT RETURN 11,005,837,978 0.11 0.35 0.72 1.10 0.35 1.44 1.79 2.07 3.04
STIP POLICY 0.03 0.11 0.19 0.29 0.11 0.36 0.25 0.32 1.73
PLANNED GIVING
Chief Investment Officer of the Regents
RATES OF RETURN - Unit Value
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EMV 1 Month 3 Month 6 Month FYTD CYTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year
PG FIXED INCOME POOL 32,010,578 0.38 1.81 3.44 3.40 1.81 5.73 4.14 5.45 5.58
Barclays Aggregate Bond 0.46 1.61 3.43 3.60 1.61 5.72 3.10 4.41 4.93
PG EAFE STATE ST INTL INDEX FUND 9,434,765 -1.54 3.99 0.24 -5.42 3.99 -0.97 8.75 6.10 5.40
BLENDED EAFE TF + CANADA INDEX -1.59 3.87 0.04 -5.72 3.87 -1.43 8.27 5.62 4.92
PG RUSSELL 3000 INDEX FUND 32,572,101 -0.93 1.84 7.22 7.26 1.84 12.46 16.66 14.84 8.43
U.S. EQUITY B-MARK R3000 TF -0.92 1.83 7.19 7.16 1.83 12.34 16.53 14.66 8.28
Chief Investment Officer of the Regents
RATES OF RETURN - Unit Value
Periods Ending March 31, 2015
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1. REPORT BY: David Seward 
 
2. SUBJECT:  State Budget Report for 2014-15 




Attached is the budget report for 2014-15 as of March 31, 2015.  Significant variances in 




 Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments – The state account’s share of pooled 
investment unrealized gains – an increase in the market value of GEP – are reported 





 Printing – The actual as of March 2015 at $672,901 is $90,814 greater than this 
period in 2014 in large part because the Admissions published a new Viewbook at 
$50,000. A new pricing structure for printing from smaller networked printers has 
charged $42,000 to state accounts, replacing direct purchase of supplies, and the time 
and materials cost of maintenance and repairs.  Offsetting those increases are lower 
production costs for Scholarly Journals ($10,000 less than last year) and there is 
$12,000 that should be classified as copyright expense (the “miscellaneous” 
expenditure line in this report). 
 Miscellaneous, including Bank Fees – When adjusted for the copyright expense of 
$12,000 mentioned above the actual as of March 2015 is $299,606 or $45,349 more 
than the 2014-15 midyear revised budget. There were $26,710 in tax adjustments 
related to 2013 expensed in 2014-15. Credit card fees are running $18,000 (+117%) 
more than the projected total for 2014-15, and $38,000 more than last year as of 
March, driven by both increased usage and direct costs for providing the service.  
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
State Budget Report -- 2014-15
4/27/2015
Actual Mar-15 Actual Mar-14
Revised Actual as a Year-end Actual as a Percent
REVENUES Budget Budget as of Percent of Actual as of of 2013-14
2014-15 2014-15 31-Mar-15 Revised Budget 2013-14 31-Mar-14 Year-end
State Appropriations
General Fund 9,628,000 9,628,000 6,612,075      69% 8,360,000 5,708,326       68%
Lottery Fund 190,000 190,000 1,306             1% 145,122 18,352            13%
Total 9,818,000$   9,818,000$   6,613,381$    67% 8,505,122$     5,726,678$     67%
  
Tuition and Related Fees   
Non-resident Tuition 522,000 601,473 609,000 101% 638,433 638,433 100%
Registration Fee 40,050,606 39,891,395 39,989,878 100% 44,860,570 44,872,790 100%
Veteran Fee Waivers (676,290) (538,632) (514,632) 96% (722,176) (698,176) 97%
LL.M. Tuition 1,448,750 1,450,410 1,450,410 100% 954,246 954,246 100%
MSL Tuition 329,600 320,732 325,145 101% 198,591 201,533 101%
Summer Legal Institute 620,400 616,984 388,984 63% 519,167 291,074 56%
Other Student Fees 131,900 144,450 95,844 66% 163,681 116,746 71%
Forfeited Deposits 80,000 114,694 114,294 100% 83,880 83,880 100%
Total 42,506,966$ 42,601,506$ 42,458,923$  100% 46,696,392$   46,460,526$   99%
 
Scholarly Publications  
Subscription Revenues 86,000 86,000 65,424 76% 99,250 78,816 79%
Total 86,000$        86,000$        65,424$         76% 99,250$          78,816$          79%
 
Other Income  
Investment Income 200,000 234,000 226,650         97% 267,911 193,404          72%
Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments -                    -                    -                    -- 168,570          168,570          100%
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                    -                    1,016,333      * -- 3,022,424       2,205,506       73%
Overhead Allowances 289,251 310,559 4,939             2% 313,811 59,222            19%
Miscellaneous 18,500 18,500 14,877 80% 139,999 135,286 97%
Total 507,751$      563,059$      1,262,799$    224% 3,912,715$     2,761,988$     71%
 
Transfer from Other Funds 146,553$      257,088$      -$              0% 910,698$        -$                0%
Prior Year Reserve/Beginning Fund Balance 17,778,479$ 17,806,328$ 17,806,328$ 100% 14,243,236$  14,243,236$  100%
TOTAL REVENUES 70,843,749$ 71,131,981$ 68,206,855$ 96% 74,367,413$  69,271,244$  93%
*See attached narrative 15BOD State/Mar15
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
State Budget Report -- 2014-15
4/27/2015
Actual Mar-15 Actual Mar-14
Revised Actual as a Year-end Actual as a Percent
EXPENDITURES Budget Budget as of Percent of Actual as of of 2013-14
2014-15 2014-15 31-Mar-15 Budget 2013-14 31-Mar-14 Year-end
 Salaries & Wages 25,216,519 25,239,375 18,697,811 74% 24,645,153 18,479,313 75%
Student Wages-Reg. & Work-study 623,011 644,338 292,077 45% 434,552 288,064 66%
Staff Benefits 8,388,531 8,466,092 6,278,345 74% 7,509,113 5,683,205 76%
Consultants 602,531 652,700 366,180 56% 685,421 460,529 67%
Temporary Help (Contracted) 218,930 388,132 271,891 70% 186,891 109,166 58%
Employee Development & Testing 97,895 101,339 69,114 68% 66,364 49,039 74%
Recruiting & Advertising 183,983 156,398 97,623 62% 172,111 120,658 70%
Audit, Legal, and Case Costs 197,300 240,200 184,588 77% 229,539 117,594 51%
Insurance 280,090 273,055 270,244 99% 259,207 253,581 98%
Printing & Copier Service 868,872 909,411 672,901 * 74% 852,685 582,087 68%
Supplies 297,535 302,039 179,382 59% 337,929 221,692 66%
Travel and Training 807,658 777,389 386,570 50% 684,032 458,208 67%
Dues & Subscriptions 142,521 148,501 140,531 95% 124,409 106,519 86%
Events & Entertainment 180,261 192,579 112,884 59% 162,499 85,986 53%
Computer Software 426,680 544,808 393,551 72% 274,119 212,589 78%
Data Processing 98,875 101,490 78,257 77% 92,444 52,588 57%
Info Retrieval & Bibliography Svc. 150,800 153,944 136,526 89% 148,118 105,684 71%
Books & Bindings 1,139,829 1,169,484 757,090 65% 1,222,461 922,707 75%
Equipment Maintenance 131,010 149,499 96,314 64% 133,714 87,774 66%
Building Maintenance 907,028 897,069 643,260 72% 1,034,176 630,964 61%
Other Contract Services 619,646 645,959 423,546 66% 627,988 473,048 75%
Utilities 867,586 912,542 722,354 79% 932,206 631,709 68%
Telephone 57,170 57,707 34,704 60% 61,111 45,072 74%
Mail 79,257 83,857 45,353 54% 73,564 43,866 60%
Misc. (Including Bank Fees) 168,088 254,257 287,584 * 113% 149,130 113,774 76%
Equipment & Improvements 221,019 183,832 170,615 93% 795,202 657,444 83%
Space & Equipment Rental 589,462 603,454 407,238 67% 610,486 416,609 68%
Financial Aid Grants 11,903,125 10,977,328 10,561,454 96% 13,224,062 12,967,859 98%
Collection Costs 2,500            6,677            6,358             95% 26,166            1,609              6%
Transfer to Other Funds -                    -                    -                  -- 806,233          -                    0%
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 55,467,712$ 55,233,455$ 42,784,345$ 77% 56,561,085$  44,378,937$  78%
*See attached narrative 15BOD State/Mar15
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1. REPORT BY: David Seward 
 
2. SUBJECT:  Auxiliary Enterprises Budget Report and  
Financial Statements for 2014-15 




Attached are budget status reports and financial statements for 2014-15 as of March 31, 




 Nonoperating Revenues, Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments – The Tower 
account’s share of pooled investment unrealized gains – an increase in the market 
value of GEP – are reported through March 2015 at $31,177.  The comparison figure 




 Maintenance and Special Repairs – Maintenance on the upper deck of the parking 
garage – waterproofing and crack sealing – was budgeted at $100,000 and work 
began in April. 
 
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES 
 
 Operating Revenues, Fees – Subsequent to the midyear revised budget for 2014-15 a 
reconciliation of the allocation of fees supporting the Health Services Center, the 
new Stabilization Fund, and UCSHIP Insurance Premiums resulted in actual Center 
fees of $637,746 at March 31, 2015. With this change in expected revenues 
supporting the Health Services Center a positive change in net assets is still projected 
by fiscal year end. 
 Consultants and Contracted Services – In 2014-15 there were two additional doctors 
reclassified from independent contractor status to employee and those related costs 
are now being reflected in the salaries and wages line. 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
McAllister Tower Budget Report -- 2014-15
4/27/2015
 Actual Mar-15  Actual Mar-14
Beginning Revised Actual as a Percent of Year-end Actual as a Percent
Budget Budget as of Revised Actual as of of 2013-14
2013-14 2014-15 31-Mar-15 Budget 2013-14 31-Mar-14 Year-end
REVENUES
 Apartment & Commercial Rent 4,411,919     4,458,071     3,409,419     76% 4,207,560     3,179,336     76%
 Other 27,500        29,900        24,117        81% 23,469        17,819        76%
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 4,439,419$   4,487,971$   3,433,536$   77% 4,231,029$   3,197,155$   76%
EXPENDITURES
 Salaries and Wages 84,006          76,757          56,178          73% 81,378          60,264          74%
 Student Wages--Regular & Work-study 19,500          19,500          11,933          61% 15,672          12,136          77%
 Staff Benefits 28,562          26,097          19,101          73% 25,163          19,285          77%
 Regular Contract Services 1,125,000     1,085,000     802,196        74% 1,141,900     742,250        65%
 Other Contract Services 167,000        162,665        76,979          47% 201,030        92,425          46%
 Utilities 651,660        656,750        466,954        71% 641,978        448,235        70%
 Maintenance & Special Repairs 243,134        234,685        196,904         84% 236,491        168,147        71%
 Insurance 113,000        103,690        103,690        100% 102,905        102,905        100%
 Supplies 105,000        105,000        44,634          43% 124,328        74,265          60%
 Printing & Reproduction 1,875            1,875            1,761            94% 1,882            864               46%
 Telephone 750               750               493               66% 948               626               66%
 Miscellaneous 89,500          98,500          51,419          52% 96,899          67,512          70%
 Equipment & Building Improvements 76,000        242,696      187,275      77% 73,381        73,381        100%
 Overhead Pro Rata (5%) 135,249      140,698      -                  0% 130,384      -                  0%
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 2,840,236$   2,954,663$   2,019,517$   68% 2,874,339$   1,862,295$   65%
NET OPERATIONS 1,599,183$   1,533,308$   1,414,019$   92% 1,356,690$   1,334,860$   98%
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
 Investment Income 25,000          11,000          9,279            84% 32,456          21,331          66%
 Realized Gain/Loss on Investments -                    -                    -                    -- 27,354          27,354          100%
 Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                    -                    31,177          * -- 490,407        357,859        73%
 Transfer to Other Funds (10,000)       (382,210)     -                  0% (682,424)     - --
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES 15,000$        (371,210)$     40,456$        -11% (132,207)$     406,544$      -308%
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS 1,614,183$  1,162,098$  1,454,475$  125% 1,224,483$  1,741,404$  142%
* See attached narrative. C:\Users\colec\Documents\DATA\2014-15\15BOD Tower\Mar15
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
Hastings Parking Garage and Retail Operations Budget Report -- 2014-15
4/27/2015
   Actual Mar-15   Actual Mar-14
Revised Actual as a Year-end Actual as a Percent
Budget Budget as of Percent of Actual as of of 2013-14
2014-15 2014-15 31-Mar-15 Revised Budget 2013-14 31-Mar-14 Year-end
REVENUES
Parking Operations 1,898,000      2,009,000      1,480,271      74% 1,834,310      1,365,684      74%
Retail Leases 336,000         242,362         217,938         90% 291,232         217,166         75%
Other (including Storage) 2,000             2,000             575                29% 1,750             1,450             83%
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 2,236,000$    2,253,362$    1,698,784$    75% 2,127,292$    1,584,300$    74%
EXPENDITURES
Salaries and Wages 335,375         340,375         260,408         77% 329,028         246,102         75%
Staff Benefits 78,137           79,837           61,620           77% 69,098           53,417           77%
Regular Contract Services 7,000             7,000             -                     0% 7,000             7,000             100%
Other Contract Services 21,121           21,121           19,301           91% 17,381           14,797           85%
Utilities 57,200           62,700           41,706           67% 54,026           39,324           73%
Maintenance & Special Repairs 128,000         132,500         23,468           * 18% 23,741           16,393           69%
Insurance 52,184           52,605           52,605           100% 52,184           52,184           100%
Supplies 5,000             5,000             3,647             73% (11,603)          (12,629)          109%
Printing, Telephone and Mail 3,850             3,350             1,108             33% 2,442             1,719             70%
Advertising/Promotion 300                300                -                     0% -                     -                     --
Miscellaneous & Credit Card Fees 36,650           36,802           23,701           64% 33,593           23,651           70%
Overhead Pro Rata (5%) 36,241           37,080           -                     0% 28,844           -                     0%
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 761,058$       778,670$       487,563$       63% 605,734$       441,958$       73%
NET OPERATIONS 1,474,942$    1,474,692$    1,211,221$    82% 1,521,557$    1,142,342$    75%
Investment Income 8,874$           6,374$           3,927$           62% 7,518$           6,656$           89%
Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments -                     -                     -                     -- 25                  25                  100%
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                     -                     188                -- 450                329                73%
Funded from Bond Proceeds 24,486           6,643             -                     0% 428,244         -                     0%
Debt Service (Principal & Interest) (1,597,811)     (1,579,968)     (1,343,866)     85% (2,014,900)     (1,337,034)     66%
Transfer to Other Funds -                     -                     -                     -- (46,939)          -                     0%
Cash Short/Over -                     -                     (96)                 -- 2,638             119                5%
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES) (1,564,451)$   (1,566,951)$   (1,339,847)$   86% (1,622,964)$   (1,329,905)$   82%
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS (89,509)$        (92,259)$        (128,627)$      139% (101,407)$      (187,564)$      185%
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
*See attached narrative. C:\Users\colec\Documents\DATA\2014-15\15BOD Garage\Mar15
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
Student Health Services Budget Report -- 2014-15
4/27/2015
Actual Mar-15 Actual Mar-14
 Revised Actual as a Year-end Actual as a Percent
 Budget Budget as of Percent of Actual as of of 2013-14
2014-15 2014-15 31-Mar-15 Budget 2013-14 31-Mar-14 Year-end
REVENUES
Fees 635,446$  699,101$  637,746$   * 91% 707,373$   705,592$   100%
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 635,446$  699,101$  637,746$   91% 707,373$   705,592$   100%
EXPENDITURES
Salaries and Wages 382,722 382,148 318,244  83% 389,961 314,189 81%
Staff Benefits 76,507 77,081 59,260 77% 69,591 57,368 82%
Consultants and Contracted Services 106,114 106,114 45,597 * 43% 92,052 76,592 83%
Insurance 34,356 34,356 34,356 100% 34,356 34,356 100%
Supplies 6,728 6,178 3,987 65% 10,852 4,524 42%
Printing, Telephone and Mail 2,900 2,900 1,834 63% 3,364 2,775 82%
Travel 3,000 3,550 1,547         44% 2,692         229            9%
Miscellaneous 1,750 1,750 1,239         71% 620            620            100%
Events 250 250 199            80% 235            201            86%
Equipment -                -                -                 -- 3,073         3,073         100%
Overhead Pro Rata (5%) 30,716      30,716      -                 0% 30,329       -                 0%
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 645,043$  645,043$  466,263$   72% 637,124$   493,926$   78%
NET OPERATIONS (9,597)$     54,058$    171,483$   317% 70,250$     211,666$   301%
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Investment Income 11,500      11,500      6,792         59% 13,664       9,026         66%
Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments -                -                -                 -- 7                7                100%
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments -                -                52              -- 124            91              73%
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES) 11,500$    11,500$    6,844$       60% 13,795$     9,124$       66%
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS 1,903$     65,558$   178,327$   272% 84,045$    220,790$  263%
*See attached narrative. C:\Users\colec\Documents\DATA\2014-15\15BOD Health\Mar15
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
Business Center Budget Report -- 2014-15
4/27/2015
Actual Mar-15 Actual Mar-14
 Revised Actual as a Year-end Actual as a Percent
 Budget Budget as of Percent of Actual as of of 2013-14
2014-15 2014-15 31-Mar-15 Budget 2013-14 31-Mar-14 Year-end
REVENUES
Copy Services 300,000$  330,640$  273,838$  83% 246,067$   197,379$  80%
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 300,000$  330,640$  273,838$  83% 246,067$   197,379$  80%
EXPENDITURES
Contracted Services 218,000 296,848 196,855    66% 298,352     198,901    67%
Software -                -                -                -- 36,084       24,056      67%
Supplies 250 250 -                0% 1,546         -                0%
Printing, Telephone & Mail 1,000        1,000        135           14% 236            236           100%
Events & Promotions 250 250 -                0% 172            172           100%
Miscellaneous 1,250 1,250 -                0% 1,067         1,067        100%
Overhead Pro Rata 5,518      7,489      -              0% 8,436       -              0%
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 226,268$  307,087$  196,990$  64% 345,892$   224,432$  65%
NET OPERATIONS 73,732$    23,553$    76,848$    326% (99,825)$    (27,053)$   27%
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Investment Income -            1,370        821           -- 2,142         -                0%
Transfers from Other Funds -            -            -                -- 430,891     -                --
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES) -$          1,370$      821$         -- 433,033$   -$          0%
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS 73,732$   24,923$   77,669$   312% 333,208$  (27,053)$  -8%
*See attached narrative. C:\Users\colec\Documents\DATA\2014-15\15BOD Business Center\Mar15
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1. REPORT BY: David Seward 
 





Outlined below is a brief update on capital projects. 
 
6.11.1 Project Kaleidoscope 
 
A short overview of the Kaleidoscope Project is attached.  Kaleidoscope is a UC Hastings 
strategic initiative to streamline business processes utilizing various technology solutions 
designed to support Student Success, Build Community and Achieve Service Excellence.  
 
The project schedule is described below: 
 
Project Target Completion 
PayIt! Expense Management December 2014 
PayIt! Invoices June 2015 
Student Employee Hiring/Onboarding December 2014 for Spring 2015 Hiring 
Contract Management 
 Adjunct Faculty Contracts 





College-Wide Document Library Doc Library team to present the project 
strategy in May 2015 




6.11.2 Long Range Campus Plan 2.0 
 
The Governor’s 2015-16 budget plan includes $37.8 million in state funding in the form 
of lease revenue bond financing to support the construction of a new academic building at 
333 Golden Gate Avenue to replace the aging academic facility  located at 198 
McAllister built in 1953.  The Governor has committed to an additional $7 million to 
renovate the annex to 198 McAllister building, constructed in 1970, and site of the Gold 
Reading Room and the Marvin and Jane Baxter Appellate Law Center. 
 
An oral update was provided at the Finance Committee meeting held on May 14, 2015. 
KALEIDOSCOPE 
Project Update 
May 1, 2015 
Kaleidoscope Results 
Kscope innovations continue to streamline internal processes for UC 
Hastings faculty, students and staff.  Approximately 1,300 users have 
logged in to Kscope.uchastings.edu to access online forms and 
reports. 
• ADJUNCT FACULTY EMPLOYMENT:  Summer Adjunct faculty contracts were 
processed online with electronic signatures using Salesforce and SpringCM 
technology 
• PACE:  Students completed PACE (Professor and Course Evaluations) surveys 
for the second semester using Kscope 
• 3,300 PACE surveys were completed for Spring 2015  
• Toni Young (Assistant Dean/Moot Court and LWR) and Nancy Stuart (Associate 
Dean/Experiential Learning now join the Academic Dean and Educational 
Effectiveness Committee in accessing faculty PACE reports through Kscope 
• STUDENT EMPLOYEE HIRING:  Stephen Tollafield/Professor and Associate 
Director of LWR now holds the Kscope record for hiring the most students   
• Fifteen (15) Fall 2015 LWR Teaching Assistants were hired; LWR has 54 more TA 
positions listed 
• IT has hired at least 15 students since Fall 2014 and continues to use Kscope 
Additional results from leveraging Kaleidoscope solutions include the 
following: 
• STUDENT ORG REGISTRATION: Applications for student org registration are now online 
through Kscope utilizing Salesforce and SpringCM electronic signature capabilities (≈36 
already submitted as of May 1, 2015); approximately 70 student orgs register/year 
• FINANCIAL AID:  Prospective and current students (≈1,500) were able to complete 
Financial Aid Supplement forms online and data were integrated into Ellucian Colleague 
for Financial Aid to access 
• EXPENSE REPORTS:  Approximately 900 expense reports valued at ≈$1.2 MM were 
processed using PayIt/Concur (July 1, 2014 to April 10, 2015) 
• Training of faculty continues 
• DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT:  Faculty and students in clinics continue to use the 
SpringCM Document Library for managing documents to compliment Clio for managing 
cases.  Clinics using SpringCM include the following: 
• Individual Representation (IR) – Miye Goishi, Eumi Lee 
• Medical Legal Partnership for Seniors (MLPS), Yvonne Troya 
• Refugee and Human Rights Clinic (RHRC), Karen Musalo 
• Social Enterprise and Economic Empowerment (SEEE), Alina Ball 
Kaleidoscope Results 
What’s Next? 
          Kscope development continues in 2015: 
 
• INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT AGREEMENTS:  The team is now in the testing 
phase; automated workflow approvals with electronic signature functions have 
been developed and scheduled to go live in June 2015 
• INVOICE PAYMENTS:  The PayIt! team continue to work on the Invoice 
Management solution and targeting to go live in June 2015 
• DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT:  The Document Library team continues to meet 
with departments to understand use cases and determine the best technology 
solution that fits their needs 
• The team has met with the Advancement group and preparing to present 
their recommendations later in May 2015 
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1 of 2 
REPORT ITEM 
 
1.         REPORT BY:  David Seward   
 
2.         SUBJECT:         Review of College Checks & Electronic Transfers over $50,000 
 
3.         REPORT: 
 
 
Listed below are checks & electronic transfers issued by the College for the period of February 1, 2015 through 









Employer/employee contributions to UC 
Retirement Plan for PPE 01/31/2015 
2/3/15 E0034497 UCSF Campus Life Svcs $51,645.83 
Business Center November 2014 payment for 
Xerox MFD & networked HP program services  
2/5/15 ACH1345 Internal Revenue Service $604,500.16 
 
Payment for federal income taxes, social 
security taxes and Medicare taxes (employee 
and employer share) for PPE 01/31/2015 
2/5/15 ACH1346 
State of California 
Franchise Tax Board $100,134.18 
State withholding employee income tax 
payment for PPE 01/31/2015 
2/12/15 0260826 ABM Engineering Svcs $50,660.72 
Progressive payment for Tower Bldg. 
engineering services for the period ending 
12/31/2014 
2/13/15 E0034573 
Regents of the University 
of California $283,767.08 
Employer contributions: UC Core and 
Healthnet for PPE 01/31/2015 
2/13/15 E0034612 Corp State Street $54,205.79 
Retirement program costs for annuitants and 
employees – Other Post-Employment 
Benefits for PPE 01/31/2015 
2/24/15 E0034740 
Interstate Grading Paving 
(IGP) $132,629.78 
Application for Payment 3: McAllister 
Streetscape sidewalk infrastructure 
improvement 
2/24/15 E0034743 McClure Electric $69,273.00 
Progressive payment for January 2015 labor 
& materials Tower fire pump service in 




Progressive payment for Tower Bldg. 
engineering services for the period ending 
01/31/2015 
2/26/15 0261018 Pacific Gas & Electric $55,003.37 
Utilities payment for the period of 11/6/2014-
2/5/2015 
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Transfers No. Vendor Amount Description 
3/2/15 ACH1359 
State of California 
Franchise Tax Board $116,044.99 
State withholding employee income tax 




Installment Payment #1 UC Student Health 




Installment Payment #2 UC Student Health 




Employer/employee contributions to UC 
Retirement Plan for PPE 02/28/2015 
3/5/15 ACH1360 Internal Revenue Service $677,401.41 
 
Payment for federal income taxes, social 
security taxes and Medicare taxes (employee 
and employer share) for PPE 02/28/2015 
3/6/15 E0033663 Spring CM $50,880.00 
Annual license fees & portal 2015 for the 
period of 12/20/2014 -12/19/2015 
3/12/15 E0034895 
Regents of the University 
of California $282,722.29 
Employer contributions: UC Core and 
Healthnet for PPE 02/28/2015 
3/12/15 E0034897 Corp State Street $53,992.14 
Retirement program costs for annuitants and 
employees – Other Post-Employment 
Benefits for PPE 02/28/2015 
3/13/15 E0034931 
Interstate Grading Paving 
(IGP) $244,273.73 
Application for Payment 4: McAllister 
Streetscape sidewalk infrastructure 
improvement 
3/24/15 0261139 Nomiya Shino $70,680.81 Severance Pay 
3/24/15 E0035008 McClure Electric $55,419.00 
Progressive payment February 2015 for labor 
& materials Tower fire pump service in 
accordance with Bid Package  ITB 23-0275 
3/27/15 E0035056 
Interstate Grading Paving 
(IGP) $100,300.66 
Application for Payment 5: McAllister 
Streetscape sidewalk infrastructure 
improvement 
4/1/15 0261241 ABM Janitorial Services $112,920.34 
Facilities custodial services in the 198, 200 
&100 McAllister buildings for the month of 




Employer/employee contributions to UC 
Retirement Plan for PPE 03/31/2015 
4/10/15 E0035200 Lewis Drew $68,850.00 Student Refund 
4/17/15 E0035263 Corp State Street $53,565.92 
Retirement program costs for annuitants and 
employees – Other Post-Employment 
Benefits for PPE 03/31/2015 
 
27 Records 
Listed TOTAL $5,885,867.80  
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Enrollment Management Update 
Education Policy Committee Meeting: May 14, 2105 
 
I. Summary of Enrollment Management Function 
   Provost & Academic Dean    
          
Assistant Deans  Senior Assistant Dean of  Enrollment Management 
 Records Office, etc.   
          










II. Use of Scholarships (merit) and Financial Aid (need) in JD Admissions 
 
Past Process:  Need-based aid ($7500-$13,000) and merit-based scholarships ($5000-$15,000) were offered 
only AFTER applicants completed financial aid request forms. Merit-based aid was also mostly 
tied to showing of need ($30,000 or less in assets). 
Challenge:  Less than half of admits were filling out financial aid request forms and therefore most admitted 
students were not eligible for scholarships or aid. 
New Process:  Merit-based scholarships are offered days after offer of admission (no additional paperwork 
required and no showing of need). Student with need are still able to fill out financial aid 
request forms and request need-based aid. 
 
Stage 1: Budget of $5.2 million per year 
Scholarship LSAT Range GPA Range Award 
Chancellor 168-175 3.78 - 4.0+ $35,000 with no possibility of additional need-based aid 
Provost 163-167 3.65 - 3.77 $25,000 with no possibility of additional need-based aid 
Dean 1 161-162 3.59 - 3.64 $20,000 with no possibility of additional need-based aid 
Dean 2 158-160 3.52 - 3.58 $15,000 with possibility of additional $10,000 need aid 
Director  155-157 3.27 - 3.51 Possibility of receiving $10,000 need aid + $5000 to high end  
 ≤ 154 ≤ 3.26  Possibility of receiving $10,000 need aid 
 
Stage 2 (pre-deposit deadline): Budget of $300,000 per year 
Additional $10,000 award to selected admitted students with both LSAT and GPA that will help ranking metrics 
within each band of scholarship. 
 
Stage 3 (post-deposit deadline): 
GOAL: To preserve incoming metrics.  
1. (a) Pursue strong admits who have neither deposited nor rejected our offer with additional $5000-$10,000. 
(b) Continue to court depositors to reduce depositor attrition with: 
(i) additional money ($5000-$10,000), if needed; 
(ii) calls from faculty; and 
(iii) building early sense of community with welcome from  ASUCH and admitted students blog. 
(c) Selectively work through Waitlist focusing on applicants who preserve LSAT medians and court with calls 
from faculty and community-building. 
2. Selectively work through Waitlist focusing on applicants at the median with the scholarship money we have 
available. Note: Waitlisted students are generally “splitters” and have either a strong LSAT or GPA. 
III. Retention Plan 
 
Since the fall of 2012, UC Hastings has reduced our incoming 1L class size by 20%. In that same time, we have 
also increasingly lost high-performing rising 2L students to schools around the country (with 17 going to 
Berkeley Law in 2014 alone). We seek to curb the rising transfer-out numbers by providing additional financial 
and other non-quantifiable benefits to high-performing 1L and 2L students as incentive to stay with UC Hastings. 
 
 2011 Start 2012 Start 2013 Start 2014 Start 
Incoming 1Ls 414 317 331 323 
Transfers Out -21 (-5%) -21 (-6.6%) -37 (-11%) TBD 
Transfers In 32 28 26 TBD 
Net Transfers +11 +4 -11 TBD 
TOTAL 425 (+2.5%) 321 (+1.2%) 320 (-3.3%) TBD 
 













A. Additional Tuition Discounts 
Current Strategies  Notes 
Section Scholarships ≈$5,500 to top student in each section; amount to be 
reevaluated in connection with proposed strategies 
Faculty Academic Excellence Scholarship ≈$6,500 to top 14 1Ls; amount to be reevaluated in connection 
with proposed strategies 
Proposed Strategies Notes Proposed Rollout 
Mid-year merit-based scholarship to 3 
students of each section of 1Ls based on 
Fall Grades 
Feasibility and amount to be determined 2015-16 
Year-end merit-based scholarship plan 
to top [10%] and top [15%] of 1Ls 
Feasibility and amount to be determined in 
connection with existing scholarships 
2015-16 
 
B. Benefits for High-Performing Fall 1Ls 
Proposed Strategies Proposed Rollout 
Top 3 students of each section get automatic invite from Journal of choice 2014-15 
Assign top 15% 2L mentor for Spring semester 2015-16 
Guaranteed RA position for 1L summer 2015-16 


















Honor Society  
Current Strategy Notes 
Thurston Society Invitation to top 5% of 1L class and top 10% of 2L and 3L class; no benefits 
other than invitation; to be reconsidered in connection with new society 
Proposed Strategy Notes Proposed Rollout 
Induction into New Honor 
Society 
Induction of top 15% into UC Hastings 2L Scholars Society 
• Inductee Ceremony in fall with UC Hastings 3L Scholars  
• Assign top 15% rising 3L mentor 
• Assign active faculty mentor 
• Participation in special Faculty Colloquia 
• Assign exceptional alumni mentor in area of interest 
• Invite to special events with UC Hastings 3L Scholars 
• Notation on Transcript and Commencement Program 
2014-15 
 
C. Continued Customer Service 
Current Strategy Notes 
Continue to implement 
College’s strategic 
objective of achieving 
service excellence  
• Faculty: Continue to create/develop opportunities to connect with students 
outside of the classroom 
• Administration: Review internal processes for effectiveness and efficiency 
• Staff: Continually strive to offer students the best customer service 
 
D. Benefits for All Students 
Current Strategy Notes 
Leadership Ceremony Celebrates dedication to UC Hastings 
Proposed Strategy Notes Proposed Rollout 
Internal Marketing 
Campaign  
Campaign: we all rise together 
• UC Hastings creates message with input from students 
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REPORT BY:  THE ADVANCEMENT & COMMUNICATIONS  
     COMMITTEE 
      
SUBJECT:   Development Update – Campaign Reports for  
    period ending March 31, 2015 –Year-to-Date 
    Campaign Report 
 
REPORT:   
 
 8.1 Development Update- Campaign Reports for period  
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REPORT ITEM  
 
 
1. REPORT BY:   Alex A.G. Shapiro, Acting Assistant Dean 
      Institutional Advancement  
 
2. SUBJECT:   FY 14-15 Fundraising Report  
 
 
3. REPORT:   Written  
 
 
Overview of Fundraising Results 
 
Fiscal year 2014 – 2015 is the fourth year of the UC Hastings 7-year fundraising campaign. 
 
As of the end of March 31, 2015, FY2014 -2015, UC Hastings has raised $4,157,544 towards its 
overall FY2014 – 2015 goal of $6,985,000.  This includes new cash and new pledges of $4,017,544 
(campaign goal $6,000,000) and new revocable and irrevocable planned gifts of $140,000 (campaign 
goal $985,000). 
 
After 3 ¾ years, UC Hastings has raised $24,445,187 or 49% of the overall campaign goal of $50 
million. 
 
Attached are the Fundraising Status Reports as of March 31, 2015 (end of the FY third quarter) 
including: 
 
• Contribution Details 
• Campaign Priorities  
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Contributions detail as of 3/31/15 
 
• Current use funds 
o Unrestricted support: As of March 31, 2015, total unrestricted funds raised are 
$823,407.  The largest unrestricted gift received for the period (3rd quarter) is $50,000 
(pledge) to UC Hastings Fund. 
o Restricted support: As of March 31, 2015, total restricted (or allocated) funds raised 
are $2,756,635.  The largest restricted gift received for the period (3rd quarter) is $1 
million for the Eucalyptus Foundation Endowed Chair. 
 
• Capital purposes 
o Endowment funds: As of March 31, 2015, total endowment funds raised are 
$437,503.  These are restricted endowment funds.  The largest restricted endowment 











Current Operations    
Unrestricted            $979,515         $1,277,775             $   823,407  
Restricted         $4,294,205         $5,061,860              $2,756,635  
    
Capital Purposes    
Endowment 
Unrestricted 
- - - 
Endowment 
Restricted 
           $389,472  
 
            $50,498  
 
           $437,503  
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Fundraising results for the period ending March 31, 2015 are provided for review.  Highlights and 
major variances are noted below. 
 
• Campaign priorities 
o Student support: 7-year campaign goal is $7.5 million; after 3 ¾ years, amount raised 
is $232,981.  The largest gift received for the period (3rd quarter) is $2,000 for 
Hastings Business Law Journal. 
o Faculty chairs: 7-year campaign goal is $7.5 million; after 3 ¾ years, amount raised is 
$2,005,000.  The largest restricted gift received for the period (3rd quarter) is $1 
million for the Eucalyptus Foundation Endowed Chair. 
o Centers and Clinics: 7-year campaign goal is $5 million; after 3 ¾ years, amount 
raised is $6,656,605.  The largest gift received for the period (3rd quarter) is $234,750 
for the Center for WorkLife Law. 
o Online Education & Technology: 7-year campaign goal is $2.5 million; after 3 ¾ 
years, no funds have been raised in support of this priority. 
o Capital projects: 7-year campaign goal is $2.5 million; after 3 ¾ years, $150 has been 
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Giving by Source 
 
Fundraising results for the period ending March 31, 2015 are provided for review.  Highlights and 
major variances are noted below. 
 
• Giving by source:  
o Directors: FY 2014 – 2015 goal is $250,000; $139,608 in new gifts or pledges has 
been raised as of March 31, 2015.  8 Directors have made a gift this fiscal year. 
o Governors: FY 2014 – 2015 goal is $350,000; $88,582 in new gifts or pledges has 
been raised as of March 31, 2015.  88% of the Governors have made a gift this fiscal 
year. 
o Trustees:  FY 2014 – 2015 goal is $1,550,000; $348,993 in new gifts or pledges has 
been raised as of March 31, 2015.  79% of the Trustees have made a gift this fiscal 
year.   
o Alumni (excludes alumni who are Directors, Governors, Trustees, Faculty or Staff): 
FY 2014 – 2015 goal is $1,500,000; $935,683 in new gifts or pledges has been 
raised as of March 31, 2015.  To date, 1,356 alumni have made a gift this fiscal year. 
o Faculty and staff: FY 2014 – 2015 goal is $225,000; $138,057 in gifts has been 
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 Campaign 
Totals 
 TOTAL CAMPAIGN GOAL  $     6,500,000  $    5,260,000 6,355,000$    6,985,000$       7,625,000$       8,275,000$       9,000,000$        50,000,000$       
 GIFTS & PLEDGES: 
 Individual Giving  
 Major Gifts ($10K+)  $     2,250,000 5%  $    2,365,000 10% 2,600,000$    10% 2,850,000$       10% 3,125,000$       10% 3,425,000$       9% 3,750,000$        20,365,001$       
 Annual (Under $10K)  $        875,000 3%  $       900,000 0% 900,000$       3% 925,000$          3% 950,000$          3% 975,000$          3% 1,000,000$        6,525,000$         
 Bequests  $        350,000 -57%  $       150,000 100% 300,000$       17% 350,000$          0% 350,000$          14% 400,000$          13% 450,000$           2,350,001$         
 
 Institutional Giving  
 Foundations  $        525,000 5%  $       550,000 23% 675,000$       13% 760,000$          12% 850,000$          6% 900,000$          8% 975,000$           5,235,001$         
 Corporations/Law Firms  $        600,000 0%  $       600,000 -13% 525,000$       17% 615,000$          14% 700,000$          11% 775,000$          3% 800,000$           4,615,000$         
 
 Other Outright  
 Cy Pres  $        400,000 9%  $       435,000 500,000$       0% 500,000$          5% 525,000$          0% 525,000$          0% 525,000$           3,410,000$         
 
 TOTAL RAISED GIFTS  $     5,000,000 0%  $    5,000,000 10%  $    5,500,000 9%  $      6,000,000 8%  $       6,500,000 8%  $       7,000,000 7%  $       7,500,000 42,500,000$       
 
 PLANNED GIFTS:  7,500,000$         
 Irrevocable Deferred  $        500,000 -98%  $         10,000 2950% 305,000$       10% 335,000$          12% 375,000$          13% 425,000$          18% 500,000$           2,450,000$         
 Revocable Deferred  $     1,000,000 -75%  $       250,000 120% 550,000$       18% 650,000$          15% 750,000$          13% 850,000$          18% 1,000,000$        5,050,000$         
 TOTAL DEFERRED GIFTS 1,500,000$     260,000$       855,000$       985,000$          1,125,000$       1,275,000$       1,500,000$        7,500,000$         






 CAMPAIGN TOTAL  $     6,256,318  $    5,923,192  $    8,108,133  $      4,157,544    24,445,187$       
 GIFTS & PLEDGES: 
 Individual Giving  
 Major Gifts ($10K+)  $          1,002,500  $          1,033,512 109%  $     2,156,239 27%  $    2,735,972 -52% 1,311,575$    -44% 738,900$          6,942,685$         
 Annual (Under $10K)  $             929,208  $             835,972 -1%  $        826,329 8%  $       889,817 12% 998,271$       -20% 803,062$          3,517,478$         
 Bequests  $             358,127  $        340,000 -100%  $                 -   10,000$         133,333$          483,332$            
 
 Institutional Giving  
 Foundations  $             893,358  $          1,110,074 -59%  $        454,028 187%  $    1,302,515 102% 2,626,320$    -36% 1,674,728$       6,057,593$         
 Corporations/Law Firms  $          1,069,162  $             651,560 -7%  $        603,175 3%  $       618,621 55% 959,997$       -70% 289,065$          2,470,858$         
 
 Other Outright  
 Cy Pres  $             419,375  $             363,746 4%  $        376,547 -69%  $       116,268 316% 483,970$       -22% 378,456$          1,355,244$         
 
 TOTAL RAISED  $          4,671,731  $          3,994,864 19%  $     4,756,318 19%  $    5,663,192 13%  $    6,390,133 -37%  $      4,017,544 20,827,187$       
 
 PLANNED GIFTS:  
 Irrevocable Deferred  $        500,000 -98%  $         10,000 -100% -$               
 Revocable Deferred  $     1,000,000 -75%  $       250,000 587% 1,718,000$    -92% 140,000$          
 TOTAL -$                      1,500,000$     260,000$       1,718,000$    140,000$          3,618,000$         
*Updated as of 03.31.15
 FY2017-18 Actuals 
 FY2016-17 Projection  FY2017-18 Projection 
 7 YEAR CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE 
 FY 2011-12 Actuals  FY2012-13 Actuals  FY2013-14 Actuals   FY2014-15 Actuals 
through 03/31/15 
 FY2015-16 Actuals  FY2016-17 Actuals 
 FY 2011-12 Projection  FY2012-13 Projection  FY2013-14 Projection  FY2014-15 Projection  FY2015-16 Projection 
UC Hastings CAMPAIGN
Priorities and Program Detail  
Confidential
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 FY 2011-12 
Actuals 














 Total Goal (inc deferred gifts)        $       6,500,000  $               5,260,000 6,355,000$        6,985,000$        7,625,000$        8,275,000$        9,000,000$       50,000,000$        
Campaign Priorities
Scholarships 1,163,615$       2,725,169$               1,944,877$        746,373$           6,580,034$         
Unrestricted Support 1,126,677$       979,515$                  1,277,775$        823,407$           4,207,374$         
Student Support 44,505$            65,070$                    51,284$             72,122$             232,981$            
Faculty Chairs 1,000,000$       -$                          5,000$               1,000,000$        2,005,000$         
Centers & Clinics 907,492$          1,790,155$               2,800,584$        1,158,371$        6,656,602$         
Online Ed & Technology -$                  -$                          -$                   -$                   -$                    
Capital Projects -$                  -$                          -$                   150$                  150$                   
Program Detail
Current Operations
Unrestricted 1,397,103$          927,854$              1,126,677$       979,515$                  1,277,775$        823,407$           
Restricted 3,087,732$          2,481,641$           1,948,571$       4,294,205$               5,061,860$        2,756,635$        
Capital Purposes
Endowment Unrestricted -$                     -$                     -$                  -$                          
Endowment Restricted 186,896$             585,369$              1,681,070$       389,472$                  50,498$             437,503$           
 TOTAL 4,671,731$          3,994,864$           4,756,318$       5,663,192$               6,390,133$        4,017,544$        
Giving by vehicle
Telefund/telethon 25,751$               76,467$                86,904$            117,550$                  104,172$           26,994$             
Direct Mail 586,618$             547,353$              474,621$          410,568$                  483,033$           432,789$           
Online 217,215$             226,198$              305,802$          312,018$                  371,695$           340,262$           
Other
Sponsorships
218$                    300$                     110$                 121,576$                  28,720$             5,750$               
2,500,000$                                          
Priority Goals
50,000,000$                                        
15,000,000$                                        
10,000,000$                                        
7,500,000$                                          
7,500,000$                                          
5,000,000$                                          
2,500,000$                                          
Giving by Source and Initiative
 Projection  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Projection  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Projection  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Projection  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Projection  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Projection  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Projection  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Projection  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Projection  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
Total
Giving by Source 
Directors* 250,000$      12 100% 250,000$      12 100% 250,000$      12 100% 300,000$      12 100% 300,000$      12 100% 1,350,000$     
Governors* 250,000$      46 100% 350,000$      46 100% 450,000$      46 100% 575,000$      46 100% 685,000$      46 100% 2,310,000$     
Trustees* 1,375,000$   51 100% 1,550,000$   51 100% 1,825,000$   51 100% 2,150,000$   51 100% 2,250,000$   51 100% 9,150,000$     
Alumni */^ 1,500,000$   1,500,000$   1,500,000$   1,500,000$   1,500,000$   7,500,000$     
Faculty & Staff** 250,000$      85 40% 225,000$      250,000$      275,000$      300,000$      1,300,000$     
21,610,000$   
  Actuals  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
  Actuals  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Actuals  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Actuals  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Actuals  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Actuals  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Actuals  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Actuals  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 




Directors* 66,375$        6 55% 47,360$        7 64% 183,600$      6 55% 587,200$         8 73% 93,840$        11 100% 139,608$      8 73% 1,004,248$     
Governors* 58,087$        33 75% 68,178$        31 69% 117,722$      36 78% 82,822$           42 93% 139,194$      40 95% 88,582$        38 88% 428,320$        
Trustees* 292,467$      41 82% 372,310$      34 69% 474,693$      39 78% 447,380$         45 88% 416,030$      48 96% 348,993$      46 79% 1,687,096$     
Alumni */^ 1,517,580$   1,681 9% 1,342,174$   1,618 8% 2,338,590$   1,492 8% 2,174,206$      1,756 9% 1,503,098$   2,108 10% 935,683$      1356 7% 6,951,576$     
Faculty & Staff** 52,814$        68 18% 83,044$        71 19% 110,565$      70 18% 223,385$         58 17% 100,632$      103 28% 138,057$      80 21% 572,639$        
10,643,879$   
^ Alumni count excludes alumni who are Directors, Governors, Trustees, Faculty or Staff
  Actuals  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
  Actuals  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Actuals  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Actuals  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Actuals  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Actuals  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Projection  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Projection  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
 Projection  # of Donors  Participation 
Rate 
Giving Initiatives
UC Hastings Challenge (calendar year)# 192,109$      188 47% 454,273$         302 51% 213,559$      299 40% 31,448$        50 6%
Reunion Campaign (calendar year)# 702,841$      380 12% 614,775$      409 11% 328,122$      374 10% 1,029,146$      505 13% 974,772$      461 12% 78,460$        50 1%
Class/Student Campaign (Class of)## 31,188$        220 45% 28,377$        153 28% 2,105$          41 8% 4,319$             94 22% 5,009$          86 10% 6,115$          83 9%  
*Updated as of 03.31.15
 FY2014-15  FY2015-16  FY2016-17  FY2017-18  FY 2009-10  FY 2010-11  FY 2011-12  FY 2012-13  FY2013-14 
2018
 FY2014-15 
## Actuals includes: Received results -- cash/gifts received, pledge payments
 FY2015-16  FY2016-17  FY2017-18 
* Actuals includes: Raised results -- new pledges and cash/gifts received
** Actuals includes: Received results -- cash/gifts received, pledge payments
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
 FY 2009-10  FY 2010-11  FY 2011-12 
# Actuals includes: new pledges, cash/gifts received, pledge payments
 FY2013-14 
2015 2016 2017
 FY 2012-13 
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OPEN BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
 
 
REPORT ITEM   
 
REPORT BY: Chancellor and Dean Frank H. Wu 
 
 





9.1 Report on Action Taken in Closed Session Regarding 
Gifts and Appointments. 





9.2 Chancellor & Dean’s Annual Report 
 
(To Be Distributed) 
 
9.3 Other Informational Items:  Academic Programs, Student 
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REPORTED BY: Chair Carin Fujisaki 
 




10.1 Election of Officers 
 10.1.1 Chair         (Oral) 






University of California 
Hastings College of the Law 
BY-LAWS 
BY-LAW 12 
OFFICERS OF THE BOARD 
 
 
12.1. Officers of the Board.  
(a) The Officers of the Board shall be the Chair and Vice Chair.  
(b) Election: The Board shall elect the Chair and Vice Chair at the mid-year meeting of 
the Board for a term of one year. In the case of a mid-term vacancy, the Board shall elect 
a successor at the first meeting following the creation of the vacancy to serve out the term 
of the prior Chair or Vice Chair. No officer shall serve more than two (2) full consecutive 
terms.  
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REPORT BY: Chair Carin Fujisaki 
 








That Board of Directors authorizes the establishment of the auditor selection committee 




Staff had been directed to undertake a process soliciting formal proposals for audit 
services.  The Audit Subcommittee is charged with making a recommendation to the 
Board of Directors putting forward the firm best suited to meet the College’s needs.  To 
assist in the formulation of a recommendation, an auditor selection committee would be 
formed to review responses to the College’s Request for Proposal and interview finalists 
for the engagement.   
 
It is recommended that the composition of the committee be as follows:  
 
• Board member(s) of the Subcommittee on Audits. 
• Elise Traynum, Secretary to the Board and General Counsel 
• David Seward, Chief Financial Officer 
• Linda Bisesi, Associate Director of Financial Aid 
• Deborah L. Tran, Controller and Director of Business Services 





RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors authorizes the establishment of the Auditor 
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OPEN BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
 
 
ACTION ITEM:   
 
REPORT BY: General Counsel Elise Traynum  
 
SUBJECT:  Report of the General Counsel 
 
REPORT:     
 
11.1 Resolution Authorizing Chancellor & Dean to Sunshine 
Proposals and Commence Collective Bargaining 
Negotiations         (Written) 
 
  
RECOMMENDATION:   Approve 
 
 
BACKGROUND:    





RESOLVED, that the UC Hastings Board of Directors adopts this Resolution and delegate 
its authority to the Chancellor and Dean of UC Hastings, or his chosen designees(s), to 
sunshine labor proposals and to commence collective bargaining negotiations thereafter 












DATE:   May 20, 2015 
TO:    Chancellor & Dean Frank H. Wu  
  UC Hastings Board of Directors 
FROM: General Counsel  
RE:  RESOLUTION DELEGATING AUTHORITY TO THE CHANCELLOR AND 
DEAN, OR DESIGNEEE, THE AUTHORITY TO CONDUCT SUNSHINE 
MEETINGS AND COMMENCE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
It has been the practice of UC Hastings to allow the UC Hastings administration to conduct 
sunshine meetings on initial union proposals.  The meetings have been open to the public as 
required by statute.   This practice has been called into question as of late.  The purpose of the 
proposed Resolution is to codify the practice, i.e. to authorize the UC Hastings administration to 
conduct sunshine meetings on initial union proposals.  Sunshine meetings must be held prior to 
negotiating collective bargaining agreements.   
 
The question presented is whether the Board of Directors may delegate to the Chancellor and 
Dean the authority to conduct public meetings to sunshine union proposals and to commence 
collective bargaining.   
 
The Board of Directors may delegate to the Chancellor and Dean the authority to conduct public 
meetings to sunshine union proposals and to commence collective bargaining.   
   
The Higher Education Employee Relations Act (“HEERA”) Government Code Section 3595 et 
seq. provides that the employer, or any person acting as an agent of the employer, may hold 
public meetings to sunshine union proposals. 
 
Government Code Section 3562(h) defines the higher education “employer” as the regents of the 
University of California, the Directors in the case of Hastings College of the Law, and the 
Trustees in the case of the California State University and Colleges, including any person acting 
as an agent of an employer.  
The Public Employment Relations Board (PERB) held that the sunshine process can be 
delegated to an agent of the Board.  PERB did so with specific reference to the definition of 
“employer” in Section 3562.  California State University (1984) PERB Decision No. 456-H.    
In that case, PERB upheld the decision of the CSU Trustees to delegate authority to its 
Collective Bargaining Committee to conduct sunshine meetings in public with the local unions.  
The Committee made regular reports to the Trustees on the progress of negotiations and the 
Trustees reserved to itself the authority to vote on all union contracts.  
 
 
        Elise Traynum 




 A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 
CALIFORNIA HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW DELEGATING AUTHORITY TO 
THE CHANCELLOR AND DEAN OF THE COLLEGE , OR HIS CHOSEN 
DESIGNEES(S), TO ACT FOR THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS IN ORDER TO 
COMPLY WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION 
EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE ACT (HEERA) INCLUDING SUNSHINING LABOR 
PROPOSALS UNDER SECTION 3595 
 
RESOLUTION NO. 2015 -  __ 
 
 
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 3595 (a) of the Higher Education Employee Relations Act 
(“HEERA”), all initial proposals of exclusive representatives and of higher education employers, 
which relate to matters within the scope of representation, shall be presented at a public meeting 
of the higher education employer, a process commonly known as “sunshining” proposals; and 
 
WHEREAS,  the express legislative intent of sunshining proposals is to allow the public to be 
informed of the issues that are being met and conferred upon and to allow the public to have full 
authority to express their views on issues to the higher education employer, and to know the 
positions of the higher education employer; and, 
 
WHEREAS, Section 3562(e) of HEERA, defines the UC Hastings Board of Directors as the 
“employer;” and, therefore, has the responsibility of holding public meetings to sunshine labor 
proposals; and,   
 
WHEREAS, in California State University (1984) PERB Decision No. 456-H, the Public 
Employee Relation Board (PERB”) held that the sunshine process may be delegated to an agent 
of the Board of Directors when Cal State Long Beach delegated the sunshining process to its 
staff; and,     
 
WHEREAS, the Board of Directors wishes to delegate its authority to the Chancellor and Dean 
of UC Hastings and the College’s labor negotiators to sunshine labor proposals and to commence 
collective bargaining negotiations thereafter with the College’s unions consistent with Board 
   
policies, and 
 
WHEREAS, the Board of Directors wishes to reserves to itself the authority to approve all 
collective bargaining agreements.  
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT: 
 
To assist UC Hastings in the collective bargaining process: 
 
1. The Board of Directors of Hastings College of the Law delegates to the Chancellor and 
Dean, or his chosen designee, the authority to negotiate collective bargaining agreements 
which includes, but is not limited to sunshining proposals at a duly noticed public 
meeting as required under Section 3595 (a) and (b). 
2. The Board of Directors of Hastings College of the Law authorizes the Chancellor and 
Dean, or his chosen designee, to commence negotiations of memorandum of 
understandings with the College unions, after completing the sunshining process. 
3. The Chancellor and Dean, or his chosen designee, shall be responsible for making 
periodic reports to the Board of Directors on the progress of collective bargaining and for 
advising the Board of Directors on actions which the College’s negotiators have taken at 
the bargaining table.   
4. The Board of Directors reserves the right to approve all collective bargaining agreements. 
 
 
Adopted this 5th day of June, 2015, by majority vote of the Board of Directors. 
 
         ____________________ 
Carin Fujisaki, 
Chair 





       Elise K. Traynum, Secretary 
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     MEMORANDUM  
 
 
DATE:   May 20, 2015 
TO:    Chancellor & Dean Frank H. Wu  
  UC Hastings Board of Directors 
FROM: General Counsel  
RE:  Query: Non-Discrimination Policy  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
I have been asked whether the Board of Directors needs to amend the College’s non-
discrimination policy in light of the repeal of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” ( DADT), the statute 
which ended the discriminatory ban on gays and lesbians serving openly in the military.  The 
question centers on whether amending the non-discrimination policy is necessary to allow the 
U.S. military to recruit on campus.   
It is my opinion that the Board of Directors does not need to take any action to amend the 
College’s non-discrimination policy.  The current military policy is not discriminatory. College 
administration has directed the Office of Career Services and Professional Development to 
modify its policies to remove the exception to discrimination regarding military recruitment on 
campus with the repeal of DADT.   
 The UC Hastings non-discrimination policy which covers career services and placement, 
admissions, access and treatment in Hastings-sponsored programs and activities is as follows:  
The University of California, Hastings College of the Law shall not discriminate 
unlawfully on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, ancestry, disability, age, 
sex or sexual orientation.   
Below is a brief history of the issue of military recruitment at UC Hastings. 
In 1983, the UC Hastings Board of Directors adopted the following non-discrimination policy for 
the College:   
The University of California, Hastings College of the Law shall not discriminate on the 
basis of race, color, religion, national origin, ancestry, disability, age, sex or sexual 
orientation in compliance with Titles VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act, Title IX of the 
Education Amendments of the 1972 and Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act 
of 1973. 
There existed a different non-discrimination policy statement used by the Career Services Office.    
The non-discrimination policy of the Career Services Office was: 
The University of California, Hastings College of the Law shall not discriminate 
unlawfully on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, ancestry, disability, age, 
sex or sexual orientation. 
The non-discrimination policy of the Career Services Office allowed for military recruiters to 
recruit on campus1.  The Board of Director’s policy to allow military recruiters to use the Career 
Services Office to recruit on campus was consistent with federal regulations.   
In 1990, the AALS, the organization which sets the standards for law school accreditation 
adopted Bylaw 6-4(b) which provides: 
Member schools shall pursue a policy of providing its students with equal opportunity to 
obtain employment without discrimination or segregation on the grounds of race, color, 
religion, national origin, sex, age, handicap, or disability, or sexual orientation.  Members 
have an obligation to communicate to each employer to whom it furnishes assistance and 
facilities for interviewing and other placement functions, the school’s firm expectation 
that the employer will observe the principle of equal opportunity. 
In 1991, the Associated Students requested that the Board of Directors reconcile the non-
discrimination policy statement of the Career Services Office with the College’s non-
discrimination policy stated in the College catalogue.  The student government’s request was in 
harmony with the Association of Law School’s (AALS) regulations.   
After an extensive debate, the Board of Directors amended the College’s non-discrimination 
policy by including the word “unlawfully” before the word discrimination.  This allowed for 
military recruiters to continue recruiting on campus, so long as the Department of Defense policy 
was not modified or declared unlawful by the courts 
A federal law, known as the Solomon Amendment was enacted in 1997, providing that colleges 
and universities may be denied federal funds if they deny the military the same facilities offered 
to all other employer recruiters.  A number of law schools and law professors challenged the 
constitutionality of the Solomon Amendment in Rumsfeld v. Fair.  On March 6, 2006, the US 
Supreme Court rejected the argument that the Solomon Amendment interfered with the first 
amendment rights of law schools and upheld the constitutionality of the Solomon Amendment.   
1 The 1950 Uniform Code of Military Justice set up the discharge rules for homosexual service members.  
In 1992, a defense directive from President Ronald Reagan reinforced the discriminatory military policy 
when giving a defense directive that homosexuality was incompatible with military service and people 
who engaged in homosexual acts or stated that they were homosexual or bisexual were discharged. In 
1993, Congress later inserted text in a bill that required the military to abide by the regulations set up in 
President Reagan’s defense directive.  President Bill Clinton issued a defense directive that military 
applicants should not be asked about their sexual orientation. This became known as “Don’t Ask, Don’t 
Tell.”  
     
                                                          
UC Hastings did not join in the lawsuit.  Students rallied again in 2006 for the Board to change 
its policy of allowing military recruiters to participate in on-campus interviews when they 
discovered that the JAG corps was on campus conducting interviews.  The Board did not 
capitulate to the students’ demands.  The Board of Directors was firm in its position that the 
Solomon Amendment was the law and failure to follow it could result in the College losing 
federal subsidies, especially federal financial aid for UC Hastings students.  In addition, some 
Directors expressed their respect and support for the many men and women serving in the 
military at that time.     
In response to the holding in Rumsfeld v. Fair, the AALS amended its regulations to authorize 
law schools which allow military recruiters to use their placement offices to engage in efforts to 
ameliorate the discriminatory impact of permitting the military to recruit on campus.  The 
ameliorative efforts by UC Hastings included displaying the College’s non-discrimination policy 
visibly in the Career Services Office and on the UC Hastings website.     
DADT was the official United States policy on service by gays and lesbians in the military 
instituted in 1993.  In December 2010, Congress repealed the DADT law, ending the 
discriminatory ban on gays and lesbians serving openly in the military. 
The policy of the College which has allowed military recruiters to use the services of the Career 
Services Office to recruit on campus remains intact.  The administration has directed the Career 
Services Office to delete the language excepting military recruiters from the College’s non-
discrimination policy from the UC Hastings’ website and all Career Services publications.  
 
        Elise Traynum  
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DIRECTOR COMMENTS AND BOARD ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 
 
This is a time reserved for Directors who wish to briefly comment on Board matters, 
provide a reference to staff or other resources for factual information, or direct staff to place 
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THE BOARD WILL GO INTO CLOSED SESSION AT APPROXIMATELY 11:00 A.M. 
 
 
The Board will adjourn to the closed session to consider the items listed on the Closed 
Session Agenda. At the conclusion of the Closed Session, the Board will reconvene the 
Open Meeting prior to adjourning the meeting, to report on any actions taken in Closed 
Session for which a report is required by law. 
